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1 SUPREME COURT ADVISORY

2 BOARD MEETING

3 November 7 ø 1986

4 (Af ternoon se as ion)

5

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ What is th$ 99?

7 MR" TINDALL;$ aka.)" If you l 11 tUrn in

8 your -- if you've got your rule book, turn to page

9 144 and look at Rules 99, 100 and 101.. And when I

10 circulated the first draft, you know, I started
11 with 103, but it kind of sPiiied Over to 102. ADd

12 then someone suggested that we combine Rule 99,

13 which is sort of the content -- the issuanCe of
14 content to citation into one rule..
15 And so, if you'll see what I did on page 37
16 on your handout, part of it, in combining it, I
17 took inspiration from the Federal Rule 4, but it1s
18 no substantive Change..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. Do you have

20 any -.. is there anything troublirUJ about this?
21 MR.. TINDALL i NO, I though ti t wa a

22 I think it was Biii who suggested that we combine,

23 and I have no Pride in authorship" Rule 99 start8
24 out -- well, you can read what it is and I just
25 that's a point really -- the citation issuance,
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1 aDd theD you gO to the form of ~be citation and

2 the other on. about otber -- Rule lOD dida't seem

3 to say much~ And then you have the requ1s ite,

4 which I said form the eitation. The rest of it
5 seemed to be a redundancit..

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES 11 Okay.. DO.es .nyone

7 have any --

8 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I'm just looking at

9 Rule 101, current RUle 1Ðl.. And it just say. the

10 citation shall be styled "Th. State of T~~.s,Ø aDd
11 I don Its e e t ha tin he r e ..
12 MR.. TINDALL.; NO.. And I'll tel 1 you
13 why.. That got back to what Tom Ragland pointed

14 out, I think, that you go to Rule 15.. And it

15 says. uThe style of all writs and proçes8 shall be
16 ¡The State of Texas..'.' . So, it was already covered
17 by Rule 15..
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Writs and process..

19 Why don't we --
20 MR.. TINDALL; See, when you go to Rule

21 15, which we're not tampering with today, it says
22 that it will be styled "The State of Texas.."

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: au tit doesn l t say

24 anything about citation..
25 MR.. TINDALL: Well, not -- writ or
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1 process, and a citation would be . form of

2 proce.s s '" So.. i twas "'-1 didn' t pu t it in to 99$
3 CRAII.AN SOULIS = It wouldn' t -- it
4 wouldn- t take much to put the citation, "shall be

5 styled 'The State of ~ex.s' aDd be signed by the
6 clerk.,lI
7 MR. TINDALL i Oh, no, certainly not ø

a It's just conceptual -- if you want the issuance

9 and the content of the citation in One rule, then

10 we would combine 99, 100 and 101 into one rule.

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Do you see anything

12 else major or minor, Hadley?
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, it just -- 101

14 continues on it.. It says, "It shall date the
15 f i 1 in 9" 0 f the pet i t ion, it' s f i 1 e n u.mb e r,.' a nd I
16 don l t see tha t in here.. And I think it ought to
17 have that in it..
18 MR. TINDALL: Well, let's see.
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR; And the style of the

20 case, I think tha t ought to be in there '"
2 1 MR. TINDALL: Why don l t 1 pul 1 this

22 one down?

23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And it 81 so says
24 that it shall be accompanied by the copy of the

25 plaintiff's petition. aDd I don' t see that in
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1 here"
2

3

MR" RAGLAND i It l. got the J 0 day.

HR. TINDALL; Let'. pull it. down,

4 Luke il
5

6

7

8

9

10

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay"

MR" TINDALL: I don i t want to rewrite

it here"

CHAIRMAN SOULES. We'll just table and

MR" TINDALL: But if you want to, I'LL

11 continue to combine that into one rule"
12 PIOFESSOR DORSANEO i Uh-huh"
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES. We'll table this
14 until the next agenda -- until the ne~t meeting"

15 MR" TINDALL. Now, have we finished
16 102 ,to 107, Luke? Because that. s what I had
17 worked on"

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES, Yes"
19 MR" TINDALL. I got your mailer this
20 week..

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Yes"
22 MR.. TINDALL, Now, life waa_~going

23 along relatively smooth until we got this
24 Commi ttee on Administration proposal"
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Incidentally, Pat

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 Hazel, a friend of aii of us. is here. Pat is the
2 chairman of the Committee on Administ:iation of

3 Justice, and he's got them ~oving effectively

4: hearing-- working on Dew rules~

5 And they did have a meeting recently and

6 approved some things for us, which that' s what

7 Harry is saying here.. He got some things late,

8 but that l s good because we want to get them all

9 rev iewed i

10 Pa t, \Ole're going to report on one of the
11 rules that you had on your committee. Now, Harry

12 is going to report on the citation rules.
13 MR. TINDALL: Pat, I'm sorry I missed

14 your calls. I did call you on this.. Let's
15 assume, because this gets a little intricate
16 let's assume 102 through' 107 is as we voted here

;1

17 today, and then overlay tlaose chå,nges wi th wha t I
18 have just handed you.. And 'm sorry, I gave away
19 my only -- do you have one, Luke?

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES; I've got two, thank

21 you 1/
22 MR. TINDALL; All right. First of

23 all, the committee -- if you will look back now,

24 to sort of tel 1 you where we e re going -- look on

25 Rule 103. Assume that the changes on 103 that

5l2-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVE.LA BATES
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1 I've got here have the changes the we voted today

2 so that it would say~ hCitation and other notice

3 may be served by any sheriff Or constable or other

4 person authorized by law~ h That would be our

5 change..

6 The key change is that the Committee on

7 Administration of Justiee informs us that you

8 cannot have restrieted delivery of -- restricted

9 delivery of certified or registered mail to the
10 addressee only. So that, really, we do not have
11 an effective way of serving someOne by mail and

12 getting a green card back.
13 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Getting a
14 green --
15 MR.. TINDALL: What?
16 PROFESSOI OORSANEOi That's just not
17 del ivery of restric ted addressee only, now, right?
18 MR.. TINDALL. That1s right.. You don't
19 get that any longer.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i So, you cannot serve

21 by mail.. You cannot serve by mail..
22 MR. TINDALL; You could get iUCky and
23 get the defendant to sign it, I suppose.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Yes..
25 MR. TINDALLa But you can1t restrict
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1 it to the addressee only.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i If that sets the job

3 done, if he signs it. I guess it does. I .ean,
4 it sounds silly but service has been pretty

5 technical.

6 MR. TINDALL i That l. right '"

7 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i And if you don l t

8 mail with restricted to addressee only, certified,
9 you have not literally COmplied with the rules and

10 you cannot restrict addressee only"'. post office
11 -- with no -- its notice available.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR; When did they quit

13 that?
14 MR. TINDALL i The Committee on
15 Administration of Justice says about a year and a
16 half aso..
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yeah, along time

18 ago",
19 MR. HAZELi It was quite awhile ago.
20 MR. TINDALL; So, what we have here,
21 then. ia 103 purged of the provision that service
2 2 by reg i s t ere d 0 r c e r t if i e d ma i lis del e t e d '" So

23 that you simply say, "service of citation by
24 pUblication. ø
25 We purged 103, as we voted on it before

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 luneh, of any reference to service by mail..

2 Thatlls the only change that would be done to 103.

3 We voted on it before lUDch to incorporate what

4 the Committee on Administration of Justice has

5 proposed '"

6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: There s till is

7 certified mail and registered mail ø

8 MR. TiNDALLJ Yes. But it i s
9 restricted delivery only, not addressee only.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, I don' t see
11 why we canlt use service by mail and just use the
12 service by mail that i s available even though it i s
13 different.
14 MR. TINDALL: Well, we come to that in

15 the next rule.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR. What youlre
17 suggesting, then, is on page 39 that we just
18 simply delete ßservice by registered or certified
19 maii.. ~ Is that what you l re saying?
20 MR. TINDALL: That's right.. ~Service
21 by regis tered or cert if ied ma i land" would be
22 stricken so that it would say, "citation by
23 pUblication, fl you see.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, ~áervice by
25 citation. ~ You would strike out ftregistered or

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA SATES
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1 eertified mail and" --
2 MR oi 'l.INPALL: Tha t ; s correc t. '"
3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay", I just wanted
4 to know what you' r. proposing.

5 MR", TINDALL i Okay. So that. it woul

6 read "Service of citation by publication shall" if
7 reques ted '" "
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Then we' re going to

9 come up wi th a new way to serve by mail..

10 MR. TINDALL: Yes. Now, that' s the
11 only change on 103, if you want to go with what
12 the Committee on Administration of Justice had
13 done..
14 Now, turn, if you will, your attentions to
15 106", And let me tell you what this long --
16 because it's a long, long prop08alii It goes on
17 for two and a half pages",
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i It a s a copy of

19 Federal Rule 4, basically.
20 MR. TINDALL i Itls exactly Federal

21 RUle 4 with about the only changes uSing the words

22 Ilcitation81 instead of "summons" and using the ""iord
i3 ~petition" instead of "complaint.ft ADd what it

24 would mean is that under 106, you either serve
25 them in person or, in the alternative, you can

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 mail it to them and they have 20 days to -- well,

2 read what it is. You'll see.
3 You mail it to them, and if they get it and
l they want to accept that kind of .ervice, they caD

5 aDd they mai 1 you hack the return. If they don 't

6 cooperate with you and you have pro.of of lervice

7 on them and you have to serve them by sheriff or

8 constable, then the Court will tax the cost which

9 you go through against the defendant unle.s for

10 good cause shown.

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: So, if they don't

12 send you back the acknowledgmen t, you l re back to
13 go..
14 MR. TINDALL: That's right..
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: If I adv is. my
16 cl ients to throwaway the notice and
17 aCknowledgment and we have no alternative other

18 than some court order mechanism or something like

19 that..
20 MR.. TINDALL: That's right.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Tha t l s wha t I

22 don't like about the federal rule because if they
23 don · t send back the damned acknowl edgmen t, then

24 you haven i t accomplished anything..
25 MR.. TINDALL: Except this, and this is

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 where I'm open to iti You have thousanós of debt

2 cases and you have thousands of tax cases ~ And I

3 doni t know if it would be an economic alternative

4 in those hundreds of thousands of cases if they

5 coulón l t mail them out. If tbey mailed out a

6 thousand of tbem, they got four or 5ÐO of those

7 defendants to sign receipt of the papers, that

8 they have avoided a lot of expensive service,.

9 Department stores suing on their accounts a

10 The ODe thing I changed from the Committee on

11 Aóministration, Pat, after talking to Luke, was it
12 would be an alternative method of service, not --
13 the federal rules mandate, as I read them, that
14 you go wi th the mailing before you can go to the
15 marshall..
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No a The federal

17 rules don't do that. The federal rules say you
18 follow the state rules or you do this notice and
19 acknowledgment.

20 MR. TINDALLi Okay.
21 PROFBSSOR DORSANBO: All right.
22 ¡VIR. TINDALL: Now, I 'mnot that .... I
23 don ¡ t practice in those courts that much.
24 PROFISOSR DORSANEO: And really
2 5 t ha t l S .. ..

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES



1 MR. TINDALL: Thatls about what we've
2 done here. If we authorize a sheriff or constable

3 or other persons by law, appointed. person, or by

4 this mailing method, we've got a pretty clo..

S match to the federal method.
6 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: Okay ~ But the
7 federal method is supplemented by the state

8 method, and we kind of --

9 MR. TINDALL; If we have our method

10 and the mail method, you see

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: federal RUle 4 is

12 Dot a great rule.. And the main probiem is that if

13 they don' t send back the acknOWledgment, then you

14 basically have aCcomplished nothing whatsoever.

15 MR. TINDALL: Well, I talked to people
16 that do more federal practice., I do nil, 80 I
17 canlt comment upon its efficiency other than it
18 hadn. t appealed to me for people who file hundreds
19 of iawsuits. To me, it delays your citation by 20

20 days because if I have a rUsh, I'm going to hire
21 someone to go serve the papers ~ I don. t have to
22 wait 20 days to do it. So, I made that -- that's
23 what I didn't like about it II

24 MR., HAZEL; I know there' s -- one of
25 the problems the federal has had, there are two

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 lines of case. in the cireuit court. on whether

2 they get actual notice, and you can prove that

3 even though it didn't whether that'. still good or
4 not. One 1 ine ia saying .yeah" and the other ia

5 saying Hno.. You .ve got to go back and serve

E) them.

7 One of the thing s tha t this does, you don' t

8 have to if this doesn't succeed, you don't get

9 it back in the 20 days, you can immediately go to

10 the Court for a substituted motion. You don' t
11 have that problem, and so you can get -- have the
12 other kind of process served.
13 MR. TINDALL; But. Pat, we cured that

14 this morning. We've authorized --

15 HR. HAZEL: Ohi you're gOing to cure
16 that..
17 MR. TINDALL; We're going to eliminate

18 all of those affidavits that you've attempted

19 service and so forth. So, the question is, if the
20 rules would allow service by a sheriff, a
21 constable, anyone authorized by the Court or
22 anyone authoriZed by law in the event the
23 legiSlature creates a regulated scheme, would the
24 Committee on Administration of Justice still want
25 this mail method? To me, it l S not --

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVE:LA BATES
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23

24
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MR. HAZEL 3 I think all the

eOmmittee on the Administration of Justice was

trying to do, I think, was trying to get rid of

the addressee only problem, still providing some

way of doing it by mail and trying to use tbe

federal as a model for it, and using it rather

than going immediatelY to having a court order,

let it trigger the -- you know, the unsuccessful

so that the Court can go ahead and order it.

aut if you've done away with the need to show

some other unsuccessful, you may not need it. I

thought one of the things, also, that we had

provided -- I thought it was in Rule 103 that the

lawyers could mail this. I thought that was --

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.

MR. TINDALL i That ti s right.

MR. HAZELi I don't see it on this

alternate .method. Maybe ¡ 1m looking

MR. TINDALL i Maybe I -- no, it would

be 106a(1) (2). I tried to take exactly what the

Committee on Administration of Justice did.

MR. HAZEL i Well, I thought we had put

it in 103, saying that the lawyers could do it

pursuant to 106. But it doesn l t provide

MR. TINDALL i Well, I didn't I

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 didn't -- ¡ changed it a little bit, not trying to

2 change the content of wbat you did. My federal

3 my federal friends friends of mine that

4 practice in tbe federal courthouse teii me they

5 don't like service by mail. It's awkward, it
6 delays getting papers done, and they just don't do

7 it. They use private process..

8 JUSTICE WALLACE. Does the elerk
9 charge for that citation whieb you have to send by

1 0 ma i 1 ?

11 MR. TINDALL= Yes, you see
12 JUSTICE WALLACE i And then you would

13 have to go back and pay again to get another
14 citation if that one is not returned?
15 MR~ TINDALL: I think that's right.
16 You couldnlt just Xerox it and give it to your

17 process server. Isn't that right. Pat?
18 MR. HAZEL i Ilm not foiiowing what
19 you're --
20 JUSTICE WALLACE: In other words, if
21 you send one out by mail, you're going to have to
22 pay the clerk to issue that citation.. If it
23 doesn i t come back, then you Ive got to go down and
24 pay again to get another one by some other

25 method..

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT RE~ORTERS CHA VELA BATES
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1 MI. HAZEL: Yeah, the provision is in

2 there just like it is in the federal rule. If
3 they don't return it, they have got it by mail but
4 wonJ t return it, theD you can have the cost

5 charged against them. Now, that sounds more like

6 it's a problem more lawyers aren i t going t.o fool

7 withii
8 MR. TINDALL: That's right..
9 MRl HAZEL: Hell, who.s going to go

10 down for a hearing to get $35 or something?
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR i The time expended in

12 t ha two u 1 d not be CDS t e f fee t i v e .

13 MR. HAZEL i That sounds like a
14 ridiculous kind of provision to me. I really
15 don' t think the AdministratioD of Justice
16 Committee is at all, you know, enamored of this

17 other than we eve got to get rid of tha. told
18 addressee only because it just doesn't work except
19 unless it just happens to work, if somebody just

20 happens to sign it.
21 ~ROFESSOR DORSANEO i Wel l, somebody is

22 going to send back something if it l S certif ied
23 mail, right? Somebody is going to send back some

24 kind of a green card. It's going to COme back..

25 Something is --
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1 MR. HAZEL; You'll know somebody
2 got -..
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO 3 There l s some

4. return.

S CHAIRMAN SOULES~ No. 106a(2) is
6 dead" Texas has no mail service.. Youcannot

7 serve by mail in Texas at all because 106a (2) says

8 the only way you can do it is to restrict delivery
9 to addressee only and that is not available.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO a Okay",
1 1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i So. you can _.. and

12 service of citation is a very technical thing..
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: What is
14 available?
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Just because you
16 send it certified mail and you get a green card
17 back signed by agent, you have not complied with
18 the substitute service rule, and if you don't,
19 then you donlt have service..
20 PROFESSOR DORSAREO: All r igh t '" Bu t

21 we're chang ing the rul e, though '"
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Now, this -- what

23 this does -- you know, just speaking for it here,
24 I think it does not make sense to mail a copy of

2S the citation, to have to mail a copy of the

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 cit.ation..
2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ¡ t doesn't.. It
3 doesn i t at the federal level either because the

" summons t.ells you the same thing that this notice

5 tells you..
6 CHAI RMAN SOULES: So i wha t I think you

7 should do is mail a copy of the petition with this
8 thing on it.. Now, why does that help? If, for

9 example, in family law practice, if you represent

10 the petitioner and you send this to the
11 respondent, the respondent and petitioner probably
12 have communications and you can communicate to the

13 respondent that if he doesn't send this
14 acknowledgment back, he l s going to have to pay
15 some court costs.. There is some motivation.
16 There is some reason for them to take action
17 that they' re going to have to pay the cost of
18 issuing a citation and I think we put in here
19 attorney's fees.. Is that in here now, Harry? We
20 talked about that..
21 MR.. TINDALL; No. I didn't get that.
22 I didn' t have time to incorporate how that would

23 be done, the taxing of it. and just. ~- what's
24 provided is down at the bottom on the alternate
25 proposal page is that however and unless for good

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 cause ..-llUnless good cause is shown for not doing

2 so the Court may order the payment of cost of

3 other methods of personai service by the person

4 served if such person did not compiete returning

5 of it.."
6 CHAIRMAN SOULESI The cost inclUding
7 reasonable attorney' 8 fees and --

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: You would have to

9 change the form then..

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ What?
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO:i Change the form..

12 And 11m prepared to vote for this if you notice
13 an acknowledgment ~- if you take out, as you
14 sugges ted, the c ita tion because that' s stupid in
15 the federal rule, too.. Because there are
16 alternate ways to provide someone with the
17 information they need to have in order to know
lS what to do after they receive a copy of the

19 petition complaint.. Federal rule shouldn't say
20 send the summons either.. That!s just dumb in it..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah..
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Okay.. So, we
23 shouldn l t copy what the federal rule has that i.
24 silly in that respect.. But I don't think the
25 people are going to .end back the acknowledgment..
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1 I just donlt think tbat they$re going to. So. I

2 tbink we end up with a n ie e supers true ture th. t '.
3 going to accompl ish really nothing.

4 MR_ TINDALL: Well, that$s what my
5 federal ~- lawyers in the federal courthouse say

6 it's ju.st not used. Does anyone here have an

7 experience otherwise?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I wouldn' t have any

9 hesitation at all using the family law case -- TRO

10 -- saving money.

11 MR. TINDALL i Right. Well, wha t
12 happens in those is you just write the defendant
13 and tell him to go get a lawyer and you-'ll serve
14 him.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Yeah, but now he' s

16 coasting.. He's got the walk~ aut there is no
17 sanc tiOD.

18 MR~ TINDALL. That's right.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: There is nothing to

20 cause him to send it back.
21 MR. TINDALL: Embarrassment at work.

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Yeah, you can say
23 that. But here ~-
24 PROFESSOR OORSANEO:: I mean, thi.s

25 would be fine. It will work when it works, if
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1 you're fixing to take that citation part out of2 it.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Then why not give it
4 a try? I mean -- Dav id.

5 MR. BECI(: Well, I just have a
6 question, Bill. When you say take tbe citation

7 part of it out, you would just be sending them a

8 copy of the petition?

9 CHAIRMAN SOULBS. That' s right, but

10 see they acknowledge

11 MR. TINDALL: No, you would send
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Read this..
13 MR. BECK: Pardon me?
14 PROFESSOR DORSANIO: Read what this
15 letter says..
16 MR. BECK: That's the acknowledgment.

17 PROFESSOR OORSANEO i The not ice says

18 -- it says, "You must complete the acknowledgment

19 part of this form and return one copy of the

20 completed form to the .sender within 20 days.." All
21 right. nIf you do not complete and return the

22 form to the sender within 20 days, you may be
23 required to pay any expenses incurred in serving a
24 citation. If you do complete and return this

25 form, you must answer the petition as required by
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1 the provisions of the citation." We have to

2 change reference to the citation to say you must

3 answer the petition at a certain interval~

l MR. BSCK. That 'a what was bothering

5 me because it .a. a citation telling us what they

6 have to do.

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ I didn't read
8 this. I assume it was the same as the federal

9 form. It's a little bit model from being

10 changed ~-

11 MR. HAZELi I still want to mention
12 something, though. If you adopt this, it seems to
13 me the only person allowed by these rules to mail
14 this is the sheriff or constable.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Tha t · s right.

16 MR. ~INDALL: No..
17 MR. HAZEL: And that's not what I
18 think ~- that's not what we intended. We intended
19 for lawyers --
20 MR. TINDALL: I didnit intend -- Pat,
21 I did not intend that in drafting this.. I simply
22 took 106 --
23 MR. HAZELi Well, it doesn't say
24 anywhere in 106, that I see, who can mail it, but
25 103 says who can serve and that' s only the sheriff
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or constable..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Or authorized
person ..

MR.. TINDALL It Well, except for -- al 1

right.. I understand what you · re saying.. But I

intended for the attorney to go down, if w.

adopted this, file the suit, get the citation,

bring it back to his office and mail it to the

defendant ..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i I think this ought

to be in a different rule, something like "notice

of petition,. not really "service..- This doesn't

get serv ice..

MR.. TINDALLi It really doesn't. It

delays it.
PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I t supposedly

works in Cal ifornia.. That's where it waS copied

from.. That' s where the feds got it, the notice

and acknowledgment procedure..

CHAIRMAN SOULES = Notice of sui t.. And

I frankly think -- I think there is something

unfair about requiring a party who's acknowledged

serv ice to answer.. I think this OUght to be when

it. s filed by the -- plaintiff' s attorney ought to

constitute it..
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1 MR. TINDALL: Could I propose thi s,

2 Pat, if this wouldn't do violence to your

3 committee l s work? We just voted this morning to

4 make substantial changes in the way the papers can

5 be served that we Dot adopt this mail i process

6 at this time aDd lett. see how the new provisions

7 for court appointed persons or anyone else

8 works..

9 MR.. HAZEL: Well~-
10 MR. TINDALL: I 'mnot trying to fight
11 the Committee on Administration of Justice..
12 MR.. HAZEL; No, I Understand.. I don't
13 think you l re going to fight.. We set this up
14 primarily trying to handle that addressee only
15 problem. That was the problem..
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Ites obvious, Pat,
17 and you're right, that 10Ga(2), as it is now in
18 our rules, is no longer effective.. I mean, we
19 caul t serve that way any longer and we've got to
20 do something with that.
21 MR. HAZBL i Yeah, the t l. got to be
22 gotten rid of..
23 PROFESSOR EDGARi And I -~
24 MR. ~INDALLi That's a separate issue,

25 though..
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1 MR. HAZEL : And we were trying to come

2 up with a federal method if we want a mail

3 method!l Now.. if you revamp it entirely so you.ve

4 got -- our big problem we were hay ing, I remember

5 -- because Luke was there -- with getting t

6 private process servers is we didnft want to get

7 the leKAs Supreme Court in the having to get in

8 the business of regulating those folks. The

9 legislature is going to have to do that sort of
10 thing.. And that. s why we wanted to leave some

11 room tha t th. t could be put in because we didn't
12 want to put it in*
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, if we deal
14 with the problem that we know we have, that is,
15 deleting the restriction addressee Only, then we
16 kind of get into the problem, though, that you
17 have presented in your alternative here to Rule
18 106..
19 I mean. it seems to me that simply deleting

20 the term l$with delivery restricted to addressee
21 only" creates more problems than it solves. I
22 mean, we 'ye got to go further. Am I right about
23 t ha tor --
24 MR. TINDALL; You're right*
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: You know, when this
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1 rule was first adopted -. or recommended by this

2 committee and sent to the Supreme Court, that

3 business with delivery restricted to addressee

4 only was, in my judgment, unnecessary. And I

5 argued against it in this meeting wL ~v r it was,

6 six, seven years ago.. Because it was my feeling

7 that if you got a green card back, just an

8 everyday certified return receipt green card back.

9 tha t appeared to have a signa ture on the

10 addressee, or if it's not, it's a signature of
11 somebody purporting to be his agent, that that was
12 enough due process.. It's probably barely enough,
13 if it is enough..

14 But if it is enough. then you've got him for
15 . default jUdgment. And I could never see this

16 addressee only working because, you know, as soon

17 as you get to that point in getting the green card
18 signed, you've got somebody' s a ttention and he
19 ain't going to claim it.. And that's why it hadn't
20 worked particularly well..
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: What happens, then,

22 if the defendant's name is John Smith and it comes

23 back signed by Pete Jones?

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: He can always -- I

25 believe a defendant can prove that you never got
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i personal service and get a judgment. voided in the

2 bill of review. Isnlt that right?
3 'ROFBBSOI EDGAR. Yeah..
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: At any time. So. he
5 comes in. you.ve got a default judgment. you s

6 notice of judgment~ Youlve got whatever his name

7 is -- John Jones signed on for Sam Smith and it

8 says, Ragent of addressee. ß -John Jones. agent of

9 addressee. ß that. s printed On the form.

10 You take a default. jud.gment. send out notice
11 of default judgment. He either get.s it and comes
12 in or doesn - t get it and never comes in until
13 execution comes. But even whenever the sheriff
14 shows up on his door, if he can come and show that
15 it wasn't his agent, he doesn.t know anything

16 about this, then that default judgment -- and he
17 never had personal service -- that defaul t
18 judgment is voided for lack of personal service~
19 And I always felt that somehow that all Played out
20 if you just plain certified return receipt -- is
21 the registered niail still -- deee that still
22 e:Kiet?
23 MR~ TINDALL. Uh-huh.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i Okay.
25 PROFESSOR DORSANBOI You stiii get a
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1 green card back, it just doesnl t --
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It l S not addressee

3 only..
4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Bu t tha t never

5 worked anyway ~ I mean, as you say -- i mean, the

6 postman never did tha t ~

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ It n$ver did -- no
8 they they just take it like a regular green
9 card and you get John Smitb or whoever -- whatever

10 names I eve been using..
11 MR.. HAZELi That's why they dropped it

12 because the postman ~-

13 CHAr RMAN SOULES: And it l S never been

14 used. Probably if we took out "delivery
15 restricted to the addressee only, ~ the Texa.
16 process as it all plays out in all the rights that
17 a judgment debtor has access to probably protect

18 us from the due process challenge.
19 JUSTICE WALLACE: We eve got another

20 problem here. If the green card comes back with
21 the addressee l s name on it f there l s no way you can
22 tell whether he signed it, his kid signed the

23 card, or his wife signed it for him or who..
24 Right now on our bar there l s a stack of green
25 cards, about four or five of them. The mailman
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1 i..ves them there and says. hSign a couple of

2 these aDd put it under the mat. When I've got.

3 letter for you, I'll pick it up and I'll leave
4 this for you..
5 And so you don't have the safety of the

6 mailman saying,okay, so and. so mUst sign this so I

7 give it to you~ ~ And if our mailman does it --

8 we've had about three in the last month and every

9 one of them follow the same procedure.. I assume

10 the entire postal service in Austin is delivering
11 that mail on that same basis. All they want is a
12 card signed and they've done their thing. And
13 you're just begging for problems on default
14 judgments and you try to get one based upon

15 somebody' s name being on that green eard.

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; I th ink I l m

17 convinced that the notice and acknowledgment

18 procedure. as defective as it might be. is going
19 to work a little bit better than nothing at all,
20 which is what we have if we use certified or
21 registered mail and erase the words "delivery
22 restricted to the addreSsee only.. n
23 MR. TINDALL: Well, that gets us back

24 then, you see.. If we go that route, Bill, look at
25 the alternate proposal then.. 103 sanitizes the
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1 reference to mail. And 106 deletes that

2 restrictiOn. 106a (2) is deleted, and substituted

3 in its place is this acknowledgment procedure.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES = And this needs to be

5 a completely separate rule, thoUgh, this thing

6 what we 'v. got here. .ecause 106 says how people

7 authorized by 103 can effeet service, the 101 that

8 we talked about before lunch.

9 Now, we i re talking about how lawyers and

10 parties can give notice of suit to others and
11 invite them to acknowledge that they have notice

12 of suit.. It seems to me those are -- Hadley, I

13 think you were pointing out, and someone else,
14 that the 106 is restricted to people deseribed in
15 103.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO * Al though tha t

17 would be eaSY to change by modifying (a) -- the
18 introductory language part A -- cover only (a) 1.
1. MR. TINDALL. Pat, I did not
20 CHAI RMAN SOULES i W'ha t abou t this

21 situation, though? Shouldnlt if a party is
22 going to cooperate to the extent of returning an
23 acknowledgment of notice of suit, when that's
24 filed by the plaintiff, shouldn't that constitute
25 an answer? Why?
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PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I want to have

I want to have the time to answer.. See, Imore

want to

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I mean to prevent a

default judgment. See, this says if you 40n't do

something else -- and I don * t know whether a lay

person really is going to read all that or not.

He just says oh, 15m just acknowledging the suit.

He sends it back. It doesn't really sink in that

he l s got to do something else.
Why isn't this an appearance? Stop calling

it an answer.. When this is filed, why should it

not be the appearance of the person who has

cooperated in acknowledging suit? What -- then at

least you've got a contact if you want to try to

start discovery.. He's in the lawsuit.. You don't

have to serve the citation. And you've got 21 (a)

and all the alternative methods..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i What you & re

saying is the notice and acknowledgment procedure

that may work reasonably well in the federal court

system because of the nature of the cases and the

Parties may not work so well down in the county

court at law where some poor sehnook has been sued

for, you know, a eouple thousand dollars..
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1 MR. HAZEL; Well, you've raised
2 another interesting point.. If you file one of
3 these things, have you made an appearance and have

4 you wa ived venue?

5 MR.. TINDALL; I k.now.. Venue pleas to

6 the jurisdiction, I meaD --
7 MR" MCMAINSi Venue in 120 (a).. i
a mean, what do you do with all -- if you treat it
9 as an appearance, then there's a lot of things

10 tha t are going to go by the board before a lawyer
11 gets in..
12 MR.. HAZEL~ Yeah, you better not --

13 you better not call it an appearance.. This has to
14 be some kind. of an ack.nowledgment of notice..
15 MR.. TINDALL: Well, that's all that's
16 in the --
17 MRIi HAZEL: It would have no other

18 function except
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay..
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Do we want to
21 surrender to the problem that mail service is a
22 real problem and just eliminate a(2) from Rule 106

23 for now?

24. CHAIRMAN SOULES; I l d ra ther el imina te

25 ~restricted to addressee only~ and let people try
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1 it..
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: See if it works..

:3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And see if it
4 works.. And if somebody wants to try it and take a

5 default judgmentt why ~-

6 Ma.. TINDALLI lId go with Luke..

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i power to them..
e MR.. TINDALLI LetSs eliminate that..

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i And pu t thi s

10 notice and acknowledgment thing on for further
11 study?
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Put it on our next

13 agenda.. I think it's got some -- it really needs
14 some study..

15 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Maybe cbeck to
16 see how it really is working in California where
17 it apparently is in us. in the state superior

18 courts..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; See, if it takes
20 another motion to get a default judgment in
21 California, like it does in federal court, then
22 you don 5 t have the same prohlem wi th going and
23 filing an acknowledgment of suit that this

24 raises.. And, that is, the next thing the guy
25 knows he IS got a judgment against him. He thought
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1 he was cooperating~ That doesnlt seem quite

2 cricket (phonetic) to me. Shall we table?

3 MR. MCMAINS: Have you already done
4 the 106 thing you were talking about?

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES:: No..
6 MR.. TINDALL: We need to go back and

7 amend --
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES:; The other thing
9 would be to go to page 42 and 106a(2), line two~

10 Delete only the words "delivery restricted to
11 addresseeM only.. We've talked about it.. Are we
12 ready to vote on that? Those in favor show by
13 hands. Opposed? That's unanimous..

14 Then we'll -- Harry, can we -- of course,
15 we ¡ re all in your report but you're get a lot of
16 work. Can you give this SOme study to the mail
17 ou t?
18 MR. TINDALL: The other part -- I
19 don i t want to delay the change in 106 that we
20 voted on today..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Exactly.. No, that's

22 done..
23 MI.. TINDALL; Okay..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bu t as far as
25 referring to --
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i MR. TINDALL: Sure. I $m very
2 interested in this area.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Okay.
4 MR. MCMAINSi What about the default
5 judgment rule?

6 MR. TINDALL: I want to bring -- aill,

7 I know we talked about it otherwiSe. Look on 107

8 for a minute, you-all. I want to do something

9 that's always seemed an anomaly to me. Last line

10 about default judgment being on file for 10 days,
11 there's an odd way of computing that. It says,
12 Hexclusive of the day of filing and the day of
13 j udgmen t.. il There. s no other rule where you
14 compute exciuding the day of the hearing..
15 Everything else, you knOW, you always exclude the

16 day of filing but you can include the day of
17 hearing.
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, actually,
19 the computation rule only works in one type of
20 computation. We have problems with the

21 computation rule, generally, is that it doesn't
22 cover all of the computations tbat one has to
23 make. For example, it doesn $ t cover a computation
24 of the time period when you have to take ac tion

25 within a certain nUmber of days before a hearing..
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1 The computation rule will not tell you how to make

2 that computation.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It doesn't count
4 backwards ~

5 PROFESSOR DORSANBO: It doesnat count

6 backwards.

7 MR.. MCMAINS; The fac t of the ma tter

S is that really and truly this isn't a change in
9 the computation of the matter because it's not a

10 question of the day of hearing~ It l s -- this says
11 it's got to he on file 10 days. All this is
12 say ing is tha t means 10 days be f ore the hear ing ~
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: 10 full days ~

14 MR.. MCMAINS: Yeah. Because if you
15 have the hearing on the 10th day, it hadnlt been
16 on file 10 daysq because a day is defined as an

17 entire business day.
18 MR. TINDALL: Okay. I'm not -- well,
19 when you compute. though, under Rule 4 --

20 MR. MCMAINS i au t UDder Rul e 4 you

21 always exclude the day of filing. You know, the
22 day -- the first day is excluded.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That' s right.
24 MR" MCM.AINS: And the last day _..

25 MR" TINOALL: Is included"
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MR.. TINDALL:

-- is included.

But this excludes the

las t.

MR.. MCMAINS: That means you have it

-- bu t tha t · s when you have to do an ac t" Tba t

means you have until the end of the business day

to do the act..
MR.. TINDALL: You're right..

MR.. MCMAINS: Thi s is really . rule

one of the backward-iooking rules 1 ike Luke was

talking about..

HR.. TINDALL i That' sright" This is

not. within rule, this is a without.

HR.. MCMAINS: It l s got to be filed 10

days before you get to hearing..
MR.. TINDALL~ This is a without rule,

not a within rule.. I lm gOing to withdraw my

suggestion..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Leave it 1 ike it is?

MR.. TINDALL i Yeah.. Unless you-all --

MR.. RAGLAND i Mr.. Chairman..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tom Ragland.

MR.. RAGLAND i I see absolutely no need

for the last paragraph of Rule 107 ø and I move

that we just strike it in its entirety, and that
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1 will eliminate all this counting.

2 PROFESSOR DORSARBO i Does anybody have

3 any idea why that is in there?

4 MR. RAGLARD: Absolutely no reason
5 whatsoever..

6 PROFESSOR DOaSANBO; Bu tit · s no t the

7 kind of thing tha t jus t would have occurred --

8 would have appeared. There must have been a

9 reason for it sometime..

10 MR.. MCMAINS: I strongly suspec t that

11 the reason may be of the delay of the citation
12 having been filed and having -- actually getting
13 to the file..
14 MR.. RAGLAND = I t would make no

15 difference, though. i: mean, the citation is
16 timely served and the answer date has not yet come
17 about, you canlt get a default judgment.. If it
18 has, there's nO need to give them another 10
19 days.. If the defendant is served on the 1st day

20 of the month and his answer is due on the 21st, it
21 makes no difference when the sheriff $ S return is
22 filed. He still has the same amount of notice..

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ I really don; t

24 know.. I know itlßsaved my bacon twice and I love
25 it..
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I wonder maybe,
2 though, Tom, if the reason for it. though, might

3 be that if the rule were otherwise, the JUdge

l would probably have to rely upon some oral

5 representation that was inade by sOmebody that

6 citation had, in fact, been perfected. ThuB, this

7 case was now ripe for judgment, when, in fact. it

8 may not be. And that's why we require ~-

9 MR. RAGLAND: The trial judge is ~oing

10 to grant a default judgment unless he has the
11 sheriff l s return properly executed and in the
12 court papers..
13 MR.. MCMAINS: As long as it's clear,
14 why should it make any difference?
15 PROFESSOR EDGARi If this entire rule
16 is eliminated, there is nothing in the rules that
17 would require th. t.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tom. I will
19 entertain any suggestion you would like to make
20 for our next agenda on 107. We really do have a

21 lot of work to do, though. And I think that

22 that l s going to take us some time to talk about
23 whether that l s right or wrong to have that on
24 file. and we reallY ~- we've got other people that

25 are appealing to us. I mean, at least delay it to
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1 the end of the day and see if we have time then.

2 Does that complete your report, Harry?

3 HR. TINDALL i I believe we've done 102

4 to 107i it's the mandate. And 99 to 101 I'm going

5 to replow again. And I believe that completes my

6 work..
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i You thought you

8 were finished, didn't you?

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Harry, thanks a
10 lot..
11 MR.. RAGLAND = Can I make just a

12 clarification on the 103?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i YeS..
14 MR.. RAGLAND: As we talked aQout
15 earlier here, where it refers to aD order for
16 substituting service or another person to serve
17 other than the sheriff or constable, does that
18 contemplate that in each individual case if you
19 want someone other than the sheriff or constable
20 to serve the paper that you must get a court
21 order, or may the district courts enter a blanket
22 order, as they do in the federal court, which
23 says i John Smith is hereby authorized to serve
24 citations.
25 MR. TINDALL: I think we -- that
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1 indicated that it would have to be an order of the

2 court in that case.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: No.. th. t ha em S t been

4. done.

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Tha t l S not what the

6 rule says.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t has not been
8 discussed. And what difference does it really

9 make if the Judge decides that he is going to

10 let ..-
11 MR. TINDALL: If the jUdge let's Bill
12 Smith serve all the papers in his court, who
13 cares?
14 MR.. RAGLAND: Well, I'm in favor of

15 it. I would 1 ike for the Judge to be able to

16 designate a certain person in that county and you
17 not have to go over there and get an order in
18 every individual case. I want to short circuit
19 the sheriff and the constable, qUite frankly,
20 because they l re incompetent.
21 MR. TINDALL:! This doesnlt preclude

22 that~ the way we Ive written it.
2~ CHAIRMAN SOULES. It doesn't. And--
24. PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I would wan t to

25 get that order filed in this case file, if itls
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1 going to be a default judgment situation, before I

2 would be conf ident tha t the record --

3 MR. RAGLAND: The point I em making i.

4 the court. can enter general orders an tbe minu s

5 the re tha t says tha t so and so is, you know,

6 authorized to serve papers in this caus., and it'.

7 there until its revoked.
8 MR. MCMAINS $ Yes.. But how -- if you

9 do that, how does it get to this file?
10 MR. RAGLAND; Well, if you Deed it, i
11 guess you can go get a certified copy.
12 MR. MCMAINS: No. I understand. I'm
13 just saying, though -- but what Bill is talking
14 about, you've got to be able to show that the
15 service was properly completed on the face of the
16 record of the papers in the cause.
17 MR. RAGLAND: Well, I assume that the

18 Court is going to take judicial notice in the
19 orders he signs in his own court.
20 PROFESSOR BOGAR: Yes, the trial court
21 can, but the appellate court can't.
22 MR. MCMAINS: You have to get it done

23 then or it won't support your default.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Judge -- a judge can

25 take judicial notice of anything thatls in the
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1 clerk file whether it's in his file or notii
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes. The trial
3 judge can~ but the appellate court can' t in

4 reviewing that judgment.

5 MI. MCMAINS. The point is s to
6 do it in order for it to appear of record so that

7 the appellate court can see that it was done.

8 MR~ RAGLAND: Well, obviously, if
9 you' re going to have that issue in the case, if
10 the plaintiff's lawyer hasn't got enough sense to

11 go get a certified copy of it and put it in the
12 record, he ought to have his license lifted.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Or at least he can

14 get it in the appellate record..
15 MR. TINDALL: That's right.
16 PROFESSOR BDGARI All I'm saying is
17 that you can't rely upon the judicial notice
18 provision of the trial judge in the appellate
19 court. You've got to do something else.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Unless you put in
21 the transcript.
22 ~ROFESSOR EDGAR. That l s all I'm

i3 tryinG to say.

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. You' re right.

25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: You can't just say
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1 judicial notieewill take car. of it. because it
2 won · t ..
3 CHA!RMAN SOULES i Tha t' s right.

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don l t think i,'Ie

5 need to add anything. I think lawyers can figure

6 out what to do.

7 MR. TINDALL ~ One thing for our
a minutes. Luke, on 103 --

I CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. Harry, you
10 have the floor..
11 MR. TINDALL i Since lunch, I think we
12 did -- for bou..keeping, we are going to take out

13 of 103 by well, no we were to leave 103

14 unchanged as we voted on before lunch. We l 1 1

15 still leave in nservice by registered or certified

16 ma i 1" .,
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's right..
18 MR.. TINDALL; That stays in.. I'm
19 sorry..
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: au t that now reads

21 ~citation aDd other notices, ~ though --
22 MR. TINDALL i That's correc t.
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR i rather than
24 "citation and prDc.ss.~
25 MR. TINDALL. That's right.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I t does..
2 MR.. TINDALL: And the other change on

3 106 is nreBtricted delivery." That completes my

4 report..
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Thank you, "A
6 job well done.. Bill$ did you have something now

7 on --
8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Well, I have
9 this.. It will probably go pretty quickly.. Rule

10 182.. And I've passed --
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Does anybody need
12 182 that doesnl t have a rule book?
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Well, I made
14 Xerox copies of these three pieces of rule book,
15 and they were handed out earlier, I believe. And
16 there are more of them here if you didn l t -.
17 anybody else need these? All right..
18 The issue is a simple one, and it's whether
19 Rule 182 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
20 "Testimony of Adverse Parties in Civil Suits"
21 should be repealed because of coverage of the same
22 matter in a different way in Rule 607 aDd 610 of
23 the Texas Rules of Evidence..
24 Now, Rule 607 very cryptically did away with
25 the voucher rule that existed before. You now can
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1 attack the credibility of any witness even if
2 you tve called that witness. All right. That
3 makes Rule 182 unnecessary to the extent that RUle

4 182 says that you l re not bound by the testimony of

5 an adverse party or other person covered by Rule

6 182.
7 Rule 610 of the Texas Rules of Evidene. talks

a about the nature of examination. It is now going

9 to become Rule &11. according to Justice Wallace.

10 Well, Justice Wallace showed me a change by

11 amendment effective January 1, 1989, basically
12 saying the same with a Slight modification to
13 paragraph c. ~Leading questions should not be

14 used on the direct examination of a witness, ß and
15 then it goes on in this amended version, "except

16 as may be necessary to develop the testimony of
17 the witness.-
18 All right.. The long and short of it is that
19 607 and 610 do everything that l s done in 182 and
20 do it better. except for this language at the very

21 end of Rule 182 that's underlined on this page
22 that I lve handed out. 610 does not go on to say,
23 all right, after saying, ~When a party calls a

24 hostile witness, an adverse party" -- and I'm
25 reading from 610 (c) which will become 611. etWhen
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1 a party calls a hostile witness, an adverse party,

2 or a witness identified with an adverse party,

3 interrogation may be by leading questions,,"

4 It doesn l t go on to say, ~but opposing

5 counsel shall not be permitted to a such witness

6 leading questions or in any manner lead such

7 witness." Okay.. It doesn't go on to say that.

8 Some members of the Evidence Subcommittee, chaired

9 by Professor Blakely, thOught that they liked that

10 language and wanted. Rule 182 retained because it
11 included it II Other members thought it was kind of

12 unneces.ary~ I baSically ree with the other
13 membersq don't think that it's necessary, and
14 don l t f rankly think tha tit l S a good idea to have
15 a blanket prohibition against using leading
16 questions on cross examination of your own party
17 who was called as an adverse party by the
18 opponent.. I just think it's unnecessary.
19 I think Rule 182 is unnecessary from top to

20 bottom. I t has beeD since the Texas Rules of
21 Evidence were promulgated.. I think it's
22 inconsistent. We should throw it out, and I 80
23 move..

24 MR. BRANSONI Well, what if we write

25 the Ev idence Commi t tee and sugges t tha t they add
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1 that ianguage to 610?

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ß Al i r ignt. Le t l S

3 stop there. I don' t think that language is a good

4 idea insofar as it'. a blanket prohibition.
5 MR. BRANSONi Well, I disagree with
6 you. If I call an adverse doctor to the stand

7 who l s a party, I don i t expect his attorney to be
8 abl. to lead him when he takes him on direc t.

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO:i Al:i right" I

10 don't think there's anything that -- I see what
11 you're saying, but let's look at 6 -- see if
12 that i s really a problem in terms of --
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR:i I t could be --

14 MR.. MCMAINS: How does it define cross

15 examination, is the critical question?
16 MR" BECK: Yeah~ I mean it could be

17 controlled.. Bill, why don't we --
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It could be
19 controlled.. Frank, it could be controlled by the
20 Court under Rule 610 (a) if the Court wanted to
21 prohibit the doctor's attorney from asking him
22 leading questions on quote, "cross examination. ~
2i unquote" But. on the other hand, the Court in its

24 discretion may decide to allOW it. too..
25 MR.. MCMAINS: But it's not cross
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1 examination.

:2 PROFESSOR EPGAR : Well "I put it in

;3 quotes.

4 MR.. BRANSON; It l S direct of an

5 adverse witness.

6 MR. MCMAINS i What I l. saying ie I

7 don't have any problem with not having a blanket

8 prohibition against leading questions. There

9 shouldn l t be anymore -- if we l re expanding the

10 discretion of the trial court to permit ieading
11 questions, you know, even when you're on direct

12 examination, as I understand this rule to do --
13 then I don't have a problem keeping that, bu t you
14 should define out of cross examination in an
15 automatic assumption of the right to ask leading
16 questions because this is not cross examination.
17 PROFES SOR DORSANEO i We 1 1, the lul e

18 611 (c) is proposed in 610 (c) as is currently in
19 existence -- this may not be good enough for you.

20 It says, "ordinarily leading questions should be

21 permitted on cross examination." It doesn't --
22 MR. MCMAINS. I know, but is there a
23 definition of "cross examination"?
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Wel L, probably

25 you'd find cross examination defined in the -- in
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1 var ious .ways in the cases. I don' t think there 8 s
.2 a definition in the rule book~

3 MR. BRANSON: Under what circumstances
4 would you not permit leading questions on cross

5 examination? I don't know why -- I'm on that

6 evidence committee. I must have missed that

7 meeting. I don't know Why we put "ozdinarily" in

a there..
9 MR. TINDALL; This is straight from

10 the federal rule, Frank.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think it
12 probably contemplates this situation. What else
13 could it be? Your doc tor.
14 MR.. BRANSON: You could have a hostile

15 trial judge that just didn't want cross

16 examination..
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Maybe a chi ld.

18 MR. BRANSON: Yeah. I can see that.
19 Maybe an infirmed witness.

20 MR. MCMAINS: A dummy.
21 MR.. BRANSON: ¡ just would hate to do

22 anything to encourage the trial courts to allow a
23 party called as aD adverse witness to be iedby
.24 their counsel wbeD they took over what is truly

25 direct examinatioD..
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1 MR~ TINDALL i Frank, I agree with you

2 if it's a party. I just concluded four days in a

3 trial, though, where the other side called my

4 client's accountant and ragged him around for a

5 day ~ It l S very hard when you've got your case

6 topsy-turvy to then be restricted in trying to
7 move along in the trial to not asking some leading

S questions to clarify a lot of tough cross
9 examination~ If you have

10 MR. BRANSON: Leading questions,

11 really, have always been discretionary, depending

12 on the witness, on the case law. At least that's
13 the way I've interpreted the case law. If the
14 trial jUdge really felt the witness needed to be

15 led to make his testimony comprehensible, he had

16 that discretion with the rule..
17 MR& MCMAINS; Ii frankly, am not

18 aware, and Bill may have looked at it before, of
19 any case thatls ever reversed on either the
20 allowance or disallowance&

21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The ones tha t ....

22 the thing that Would satisfy Frank' IS problem would

i3 be to take that underl ined language from Rule 182 i

24 "but opposing counsel shall Dot be permitted, ~ to
25 modify it with an ,zordinarily~ or something like
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1 that, and suggest that that b~ considered for

2 inclusion in this RUle 611 (c) that' sgoing to be

3 changed anyway.

4 JUSTICE WALLACE~ It was chang
5 Thursday afternoon by order of t.he Cou.rt.

6 followed exactly the recommendations of the Rules

7 of Evidenee committee and this committee. I

8 double-checked with Newell Blakely word for word,

$) taking what Luke ha,cl sent me of this coixunittee's

10 action, and the Court approved it ~hursday. And
11 we didn't operate on 182. That was strictly on
12 the 610 and 611.
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And I do think
14 MR. BRANSON: Tell me again, Your
15 Honor, what you added to 610 and 611..

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I l 11 show you.

17 Frank..
18 JUSTICE WALLACE. It did not get into

19 cross examination, adverse witness, leading
20 questions in order to develop a witness's
21 testimonYe

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think the wors t

23 thing we could have is to retain this Rule 182, or
24 even retain an odd sentence from it that is
25 supplementary to what 8S talked about principally
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1 in the Rules of Evidence rule book at Rule 110. I

2 don' t think the problem is a large enough p~obl.m

3 to have that kind of a crazy quil t rule book..

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Ian l t it pretty

5 fundamentally understood that when you're

6 examining your own party, you're not on cross

7 examination?

8 MR. a RA N SON i ¡ tis, but it i s been

9 that way because itls been in the rules..

10 CHAIRMAN SOULESi Well. I don't see
11 any rule that says that, Frank.
12 MR. BRANSONs Well. isn $ t tbat

13 basically what the last sentence of 182 says?

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It doesn e t say a

15 thing about cross examination or direct.
16 MR.. BRANSON i I t says you can i t 1 ead
17 him.. About the only advantage is being on
18 direct.
19 PROFESSOR EOaAR~ How about -N Judge

20 \iallace made reference to a change in RUle 611 (c)
21 and I .,-
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. That's 610..
23 JUSTICE WALLACE: 610 (c).. We put in a

24 610 and moved 610, 11 and 12 on up to the next

25 numbers.. So, they now correspond with the federal
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1 rules,.
2 PROPESSOR EDGAR) I see ,. May I see.

3 then, what the change -- I.ve forgotten it.

4 MR. BECK: Bill, there's more in 182
5 than just that reference to leading questions..

6 Did you check to make sure that all the other

7 items in 182 are somewhere in the Rules of

8 Evidence

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO = Yes..
10 MR. BECK: -- like calling a managing
11 officer or director of a corporation?
12 MR. MCMAINS i It l S aC tual ly much more

13 1 iberal '"
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO II It l smuch more

15 1 iberal than 182..
16 MR.. MCMAINS: It says anybody
17 identified or possibly
18 MR.. BECK; I just wanted to make sure..
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think the
20 professors are in the agreement that the only
21 thing that the Rules of Evidence donlt deal with
22 expressly is dealt with in Kule182 is that ~but.
23 language..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any new discussion?
25 Or let's see, did anyone second Billl$ motion to
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1 repeal 1821

2 MR. aRANSONi I would like to offer an
3 amendment tha t we wri te the Rules of Ev idence

4 Committee and tell the. that w. recognize ~he

5 conflict between 610 and 182, aDd tell tbem that

6 we would like to repeal 182 but need to add the

7 iast sentence, or the last phrase picking up with

8 hbut- on Rule 182..

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Does anybody second

ioa ill · s mo t ion, fir s t 1

11 MR~ TINDALLi I do.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. Bill moved
13 and Harry seconded it. The amendment here is that
14 we add a letter to it.. And anything new?

15 MR. MCMAINS: Well~ I was going to
16 suggest a different amendment. And that wa. a
17 COmmentary.. when we repeal it.. saying the subject
18 is covered in the Rules of Evidence but that it

19 doesn't Change the fact that, ordinarily,
20 examining your own witness is not cross
21 ex..ination.
22 MR. BRANSONi That's fine. Illl
23 accept that.
24 14... MCMAINS:: I mean, if you jus t pu t
25 it in . commentary that --
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1 MR~ TINDALL: Yeah. That*s a -- the
2 federal commentary on that very point directs the

3 discretion of the judge to stop that. Itls real
. clear. I dODlt -- if you read the f ral rule

5 MR.. MCMAINS i Doesn. t it accomplish it

6 that way? Tbat l s a patchwork fix until the next
7 amendmen t ..

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Commen tary to

9 what is nO longer Rule 182..

10 MR.. MCMAINS: That's right.
11 MR.. BRANSON: It, procedurely -- in

12 going through the rules of ev idence --
13 JUSTICE WALLACE: Nothing says you
14 can e t..
15 MR. TINDALL; This is stronger,
16 though..
17 MR.. BECK; We e re repeal ins a rule and
18 at the same time referring this to the committee

19 on the Rules of Evidence?

20 MR. BRANSONI No. What we were going
21 to do was write to the RUles of Evidence Committee

22 and say subjeet to them making that correction
23 we'll repeal the rule..
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Bu t the Supreme

25 Court has just dealt with these rules, and they're
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i not gOing to want to go back and deal with it all

2 over again.

J M.~ ..ANSONI I agree with Rusty,

4: procedurely adding tha t commentary to the repeal

5 rule would be easier than going through the Rul..

6 of Evidence Committee.

7 MR.. TINDALLI Why dOn't we just repeal

8 it? Anyone who really gets to this serious pOint

9 can very readily look at the commentary to the

10 Federal Rule 611. and i ~l S very clear that the
11 trial judge has discretion to deny that type of

12 leading questioning of your own witness or party~
13

14

MR.. MCMAINS: Let me suggest this --

MR. BRANSON; Except if you inevitably

15 get out in someplace like Tulia. Texas and be

16 trying to convince some trial judge that the rules
17 really haven e t Changed. you will need something to

18 point to.
19 MR. MCMAINS i I t may satisfy some of

20 this problem. You have passed the rule. You

21 really don' t -- the Court really doesn l t pas. the
22 commentaries, right?

2'3 JUSTICE WALLACE i Well. we put

24 commentar i.s on a couple of rules to verify it..
25 On.. on this particular rule, we already put a
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1 commentary there.

2 MR. MCMAINSi What I em gettini at is,

3 does it require the same procedure? Can we just

4 fix the commentary to the rule?

5 JUSTICE WALLACB i I s trongl y suspect

6 that we could.

7 MR. MCHAI NS i ADd jus t pu t the sam.

8 basic caveat that is in the federal rule that*s
9 PROFBSSOR EDGAR: In rul e 6 i 0 .

10 MR. MCMAINS: Yes, where it belongs.
11 But just in the commentary, just to say
12 ordinarily
13 JUSTICB WALLACE: I think that could

14 be done.

15 MR", MCMAINS = I mean, it would seem to

16 me that does it. You don't have to promulgate the

17 commentaries.. So, we can fix the commentary

18 before it has to go to the printer and it leaves
19 it all in one place. And then with the repeal you

20 can just say, nsee amended rule of evidenceu --

21 you know, this -. it has been replaced by the
22 rule.
23 JUSTICE WALLACE: Let me make sure
24 that's what you want in, if this will do it.
25 nThis rule conforms with tradition in making the
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1 use of leading questions on cross e~amination a

2 matter of right. Purpose of the qualification,

3 ordinarily, is to furnish a basis for denying the

4 USe of leading questions when the crOSs

5 examination is cross examination in form only

6 not in fact as, for example, with cross

7 examination of a party by his own counsel after

8 being called by the opponent or of an insured

9 defendant who proves to be friendly with the

10 plaintiff.~
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO& BUll's-eye.
12 MR. TINDALLi That's a bull's-eye.
13 MR. MCMAINS: That's itø That's
14 fine..
15 MR. BRANSONI Row, wait a minute. An
16 insured defendant that proves to be friendly with
11 the plaintiff, I'm not sure I like that.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. We would,
19 then, reSOlve that the iang~age that Justice
20 Wallace just read be appended as a COmment to the

21 newly promulgated Rule of Evidence 611.. And we

22 ask for the Court to dothat~ and if it chooses to
23 do so, we urge them to do it..
24 And with that request, then, to the Court for
25 that action, those in favor of the repeal of Rule
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1 182 ~ please show by hands * Opposed? Okay li Let

2 me see the eount of hands again because there is a

3 nine. And against? One. Okay.

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Nown have w. also
5 tied into the repeal of Rule 182 a relationship

6 over to Rule 611 that the reason we i re repealing

7 it is beCause it'. now covered by Rule 6111

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Commen t right.

9 PROFESSOR OORSANEO ~ It l. covered

1 0 rea Ll y by 6 07 and 611.

11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wha tev. r.. Wha tever

12 it is~ But we're go1dg to tie that epe.l in to

13 refer the reader to those rules.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Say -- which numbers

15 again? 607 and 611?

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Uh-huh. Unless
17 607 moved up to be 608.

18 JUSTICE WALLACEi No. We had left
19 Federal Rule 610 in the Rules of Evidence having
20 to do with the religion of witness's power. We
21 put that back in the same place you find it in
22 Rule 610 of the federal rules. Therefore, we Deed
23 to move 11, 12 and 13, I believe, forward 80 that
24 now the numbers in our Rules of Evidence will
25 correspond with the rules -- numbers in the
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1 Federal Rules of Evidence.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay_ Hadley, are
3 you ready to do 2051 Does that complete your

4 work, Bill?
5 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Yes, sir$
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Thank you a lot.
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Thank you.
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I app recia te it.

9 PROFESSOI EDGAR: You mean 2091
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 205 to 2091
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR; I didn. t do 205.

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES 209. Page 64.
13 MR. TINDALL: Rule 2091
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Page 64..
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR; I lm sorry. Yes, it

16 is. It is ~~ what I did -- you asked me to

17 specifically work on Rule 209,bu t there Wiiua the

18 housekeeping chores that needed to be implemented

1J with xespect to ~05 and 208. So, the oniy -- the
20 first thing we need to look at, I think, is Rule

21 209, which appears on page 69 of your agenda

22 book. And if you xecall, this was a subject of
23 several prior meetings concerning the concern that
24 many clerks had that -- well, I think that Sam
25 Sparks suggested -- El Paso Sam -- that there
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1 wasnlt any pOlicy. And some clerks were keeping

2 things ad infinitum and other clerks were throwing

3 them away. And thi s was an ef fort to try and

4 standardize the procedure.

5 Soi what we had approved at our last meeting

6 was Rule 201. The problem was the order -- the

7 Supreme Court order which appears on page 70 and

8 how to solve that problem. And based upon the

9 discussion aDd recommendations at the prior

10 meeting, I have tried to comply with those in a
11 redraf t of the order which appears on page 70.
12 One thing We did in the second paragraph,

13 Judge Pope pointed out we needed to think about

14 citations by publ ication, and that motions for new
15 trial could be filed within two years after

16 judgment. Soi we wanted to retain those records,
17 and I have attempted to include those as well.
18 MR. MCMAINS: 00 you want to say
19 judgment nr.ndered~ or "signed" there, Hadley? I
20 mean, doesnlt that motion for new trial rule
21 relate to signing?
22 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just a minute. I
23 think if we look -- let'. look at Rule 329. I
24 think it speak s in te rms of rend i t ion.

25 MR. MCMAINS; Okay.
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PROFESSOR EDGAR; Just a minute.

Let.. take a look at Rule 329. Yes. See, Rule

329. the citation by application rule, ~alk8 out
judgments rendered, not judgments signed. t t.

why I used that term.

MR. MCHAINS. Of course, we have

another rule, though, that says -- 306 is where

our rule says it'. the date it's signed.

CHAIRl~ANSOULES 329 should be

signed ..

PROFESSOR EDGAR; Well, I know, bu t

¡ 'm say iag tha tis why I used the word "rendered.. ~

MR.. MCMAINS: I meaa, if you're trying

to make this an admininstrative rule it would seem

to me that W8 ought to have -- it ought to be some

way that there would be 80me ease of

administration, rather than trying to figure out

whether it is --

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I apologize to you..

Rule 329 subparagraph (b) -- no (a) talks about

two years after the jUdgment is signed.. So, ¡

just misread that. ¥ouere right. It should be

8_ signed" it

Now, the second provision. though, relates to

the entry of judgment rather than the signing of
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1 jUdgment. Okay..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where wa$ t t,
3 Hadley?
4 PROFESSOR EDGARt Still in the see
5 paragraph On page 10.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: :au t here we ire

8 talking about entry of the date jUdgment was

9 entered, rather than the date judgment was

10 signed. Now, do you want to make that entry on

11 two years after judgment on service by
12 publication, as well? In other words, do we want
13 these times of disposition to run from the date of
14 entry of judgment as distinguished from the
15 signing DC judgment? And that ø. just a question
16 for the committee.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Why do we even need

18 the words Ðrendition ofØ? "Order of dismissal or
19 final j udgmen t. "
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Pardon?
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Do we need the words

22 Ðrendition of~?
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR= Well, no.. Before \'Ie

24 get to that, though, I think that's another
25 issue.. The question is --
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES; I apologize.
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: This paragraph is
3 talking about which orders will be BUbj.ct to

4 destruction or disposition by the clerk.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay ~
6 PROFESSOB EDGAR. Now, should that run

7 from two years after the judgment was entered or

8 180 days after other types of judgments were

9 entered. .s distinguished from the time period

10 commencing upon the date the judgment was signed?

11 And my thought -- I was trying to use the
12 later date because. theoreticall you have the
13 rendition, signing and then entry. Entry occurs
14 last. And since we're talking about ~disposition

15 of records by the clerk, ~ if we Vave them the

16 authority to dispose of those after the last date,
17 then that would be more thaD the time allowed for
18 appeal by motion -- for the disposition on the
19 appeal with respect to signing.
20 CHAIRMAN SODLESI Do we know what date

21 the clerk enters the judgment in its minutes? Is
22 that something made?

23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, the clerk
24 should know. The clerk will know.
25 CBAIRMAN SOULES: Is a record made of
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1 that, what day he actually ~~

:2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes~ Itis a date.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULIS: What?
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: JUdgment entered and

5 thereis a date.. There should be~

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I jus t I haven't

7 looked for tha t.
8 MR. MCMAINS: Therels an entry on the

9 minutes..

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I think "entry~
11 would be fine.. ~ S igned ~ would be f iDe in both

12 places if you made it
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Presuming they
14 oecurred on the same day. But, you see,
15 theoretically, entry ean occur subseqUent to
16 signing..
17 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i Dh-huh..
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And it does, in
19 fact, but, I mean, it could be a day Or two

20 later.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANBO: Well--
22 PROFESSOR EDGAR; And I was just
23 trying to give the outside period of time rather
24 than the inside period of timeô And that's why I
25 used the term "entry."
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1 PROFESSOR DORSA.EO; Well, -entered-
2 would be fine. I wonder really ~~ this 180 days.

3 I presume. has to do with writ of error appeal

4 time frame~

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ And trying to tie it
6 in with giving outside times under Rule 329 (b) ..

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO & And the problem I
8 guess I have is -- we should probably have talked

9 about this before -- is that six months could be

10 more than a hundred -- could be more than 180 days

11 during certain periods of the year.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ You start counting

13 31 January back, you' re going to be more than --
14 yes...
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Soi I would
16 suggestw. could use either .signed" or -entered,.
17 bu t ç hange it to 190 days and tha t would requ i re
18 crossing out the 8 in the parenthetical rather
19 than the 9 in the parenthetical, which says --
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I didn't see tha t

21 typo.. Sorry about that.. All right.. You want to
22 make it, then. to run frOm date of Signing?
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yeah. but make it

24 190 days -- or 185..
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Or wba t abou t two
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years, though?

MR. MCMAINSi Well. but we're really

referring to a motion for new trial havi been

filed within the times prescribed by the ruies

those rules run f ing.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Those rules run

from signing, yeah. I would prefer ~ ing"
because I don; t guess lawyers are going to be

inVOlved. This only has to do wi clerks..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's right.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO # So, I would jus t

prefer .signing.. U

MR.. MCMAINS i You are if you l re

looking for a deposition.

PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Well, if they've

thrown it away, you're just too late..
PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay. You want to

say ~signing" and then "190 days"?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i If there is any

magic of king, it is this to the writ of error

timetable.
PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, that s why I

did it..
PROFESSOR DORSANEO Tha t wO'Jld make

me happy, if that l s important. I don' t guess it
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CHAIRMAN SOULES i How are we going to

rewrite that second alternative' ~In all other

c..es in which judgment baa bean signed. ~

PROFESSOR EDGAR: ~By Court. ~

CHAIRMAN SOULES i I guess just

"signed" is enough.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: ~Signed by tbe
.

Cour t. " Ii

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Just "signed for.~

PROFESSOR EDGAR: ~For 180 daya~ ~-

$1 19 0 day s " iJ

JUSTICE WALLACE: Would t.here not be

any need to keep these around until he can talk to

him for bill of review iø pas..d, writ of review?

PROFESSOR EDGAR; Wel i l the only

problem with that is that, theoret.ically, a bill

of review could be filed at any time.

JUSTICE WALLACE: Wellø two years --

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Four"

MR. MCMAINS i Governed by the

four-year statute.
PROFBSSOR DORSANEOI Governed by Civil

Practice of Remedies Code 16051, I think. Unless

it's a probate case. If we're going to keep it
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around that long in order to protect those few

people, we W re really not accom.pl ishing the old

ohj ec tive"

PROFESSOR EDGARt 11, it seems to

me, then, that isn't that the -- let i s think
through that a minute" We have a defaul t

judgment, and if the -- wouldn't the plaintiff

have an interest in wanting to keep those papers

available, or would he have an interest in wanting

the¡n destroyed?

MR" RAGLANO What papers? There's

not going to be a deposi t ion in a faul t

j udgmen t ..

PROFESSOR PORSANEO; Not very likely"

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well.. there could

be.. Judge Pope pointed out that you might have a

situation in "'Ihich you have some heirs --and this

is a problem he raised that might not have heen

properly cited -- Dr were not given notice, and

other people had. So, you might have actually had

-.. you might have actually had some .assemblance of

trial as to some people hut not as to others. And

he sugges ted tha t we might have more than jus t the
bare minimum papers on file in some cases"

JUSTICE WALLACE i And there are some
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1 cases where you would want the deposition of a

2 witness you couldD1 t get there iD persoD that

3 would make your case ~

4 PIOFBSSOR EDGAR. Y.s.
S PROFBSSOR DORSANBOI And now under the
6 proposed rules for use of depositioDS -- useable.

7 JUSTICE WALLACB. The question is. on
8 a bill of review you Ive got to show there ia no

9 Degl igence on your part, and Dot being there that

10 you had a meritorious defense and a couple
11 others. Is there anything connected with that

12 that would show up in that deposition? That would

13 be the question.
14 MR. MCMAINS; Well, the probiem is.
15 though. in the bill of review you have to try the
16 merits as well as the bill of review points.
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: Yeah.
1e MR. MCMAINS i And if you are in a
19 situation wbere the -- for instance, you don. t get
20 Doticei don't know that there is a jUdgment out

21 there, and the clerk hasalt complied with their

22 obligations, there are 'cases hOlding that the bill
23 of review is an appropriate remedy to treat that
24 as miseonduc t on the part of the court personnel.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Official misconduct.
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1 MR.. MCMAINS; And, therefore,
2 something that you can Ul. a bill of review to set

3 aside.
4 PR.OFESSOR EDGAR It au ttha t WOn ~ t

5 appear in any of the paper.. thOUgh. t this is

6 designed to eliminate from the clerke. file.

7 MR. MCMAINS i No, you ire talking about

8 eliminating depositions. If you try a bill of
9 review -- I mean, if a case is -- you KnoW, if a

10 case gets set for trial or determined on a
11 sanctions order or something else, if you don i t
12 get notice of the judgment, you -- when you
13 finally do get notice of the jUdgment, you may be

14 outside the six-month period, but you still have a
15 writ by bill of review. But when you go try the
16 bill of review, you have to try both issues. One,

17 as to whether or not you.re entitled to reveal
18 setting aside the judgment, and. two, the merits.
19 And if you've destroyed all the depositions

20 I'm not just talking about a default. It could
21 happen any number of ways. Dismissal for want of

22 prosecution ie the most 1 ikely mess-up in terms of
23 that..
24 PROFESSOR DOR.SANEO i au t I. d say if we

25 go to the bill of review and wait that long, then
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1 really you $ r. saying that nothing gets destroyed

2 until four years after the judgment is signed

3 MR~ MCMAINS: ¡ understand the
l problem.. I *m notsuggeating that ~~

5 l?ROfESSOR. DORSANEO: .... in every

6 case~ And ¡ -- this bill of review is a new
7 proceeding~ How likely is it going to be that

a that deposition that was on file, that was taken

9 by the original plaintiff, would be useful in the
10 later bill of review case?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Could be..
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Could , bu t --
13 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, it would be. I
14 mean, youWve got to try the merits.
15 PROFISSOR DORSANEO: Well, yes~
16 MR.. ivicMAINS; In the bill of review
17 you've got to show that. there was a merits issue
18 that -- you have, in fact, have to show in order

19 to even get to the point of trying the merits make
20 prima faeie showing that you have a merits issue.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANIOI But, look at it

22 this way: If it was a default case, all right --
23 as you said, there probably wasn' tany

24 deposition. If it was not a default case, then
25 probably you have your own copy at your Own
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lawyer W s off ice of the deposi tion and you don 0 t

need the deposition that wa. on file. All right.

And I can See that there will be case. when you

don S t have your own copy and you cans t get a copy

anywhE¡re elsEland it e s just gone, you're just

in the soup. But that l s the way the world is now.
PROFESSOR EDGAR: But you're also

assuming, though. that you could not obtain that

evidence independently at this time" I mean, you

could develop tbat evidence on the case on the

merits. So youlre narrowing further, it seems to

me, the likelihood that the destruction of the

deposition is going to be critical. Now, that's

all ¡ 1m saying. It may still be critical, but

it' s going to be even less so"
PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ ¡ think itS s too

small a problem to make the clerks wait four years

from the date of judgment to start destroying

thing. or sending out notices.

MR.. I-1CMAINS: Okay"

CHAIRMAN SOULES. And he i s got to give

notice to al 1 at torneyfi of record" So, if you've
got a ca'se

,

MR. MCMAINS i I suppose if they send

notice they're going to destroy your depositionS,
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1 you. a better figure out something happened to

2 them"
:3 CHAIRMAN SOULE.8;; Maybe you better go

4 over and get themø

5 HR. MCMAINS i Ho, I mean, if you
6 didn) t know you had a judgment against you or that

7

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES; 1 l, the party
9 that l s going to want to use that aeposition, isn 3 t
10 it most 1 ikely be the party who 1 S wanting to

11 protect the judgment?
12 PROFESSOR EDGARi Well, that's what I
13 was trying to think through awhile ago. It may
14 not be~ Maybe it's the party who is trying to
15 attack the judgment. But I think the ri is
16 if this is really a serious clerieal problem, and

17 from what I lve understood at these meetings it is
18 in some counties, then I think this is a risk
19 worth taking.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ Okay.. Anything
21 new?
22 MR.. )1CMAINS: Yes..
.2 3 CNAI aMAN SOULES; Rus ty..

24 HR. MCMAINS: The time, even at 190
25 days. under Rule 106 (a) -- 306 ta), where .e come
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1 down is that you've got to actually. if
2 som.body didn i t get notice of the judgment .itb~n

3 20 days, then the times donlt start to run until
4 they get notice, not to exceed 90 days.

5 So, in reality, you have to start time
6 for signing a judgment 90 days down the road and

7 then compute your plenary jurisdiction period

8 there. That plenary jurisdiction period is at

9 least a 105 days from that day.

10 CHAIR.AN SOULES ~ Why don i t we make it

11 one year?

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Sold.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES Any oppos i t ion to

14 that? Okay. 180, now 190. It's going to be one

lS year there. I thought you-all may have created a

16 new bar exam question, ~What period in the rules

17 is 190 days?

18 MR. MCMAINS: 195.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. 195. Now. it'. one
20 year. All right. Anything ne. on this? Those in

21 favor, then. of 209 on the proposed order. please
22 show by hands. Opposed? That's unanimous. And

23 then we have. in 1 igh t of tha t. some housekeep ing
24 to do, donlt we. Hadley, back at 205?
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes. All I did was
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i 205 and 6 and 7 .- 6, 7 and 8. Let's see, 205

2 yes, 206 is at the bottom of page 65.. Itls simpiy

3 to t.ry and make clear t.hat the document that. we

l alway. refer to as a deposition i. reallY a

5 d.eposition transcript, that a deposition. is really
6 the act of taking a deposition. And that' s all
7 i've done here is try and change those terms..

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And it's about time..

S PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Mr.. Chairman.

10 CHAIR..MAN SOULES; B ill"
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I have a
12 question" In this -- Professor, do you have this
13 blue thing?
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ ¡ lm looking at the

15 agenda.. I tve got a blue one.. What page is it?
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; On page
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES; They' re not
18 numbered..

19 PROFESSOR OOR-SANEO i There is . Rule

20 205 in he re..
21 PROFESSOR EDGARi Rule 205. I don't
22 know. I baven&t looked at it. ¡ did.. I called
23 in a change or two maybe.. I don i t know. I've got

24 it right here. I didn't -- I did not. make the

25 changes that appear in this book, Bill.. I didn't
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1 make these changes..

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, tnatts all

3 I was just pOinting out.

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR $ ¡ don · t know. I

5 haven i t seen this. I was just looking at the
6 agenda book.. I don It luio".. who made these

7 changes.. I em not familiar with them.

a CHAIRMAN SOULES i I t may have been Sam

9 Sparks.
10 MR. MCMAINS, Yeah, I think it was..
11 PROFES SOR EDGAR g I don l t know..

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Well, this says

13 here it was unanimously approved by the committee.

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ This is ODe earl ier

15 this year..
16 PROFESSOR DORSANBOi Yeah. So, we 're

17 going to have to do an overlay..
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Right..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, see, this was
20 -- part of 205 Change was to tell U8 what a

21 transcript was.. The originai deposition.
22 MR. MCMAINS: That's in there.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Pardon me?
24 l.n~.. MCMAINS; The deposition

25 transcript changes are already in the one that · s
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in our book..

PROFESSOR EDGARi No, that' s not

right. Look at Rule 20', for example. It's in

205N but it's not in 206..

MR. MCMAINS: ¥eah~ but I s jus

talking a.bout 5..
PROFESSOR EDGAR: I was just looking

at all of them heze. ADd, also, Ruie 201, you

need to incorporate those changeø with respect to

the paragraphø numbers2l 3, 4. and 5. See, he

says ~DO change" on his. Look at 2D6, Luke.. See,

he says ftno change. P

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i Bu t changes do need

to be made to make these housekeeping cbanges.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.. Yeah, sure

do.. Okay.

PROFESSOR EDGAR. And also -- 207 also

needs to take those housekeeping changes into

consideration as does -- and then 209 is a new

rule.
I don't know why -- if we have already

approved the material that we have in this book,

then :i don't know why the committee can't just go

ahead aDd approve these with the instructions that
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i the housekeeping changes ref1ec ted in our agenda

2 book be made, ra ther than $ it t ing here spending

3 all the time to go through it, if that meets the

4 committee l s approval.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right.. Is that

6 a motion?

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes..
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: Second?
9 MR.. MCMAINS: Second II May! make a

10 comment firs t?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, sir. Rusty..
12 MR MCMAINS: His RUle 205 in his
13 agenda is different in termS of it deals with
14 exhibits.. That's not in the 205 in the book.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi: Look at tbe
16 bot tom of the page.
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR: My suggestion -- you

18 see --
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: That's 206..
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: this material..
21 Rusty, this material right here has substantive
22 changes in it which the committee has already
23 app roved ..

MR. MCMAINS i Yes i I agree ~

25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I was playing with
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1 another deck of cards and I WaS making simply

2 hou.sekeeping changer; to include tran$cripts and

3 things like that," And sine. w. IV. already
4 approved this, I'm just suggesting that .. go

5 ahead and allow

6 MR. MCMAINS; I im not disagreeing with

7 that. What Ilm saying is that 205 in the agenda,

8 though, has an exhibit section that '. not

9 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: No, it doesn it.

10 MR. MCMAINS: Where is it?
11 PROFESSOR OOR,SANEO: 205 in the agenda

12 ends on page 65.

13 MR. MCMAINS; That is right.. That is
14 206*
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Yeah, that t s 206 *

16 It's at the bottom of the page*

17 MR.. MCMAINS; Put it this way then:

18 Then those changes are not in it, youlre right..
19 SO;w we're not really dealing with 205.. aut the
20 exhibits portion of 201 in the agenda are not in
21 the 206 that's in the book.
22 PROFEflSOR EDGAR: 'rhat;ss right.. You

23 see, he said Ihere was not -- when he prepared his
24 206, he sa~d there wasa' t any change.
25 MR. MCMAINS; Okay.
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1 P~OFESSOI EDGAR: aut there is a
2 change because we i re adding -transcript. ft

3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i There · s a change

4 for 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 as well as 1 of 206.

5 PROFESSOR IDGAR. That'. eorrect.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We i 1 1 make those

7 ehanges~ The editing committee will make those

8 changes.

9 PROFESSOR DOaSANEOI You move over
10 into the 1 ight down there.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. I s the
12 consensus, then, tha t we make these change.s and
13 the updated vEl:rion of the completed R.ules 205
14 through 209. and then as the local adjustments are
15 made, that they be recommended to the Supreme

16 Court. these rules, for promUlgation..
17 PR.OFESSOR EDGAR i I move.
18 PROFESSOI DORSANEO. Second,.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Bill Dorsaneo,
20 second. All in favor, show by hands. Opposed?

21 Tbat will be unanimous. Thank you. Hadley~

22 PROFESSOR EDGARi One thing. Look at
23 your Rule 207 i also, Luke.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Yeah, right there,
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1 Rule 207. It indicate. that paragraph No.3 --

2 flip the page, no change.. There is a change..

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.
4. PROFESSOR EDGAR = Page 680£ the
5 agenda book '"

6 CHAIRMAN SOULIS i ~hank you.
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Since you
8 mentioned 207, why did this committee -- oh, never

9 mind. Strike that. I'm misreading. Never mind.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ Hadley, does that
11 wrap up your report then?
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes. Let me just
13 double-check one more thing.

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Sure II
15 PROfESSOR EDGAR ~ Look on your agenda

16 -- I mean, on your final book there on 208. There

17 will be no change in 208, paragraph 2, 3 and 4,
18 but tbere will be in paragraph 5 as it appears in
19 the agenda book on page 68 and 61.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULESI That helps a bunch.
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Thank you, Hadley,

23 very much. Broadus. on page 2, then. we 'v. got

24 some justice court rules. Is he here? He skipped
2 5 ou t .
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1 MR. MORRIS: Do you want me to go out

2 and see if I can find him?

J CHAIRMAN SOULES It Lefty, you might let

4 him know tha t --

5 MR. BRANSON; Pa t Beard sa id to t 1

6 you tha t h~ had aD emergency ar i se. He sa id some

'1 emergency came up.. He h.ad to leave$!

S CHAIRMAN SOULES; Does anyone have
9 something short we can --

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Do you want to take
11 up those housekeeping chores back there in the
12 stuf f that you sent me on Kronzer?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES .~ Yes, we could do

14 that. Let's see~ Well, why don't we just go

15 ahead and take these ruiesø then, because weDve

16 got to do them. Welll just start on page 211 and
17 then we'll go to those, Hadley.
18 PROFESSOR EOGARi Okay. Page 2111 I
11 caD t t find anything in this hook anymore.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES:i It sh.ould be in

21 numerical order. I canlt either.
22 PROFESSOR WALKER: Nobody else can
23 eitherf¡
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR $ We go f rom the

25 district court rules to ancillary proceedings, and
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1 then we jump over to Rules of Evidence and then we

a go to the Rules of Appellate Procedure, aDd maybe

3 there~s some assemblance in all that, but i caD't

4 figure it out yet.
5 PROFESSOR WALKER: No order at all ~

6

7

S

(Of fthe record
(discuss ion ensued.

9

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: au 'age 210 of your

11 purple book~

12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 211..

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 211, okay.

14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: See, it. s now before

15 Rule 5 -- between 527 and 52a, and it really
16 belongs right before 24 and 25.
i 7 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Any objection to

18 that? That stands as done. Next, I think we

19 ought to just strike lsupported by affidavit" and
20 not put in compliance with Rule 568 because Rule

21 568 doesn't apply to every case.
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: We l 1 1 s tr ike Rul e

23 568 while we're at it.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES:i In other words, if

25 theyere trying to set aside judgment for other
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1 than -- other than based on legal authorities, new

2 evidence or something like thatø it ought to be

3 supported by affidavit. I guess that's what the

4 -- if you're going to say there-s new evidence of

5 something other than a legal argument, that you

6 would support it by affidavit.
7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Would there ever
8 a ground other than the verdict or judgment is

9 contrary to the law of the ev idence? Could you

10 have any type of contrary to the facts? That's
11 the evideDce$

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Thatls just to set

13 aside judgment. He might also grant a motion for
14 new trial$ It doesn't say that he does anything

15 but set aside his judgment.
16 PROFESSOR EDGARI Maybe this is
17 default judgment. We're talking here about
18 judgment by defaultl though, seet under 566~ But
19 yet Section 5 is talking about new trials.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i At any rate, it
21 looks to me like what their complaint is, is that
22 not every 566 motion needs to be sworn. Only in
23 circumstances described by 568 do those kinds of
24 motions have to be sworn$ But 566, the way it's
25 written, says they all have to be supported by

e"i.. .I.. Jl r.l fo.. ftWTnfta..~ ~nyYnm n~nA~mÐftn l" ,.,1\ Jt7"'Y" n 'A m"r t"
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1 affidavit.. Soi what they're trying to do is work

2 it out so that if it. s just. plain 566 motion,

3 you don 5 t bave to have an aff idavit unle.s it IS

4: within the ambient of 5&8..

S PROFESSOR EDGAR ~ Well, I'm not sure

6 that. $ the eomment, though" It seems to me that

7 what they 5 re saying is that they just want -- not

8 that it has to be -- I mean, I don l t read this

9 amendment to require that it be sworn, but rather

10 simply refers to the basis for setting aside the
11 default judgment.. So, I really don't know~ 00
12 you see what I'm saying, Luke?

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, 568 is a
14 narrow -- I mean, it.s a small universe. It's not
15 the whole universe.. 566 is a whole universe~
16 Under 566 you IVe got to have it supported by
17 affidavit in the whole universe. And I think
18 they~re trying to eliminate that, and say only the
19 small part of the universe is other than -- you
20 know, 568 shouldn't have an affidavit.
31 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's one
33 construction.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Now, I didn't

24 follow yours. I apologize.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Well, I think maybe
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this is susceptible of being interpreted to mean

that not that you have to ~- not that the

motion has to be sworn toi but that it has to be

based upon the fact that the verdict or judgment

is contrary to the law of the ev idence or the

Court erred in some matter of law. ¡ think it.s

capable of that construction~ When I read the

eomment, that l s kind of what I thought they were

driving at..
,aorlSSOR DORSAHIO z Wby don' t we just

take "supported by affidavit~ out of Rule 566 and

don't put aDything in 566 to replace it. This 568

matter probably is going to cover equitable

motioDs for new trial, cratic motions, because, as

you point out, what else could it be about?

PROFESSOR EDGAR $ I don § t know"

PROFESSOR DORSAHEO: And if tha t l S all

that it l S about, we can just let it be, without
cross-referring to it in 566.

CHAI RMAH SOULES: 'rha t 's wha t I thinlt"

PROFBSSOR BOGAR i Well. but there l s

just one other problem"

CHAIRMAN SOULES i

PROFESSOR EDGAR.

Okay..

566 talk.s about

motions to set aside default, right?
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CHAIRMAN SOULES:

PROfESSOR EDGAR ~

Ub-huh.

567 talks about

motions for new trial generally.. Now, then 568

says it's the ground of the motion. Now. is that

a 566 m.otion or a567 motion?

PROFESSOR. OORSANEO: I see wha t they

did.
PROFESSOR EDGAR i 00 you see wha t I' m

say ing, Luke? So, I would sugges t tha t wha t we
would do is eliminate 568 and leave 566 alone..

PR.OFESSOR OORSANEO: No, but this

doesn' t even say motion for new trial.

PROFESSOR EOGAR; On a motion in

writing.. See, it is talking about a motion for

new trial..
PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Okay..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Both of them pertain

to mot ions, bu t they' .re d iff eren t mot ions.. So,

566 is about the same thing that 568 is about, Dr

is it? And I think that's really what theylre

try ing to say here because they say the purpose of
this proposed amendment is to bring 566 into

compliance with Rule 568 and eliminate the

possible conflict between the requirements under

the two rul es..
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i See, 567 moti
2 might be on new discovery evidence.

3 'ROraSSOR EDGAR. Tb.tes right.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES = And you don. t

5 to have all these hearings.. They're just all
6 trial de novo anyway, and things are done a lot

7 less formally than what they 
ire saying here~ I

8 guess you wouldnit bring anybody in. You wouldn't

9 need a witness,. You just. nee.d an affidavit that

10 you did a discovery evidence -- judgment.
11 discretion be granted~ But you canat just recite
12 new discovery evidence without having some kind of

13 an affidavit~
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The problem wi t.h

15 these rules is that we never ever find out. what.
16 they do mean because the cases never ç,let. to --
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: They never come up..

18 JUSTICE WALLACE: I guess in some
19 instances we can appeal from the county court..
20 You can appeal -- the appeal is taken to the
21 county court, isn § tit?
22 PROrESSOR DORSANEO= Yes~ But this
23 has already probably gone away by tben,.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: This would have all

25
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1 PROFESSOR OORSANEO i It l S novo.

2 JUSTICE WALLACE i Tha t $ s wha t i say --

3 trying to figure out. Now, what difference does

4. it make? Wely. got about 25 to 30 lawyers who are

5 JP' S out and we can a t understand what the.e

6 ruleS say. I would like to be listening when they

7 try to figure them out.
8 PRorESSOR EPGAR~ Let me just ask a

9 question. If we just eiiminated Rule 568, wherein

10 are \'\e any worse off? Because under 566 we are
11 already saying that the motion has to be supported
12 by affidavit. We've already said that. Whatever

13 the ground for setting aside the default judgment
14 it has to be supported by affidavit.

15 Then, on a 567 motion for new trial, which is
16 just a plain vanilla motion for new trial in the
11 JP court, leave it like it is & I don it really see
18 where 566 adds anything I mean, 568 adds

19 anything. It aside a little. It has a negative
20 attitude. but it doesn't have much positive value

21 to i.t.
22 PRorESSORDORSANBO i I agree with

¥"",

2 3 Professor Edgar.. I t'8..ems to me to add proplexi ty

24 only.
25
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t.hat 568 be deleted. And I *m saying that, really,

with some hesitancy because I don*t really know

tha t much abou t the area..

PROFESSOR DORSAHEO: Well. what would

the confl ict be? I guess the conflict would be

that if itls a judgment by default and what youlre

doing is setting aside the judgment by default.

because the evidence was unsatisfactory rather

than on cratic grounds. then there could be a

conflict between supported by affidavit in 566 and

the first part and the last part of 568.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i I think tha t l S

right. But donlt you solve all that by

eliminating 568?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i One or the

otherii You never need supported by affidavit or

you always do..

PROFESSOR EDGARi Well. a judgment by

default. under this version, would be have to be

supported by aff idavit..
PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Even if the

grounds for setting it aside were not cratic

grounds

.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's right.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i -- bu t they were
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1 because there wasn1t sufficient evidence presented

2 at the default hearing.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: If you want to read
4 these in harmony for the way they're setout, you

5 would say judgment by default -- in a case wher~

6 there l s a judgment by defaul t. every motion for

1 new trial issworn* Second, in a judgment

8 rendered after trial, Rule 561 motions 40 not have

J to be SWorn unless they1re 568 type-567 motions.

10 and 568 only applies to 567.
11 Now, if you read them tha t way, you don. t
12 need to change anything ~ Because 566, which

13 applies to default, is not in conflict with 568
14 because that would apply only to trials, and that
15 doesn' t say tha t.
1& PROFESSOR EDGAR~ But 568 does not
17 del ineate between 56& and 567 motions.

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The only way tha t

19 you can del in.ate is -- the requirement for
20 affidavits is different. 566 has an expressed

21 self-contained requirement for affidavit. It has

22 to be there every time. So, you don' t need a
2) special 568 for that. The only time you need a

24 568 is if you have a 567 post triai motion for new

25 trial where you.ve got to have SOme something
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1 sp.ec ial .
2 PROFESSOR EDGAlh Then, if that's the
3 intent, then what you should do, then -- the Rule

4 568 ~sworn motion~ caption should be deleted, and

5 the body of 568 should be added as a second

6 sentence to Rule 567.

7 CHAI RMAN SOULES; Tha t l S r igh t .

8 PROFESSOR EDGAR$ And then you tve
9 eliminated the probiem, if that.s what all that's

lOin tended to do.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: But you can read
12 them so that there is not any conflict between
13 them..
14 PROfESSOR EDGAR: If 568 pertains only

15 to 561, then just simply strike that out and move
16 it right up there..
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Then you.ve got an

18 affidavit requirement of post trial motions
19 different from the affidavit requirement of
20 default, but they're in separate rules, so it
21 doesn't matter~
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: My preference,
23 just for the sake of simplicity, would be to
24 eliminate all requirements that any of these

25 motions be supported by affidavit or that they be
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1 veri! ied or any other thing. ¡ do not think tba t
2 that would tell JP' s that they have to Irant
3 motions to set aside default judgments whenever

4 they 4 re filed, eveD if they l re not supported by
5 anything..

6 If this is JP court practice, why shouldn It

7 somebody be able to go in there and say, woops, I

8 didn' t co.mply with your timetable because I

9 screwed up without having a lot of formalized

10 technical requirements?
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, on the other
12 hand, if youGre trying to set aside a judgment,
13 even though it is a JP court jUdgment, the JP
14 should be able to at least know, well, this guy is
15 serious enough about what he's telling me he made

16 himself subj ect to perjury, before 11m going to go
17 through all the trouble of setting this aside and
is get the parties back in and rehearing this

19 nonsense.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Now, these can be,

21 you know, multimillion doilar cases.
22 PROfESSOR EDGAR. You bet. Forcible
23 entry detainer cases.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You can have a big

25 shopping center location where a guy i. badly in
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1 defau1 t. YOu've got a tenant waiting in the wings

2 to take it and you can. t get the old one out, and

3 you need him out because yoUly. got. big deal

4 coming. There you are dOwn there in J' court.

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Why don $ t we go
6 ahead aDd delete the caption to 568 and include it

7 as a second paragraph in 567?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i So, every defaul t

9 motion would need to be under affidavit aDd post

10 trial motions --
11 PROFESSOR EDGARI That fit the
12 category of 568 would al so have to be supported by
13 affidavit.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We can do that~ Is
15 there a great deal of controversy on this? So,
16 we're just going to merge 567 and 568. Thatls
17 what we' r. doing to do.
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Before we amend
19 it. do we want to desex this thing?

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why don l t we not do

21 that? Okay.

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don i t wan t to

23 talk about these JP rules anymore.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We've managed to
25 avoid them up to now, bu t I guess we can' t any
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1 longer ¡j

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Nowø we' re on page
3 213 ..
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Let t s seeØ

5 525. 749, okay. We t re on page 250 of the purple

45 book ..
7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: All right. Let me
8 tell you what'. involved here in part. ADd this

9 is some stuff I got that you sent me, Luke.

10 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay.
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Let me get ~- just a

12 second. Let me get the materials here. One of
13 the problems that was presented was sirice no
14 pleadings are required to be filed in the justice
15 court -- let l s assume that we have a trial and the
16 defendant prevails, okay? Now, the plaintiff
17 waD ts to appeal tha t on a tr ial de novo.. Rul e 7
18 -- I think it1s 753. Just a minute.

19 PROFESSOR EDGARi All right. The
20 appeal, though, from the JP court does Dot
21 currently require that notice be given to the
22 prevailing party. So, the prevailing party, then,
23 Dot having notice. is not aware that the appeal
24 has been taken. And since he didn't have to file
25 anything in writing in the JP court, the
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1 plaintiff, then. upon appeal, takes. fault
2 judgment against him in the county court at 1

3 because he dido l t have a pleading on file,

4 And I think part of this is intended to
5 require that a notice of appeal be given the

& prevailing defendant 80 that he caD then file aD
7 answer and protect himself from the default

8 judgment.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That's right. And
10 they gave an example

11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And I don l t know

12 that that's set out here, but
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; They gave an example
14 and I saw that example~

15 PROFBSSOR BOGAR. Here it is OD page

1& 214.
17 CHAIRMAN BOULES, Plaintiff won -- I

18 mean, the defendant won -- no, the plaintiff won
19 -- the defendant On oral pleadings ~

20 PROFESSOR BOGAR: Well, it can happen

21 either way~ The one that was sent to Kronzer,

22 though, was just the other way around~ It can
~3 happen either way. And this is in the letter to
24 you. Luke, from Xen Coffman dated July 9, 1'15..
25 PROFESSOR DOIBARIO: Second the
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1 motion..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES* Just do this.
3 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Yes ~ And the only

4 thing I '4 suggest is that on page 214 rather than

5 having this say ~.ithout first shoving tbat this
6 rule has been substantially compiied with, ~ I

7 would say "witbout first showing . substantial

a compliance with the rule." I just bate to end

9 sentence. with prepositions.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES# ~Without showing
11 substantial compliance with this rule..fi
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Yes", Tha t l s the

13 purpose of tha t '"
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. Unanimous
15 approval On tbat, no dissent.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Then--
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where' s this grand

18 swell of interest in the justice courtroom?
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR All right. Then
20 page 216 simply is an additional built-in
21. mechanism, apparently, to require that the clerk

22 in docketing the trial de novo let: l s see, this
23 is to pro se defendants. This requires the county

24 clerk to notify the parties. And then, also, the
25 necessity for the defendant to file a written
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1 answer..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i:Okay $ Any obj ec t ion

3 to that, Rule 751? Okay. ri\hatls unaniniously

4 okayed, He wanta to ahange five days to eight

5 days. which gets into oae of my pet peev... I

6 think we always o\1ght to make them a week so that

7 anything Dot on a weekday COmes back on a weekday.

8 I daD i t care whether it' s 7 or 14. but I would

9 1 ike to make it one or the other.

10 PROFESSOR EDGARt All right. Now,
11 this just a minute. I've just picked up on

12 this this morning so this is really the first time
13 I've had a chance to read this. Give me just a
14 minu te 11

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Here is where he
16 writes us. He was a defendant in an FE &: D and

17 won. The landlord appealed and he didn't know
18 it. And since his pleadings in justice court were

19 oral, he had no pleadings on file in the justice
20 court.. For a pleading in a justice court to
21 constitute an appearance in a county court. it has
22 to be in writing.. So, without notice that the
i3 landlord had apPealed and having no -~ nothing but

24 oral pleadings OD file in a justice court. he l 8
25 defaulted, then, in a eounty court and that
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1 judgment goes final. So, instead of winning, .s

2 he bad done in the justice court where he

3 appeared, he has now lost by default in the county

4 court for lack of pleadings~

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: But we 'vealr.ady

6 taken care of tha t..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We've taken care of

8 that, but that obviously needed cured.

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That will take care
10 of that. Now, the second problem ~- are you

11 looking down here at the letter from Ken Coffman?
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right *
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: All right ø He
14 points out that -- no, there was one, though,
15 where because of the time requirements -- and I
16 think that*s what this is dealing with he was
17 cut off from his right to appeal before he kne.
18 that the appeal had been perfected. and there l s a

19 letter in here that deals with that..
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Well. if you 

Ire

21. going to get five days notice -- if they give five
22 days to give you notice that they perfected the
23 appeal. then you've got to have a little bit more
24 time~ It does seem to fit together~ If we go
25 back over here and say that ~ithin five days --
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1 ~over here" being 749 -.. "Within five days

2 fOllowing the filing of such bond, the party

3 appealing should give notice as provided in Rule

4 21(a)....
5 Then you .ve got to have, ~Said cause shall be

G subject to trial any time after expiration of,-
7 something more than five days in this other

8 place.. But I think eight is kind of a peculiar
9 number to pick.. I mean, why not say 10 Dr ...

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR; All right.. Here it
11 iso
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES; We just change the

13 TRO § s to 14 so they would all Come up on a

14 weekday.

15 PROFESSOR EDGAR & It 3 S ale t ter da ted

16 December 13 If 1983 from Judge Wallace to you . Lu.ke "

i 7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay 0 Le t § S see

18 where that is"
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: !t & s the second page

20 of tha t let ter f rom him to you"
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: .Judge, do you
22 remember all of these letters?
23 JUSTICE WALLACE: Instant recall..
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay. Have you
25 found it ye t ?
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What page is that
2 on?
3 PIOfiSSOR EDGAR: It B S on page :2 of a

4 letter from Judge Wallace to you ted December

5 13, 1983. It was in the material you sent me of

6 the Kronzer letter.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I don B t have it here

8 but read it. Oh, okay, ¡.ve got it.
9 PROfESSOR EDGAR: Now, the second

10 page, Rule 749 requires -- and we've just approved
11 that one back here on page 213

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES : Right.

13 PROFESSOR EDGAR$ -- requires that
14 within five days after the judgment is signed, the
15 bond has to be filed. Okay. Within five days.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Then he points out
18 that Rule 569 provides five days for the filing of
19 a motion for new trial in the justice court. And
20 567 provides that the justice court has 10 days to
21 act on the motion for new trial. And a recent
22 motion for leave to file a petition for writ of
2'3 mandamus. we were presented with a situation where

24 the defendant filed a motion for new trial five
25 days after the judgment, which the rule provided
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1 him to do~ The next day the justice of the peace

2 overruled thø motion but it was too lat. to file
3 his appeal bond under Rule 7 49 ~

4 PROFESSOR DORSAHEO: What's that got
5 to do with this over here?

6 PROFESSOR EDGAR l Well, bu tit all

7 ties in together, though. because in looking at

8 Rule 749, it -- you can actually be denied the

9 right to appeal because the way tha t these rules

10 have not beeD rela ted one to the other.. And
11 tha t 's why it. s importan t to cons ider tha t because
12 we're talking about 749 which has that five-day
13 period in it~
14 JUSTICE WALLACE ~ The only way you can

15 -- well, if you wait until your judgment becomes

16 final before you file your appeal bond and --
i 7 PROFESSOR EDGAR = ¡ t l S too la tel'

i 8 JUSTICE WALLACE i It's too la te.

19 PROFESSOR EJ)GAlh And you're really in

20 a Catch-22~

21 PROFESSOR DORSAHEOi But this 753 is

22 about a default in the county court, right? This
2-3 is about the appeal.

24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, yeah, that's

25 right..
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANiO II This has to be --

2 this has to be related to this other five-day
3 thing"
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR II Well, I think it

5 does but it seems to me that this creates a

6 problem right here.. And I just happen to remember

7 it because I read this this morning and into any

8 seDse of perpetuating a problem" If this five

9 days right here is a problem, then we ought to

10 correct it now.
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: Five days final
12 judgment as opposed to five days overruling the
13 motion for Dew trial~
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Within five days
15 after the overruling of the motion for neW trial
16 or something like that. That seems like that

17 would solve the problem.
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Up here judgment

19 is signed or -- in the event a motion for Dew

20 trial is filed and then five days after the motion

21 for new trial is overruled.
22 JUSTICE WALLACE= Lefty, you're a
2-3 justice court expert. Get up here and help us.
24 MR. MORRIS i You don l t want me. I

25 appreciate these people laboring over it, though.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Bow do .e solve
2 that, Hadley?

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 11--
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES = We don't even have

5 749 in these materi.l.~ I realize they wrote us

6 about it, but what does he suggest we can do?

7 paOFISSOR EDGAR: Well. he didn't. He
8 just said -- Judge Wallace. the question presented

9 is whether forcible retainer actions should be an

10 ex.pressed except.ion to the rules of practice in
11 justice courts so as to clarify the procedural
12 steps such as occurred in the above case.
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well. you know,
14 the thing is, I think you ought to be smart enough

15 to read Rule 749 where it says -- it says that you
16 do perfect this appeal within five days after the
17 judgment is signed. I mean, it says that right
18 there on the face of it. Why would anybody think

19 that the dependency of a motion for new trial
20 would alter that if they read it?
2 i Now, maybe they would -- maybe they would

22 remember the old practice where bonds were keyed

23 into overruling motions for new trial, but I don. t

24 see that as a problem.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR. But in the normal
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1 course of events, though.. you would file a motion

2 for new tr ial ~ And until the motion for new trial

3 is ac ted upon t you wouldn't think tha t there would

.£ be any finality to that judgment. ButthEir$ is if

5 you fail to file your appeal bond within five days

6 after it was signed~

7 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i Here is what I

8 think"
9 PROFESSOR BOGAR: I mean, that was the

10 problem the Court was confronted with in this
11 casel)
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Okay II
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i How long do you havEi

14 to file a motion for new trial? What is the total
15 length of time?
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: In Rule 749, the

17 bond has to be filed within five days..
1 S PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And the mot ion

19 for new trial is back in the five hundreds.
20 'ROPESSOR BDGARI Yes. That. s Rule
21 567..
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO~ And when is an

2-3 appeal perfectable in a not FE &: 0 ca.se..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. He' s only got

25 10 days to grant a neW trial" That means 13,
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1 because it winds up on Saturday and that' s a legal

2 -- thø t · s a Sa turday and a Sunday, and Monday is a

3 legal hOliday and so it could be as far as 13 days

4 -- 10 days here. So, if we give 14 days to

5 perfeet the appeal, they ought to know from the

6 j udginen t40

7 PIOFESSOR DORSANEO i But this is
8 supposed to be a speedy remedy.. Thi s five-day

9 time period for perfecting the appeal in 749 is a

10 shorter time period than the time period for de
11 novo appeai. of county courts generally in J'
12 court under 571, which does key from -- within

13 days after a judgment or order OverrUling a
14 for new trial ~'fs signed.
15 See, the:ie' s a -- the old non FI' D ru

16 the J' court are like our old pet'fèction of

17 rules, in that you file the bond withia . peri
18 of time after the motion for neW trial is
19 overruled. But the FE &: D part of that is
20 entirely different suggesting- that, you know,
21 SOmebody made a conscious choice that th. '1 &: D

22 is suppos.dto be speedy a~d this trial de novo

23 extending time periods business ought to be as
24 short as possible given the possessory natut'e of
25 the writ.
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CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well, I guøsswit.h

that, then, .e just have to try to .akø Some

assumptions about what these practitioners want as

a matter of policy~ Do they want to be at risk?

I don # t know why a five-day cutoff -- they can

file it in five and be in safe harbor for 14.

I would think they would want to have 14 days

of jurisdiction rather than have the problems that

are raised -- that were raised in this mand.mus

that the Supreme Court deal t with back in 1982 or

-83 that Justice Wallace wrote us about.. How do

we guess, if we l re guess ing? Do we want to give

these guys 14 to keep them out of kind of trouble,

or leave it at five and try to force them

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The saf es t thing

to do would be to no t have two appe 11 a te time

tabl es in the JP court ~

CHAIRMAN SOULES; We don l t have time

to do tha t.. Or make them both 10..

.

Maybe weshouldn - t

now.. I just wanted to

PROFESSOR EDGAR i

do anything with that right

call it to your attention..

CHAIRMAN SOULES ii Well, itls been

around since December of l83.. Letls do something

with it. Either decide to do nothing because
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1 that i s the right thing to do or make it 10 or --
2 because that. s what the other justice court rules

J are or make it something 81 se. Why 40D i t we make

4 it 101
5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; I see two
6 alternatives. I say we Change 749 to say -- in

7 the first sentenee say, -No motion for Dew triai

a shall be permitted in an FE &: D case, ~ ana then

9 maybe change five to 10. All right. Or we make

10 the time for perfecting the appeal like Rule 571
11 for ordinary FE &: a cases which would --

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 10 days *
13 PROFESSOR OORSANEO ~ -- Which would be
14 10 days for overruling motion for new trial if one
15 is filed. My preference to preserve speed would

16 be to not allow a motion for Dew trial in an
17 FE &: 0 case in the JP court because I think that l s
18 probably a waste of energy anyway.

19 JUSTICE WALLACE i You 've got -- wi th a

20 trial de novo as opposed to a regular appellate

21 review -- aDd you're not competent to hold out
22 probably by your motion for new trial.
23 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: That is a motion
24 for new trial different -- perhaps more eongenial
25 eDvirODment~
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES II So, wha. t we would do

2 is --
3 JUSTICE WALLACE: Eliminate the motion

4 for new trial in FE &: D cases.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Rule 749 --
6 JUSTICE WALLACE; If this guy hadn * t

7 come up with the brigbt idea of filing a motion

8 f~r Dew trial he wouldD i t have gotten into trouble

9 in the first place.
10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Tha t l S r igb t ~

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Rule 749 we're going

12 to say, ~no motion for new trial" --
13 PROFESSOI EDGAR; ii Shall be
14 permitted."
15 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: We've got a rule

16 like that for accelerated appeals.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- "shall be
18 permitted," period. And then the balance is no
19 change, or do we want to change it to 10 days?
20 JUSTICE WALLACE: You've got a quick
21 appeal there to get tbat guy out of posse..ion
22 that doeen i t belong iD there and they l re all
23 accustOmed. These JP l s -- old boys are trying to
24 -- the scbool for Jf's is pretty much on -- well,

25 they Ive got their desk books all up and here f s
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1 what you do in this case and down the line and go

2 through all the trouble of changing that. Those

3 that bother to learn it changing their
4 learning, then I'd say leave the tLmet.ble tbe way

5 it is..
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: In the TRAP RUle
7 42, the sentence reads, ~In appeal. from

B interlocutory orders, no motion for new trial
9 shall be filed." So, we have that kind of

10 language for a different type of comparable
11 situation.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Appeals in fore ible

13 detainer cases, no motion for new trial shall be
14 f i 1 ad il
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ Rule 749 pertains
16 only to forcible entry, doesntt it?
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Yes..
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right..
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I remember from

20 my younger days working in some of these, that
2 i somebOdy did get se rewed up because they got the 5

22 day, 10 day trial moved and went down the tubeS..

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.. Let's look at
24 this 753. then.. Does that time period--
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: DODit run off,
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CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ aill, we need you.

I don-t want to leave this loose-end bere.. Tbe

next one was 753 on page 218 l Does tha t ~- do

those time periods need to be changed?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i ¡ th ink so. ¡

would say 10. Subject to trial at any time after

expiration of -- five full days after the day the

transcript is filed. ¡ guess -- when does a

transcript gét filed? The appeal is perfected and

then the JP is meant to package thj,s up and send

it to the

.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: To the clerk$

PROFESSOR OORSANEO: -- clerk. If

we're giving -- if somebody gets notice of this

appeal by getting notice that the bond bas been

filed within five days fOllowing the filing of the

bond, then they could be --
PROFESSOR EDGAR i Wel l, the purpose of

this ch,¡uige

PROFBSSOR OORSANEO: -- defaul ted in

the county court before they -- almost

simultaneously with receiving the noticeø as ¡

read it..
PROFESSOR BOGAR: It says the
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1 extension from eight to f lve -- from five to eight
2is required for due process considerations in

3 order to give the pro se defendant the opportunity

4 to receive notice and follow written answer where

5 he or she has pleaded orally in the justice court.

6 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Tha t doesn m t seem

7 like a lot of due process there, about 10 more

8 minutes..

9 CHAIRMAN sotn:.ES: Why don' t we say

10 147 Is tbat a problem? What kind of problem --
11 are we talking about -- this is not an FE&D case..
12 This is an everyday case aDd that l s accelerated --
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; No, I tbink it l s

14 an FE&:D case.. It l S another fast track item..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It sur. is..
16 PROFBSSOREDGARI In Rule 751. welve
17 just required the clerk to notify the parties,
18 too, and tha tIs go ins to take a day or two in the
19 mail.. And if thatls to make sure that they get
20 notice, then if you give them five days from that
21 point, between then and trial. then that's going
22 to be a total of about eight days because you've

23 got some mailing time in there and maybe a

24 weekend. too..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. How many
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PROFESSOR EDGAR =

be a reasonable compromise.

they had in mind '"

CHAIRMAN SOULES;

what they ask for.
PROFESSOR EDGAR:

So, eight days might

That might be what

I guess give them

I've made mistakes

like that before in my life, too, getting exactly

what I asked for.
PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I f they knew they

had a chance to get 10. they wouldn't have written

eight there, you know it?

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Does tha t take care

of tna t then?

CHAIRMAN SOULES i I think it does '"

And I think tha t takes care of Ken Co! fman' s

complaints '"

PROFESSOR EDGAR¡ Now, while we' re

going through some other mater ial, Luke, look on

page 223", There i s an old letter there to Hike

Hatchell back in '83. And I, frankly, think that

involves a pOlicy problem on filing the abstract

within 30 days, because part of that problem is

manifested in the next letter on page 225",

PROFESSOR OORSANEO: This is the Hunt
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versus Heaton problem, basically.

PROfESSOR EDGAR: YeS, 227..

,ROrESaOR DORSANEO l I move the repeal

of the trespass to try title rules top to bottom,

and I i:m ser ious ..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i We can pu t tha t on

next year's agenda", Ther_1s a problem with that..
'ROFBSSOR EDGAR. Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. And these rules --

JUSTICE WALLACE i I':m going to direc t

allthos. old land lawyers across the state to

communicate with you not to me, because you talk

about SOm. irrational, set in their ways,

Dothing-should-ever-be-changed-peopie. It l S

unbel iavab. ø You know what 11m talking about.

PROFESSOR EDGAR; I know axac tly wha t

youlra talking about, Judge Wallace. Exactly..
They are set in their ways..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Wel i, maybe we

can do it by providing everything that can be done

aDd give them credit for whatever you like.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i Grandfa ther them

"

out..

PROFESSOR DORSANEOi You don' t have to

use these rules if you don W t want to.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ What Williamson is
2 saying here is that failure to file this abstract
J defaul ts ø.

4. PROfESSOR EDGARi Yes.
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- you in a trespass

6 to try title case.
7 PROfESSOR DORSANEO: I t does unless

8 you ask --

9 JUSTICE WALLACE i I t prevents you from

10 putting on any evidence~

11 PROFESSOI EDGAR; That 9 s a pretty

12 effective deterrent right there..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes~ The Williamson
14 wants that not be automatic like failure
15 failure to answer requests to admit$ He wants you

16 to have to be a --
17 PROfESSOR DORSANEO: He wan ts to
18 overrule Hunt versus Heaton is what he wants~

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Yes", And so let's
20 just pass on that. How do we want to

21 PROFESSOR BOGAR; Well, I think it is

22 certainly harsh where you can't leave it to the
23 discretion of the trial judge whether or not there
24 are certain circumstances under which the abstract
25 should be permitted to be tardily filed or Dot$
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1 That l s just my view~ I donlt know why.

2 JUSTICE WALLACE: When I first got
3 started back in law, I got caught up. I dismissed

4 my lawsuit and turned around and filed another

5 one~ Lhe way I got around it.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I guess you didn l t

7 have a limitation problem.

8 PROFESSOR BOGAR: I f you had a
9 limitation problem, that would have certainly hurt

10 you badly.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES i He' s got a rule

12 drafted here on page 226 that we can act on and it
13 it does meet his prOblems. And probably if we e r.

14 going to keep these rules it is fairly well
15 stated. I guess it e s either vote that up or down.

16 really, i.net it?
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yeah. If we' re
1B going to do it -- if we're going to vote it,
19 though, ¡ would suggest that the addition be after
20 the word~ HThe Court may,. Comma, "after notice

21 and hearing prior to the beginning of trial..
22 comma, .order that no evidence of the claim," so
23 and so. Do you see what I em saying?

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Yeah. -And in
25 default thereof,. comma, "the Court may, after
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notice of hearing prior to beginning of trial

order"

PROFESSOR EDGAR. Well, just uin

defaul t thereof. the Court.. U I think you need a
comma af ter that $

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay ~

PROFESSOR EDGAR~ "The Court may. e

comma, ~after notice and hearing prior to the

beginning of trial," comma, ~order that no

evidence of the claim," and so and so, "be given

on triai.e

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All r igh t.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Does tha t real ly

solve his problem?

Solves his problem$

It just offers a

CHAIRMAN SOULES i

PROFESSOR DORSANKO

separa te hear in9 ò

PROPBSSOR BOGAR: But at least it1s

discretionary, though. It l S not automatic.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: The Court can f t

permi t $

PROFESSOR EDGAR: See i now the Court

doe sn 't have Any opt ion ~

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Under Hunt versuS

Hea ton you l re dead $
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:PIOFESSOR DOaSANEO i Okay..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: 1 in favor of this

a. restated by Hadley, otherwise the way it ia on

226, show by hands* OpPos$d? That's
unanimously

PROFESSOR DORSAHEO i I' m going to vote

against it,.
CHAIRMAN SOULIS. Okay. Let's see

tha t l S a vote of -~ everybody el se to one.
PROFISBOR DORSANIOi My reason for

voting against it is that I donJ t think that this

practice caD be repaired to the point where it is

. useful practice in modern Texas.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. 92, the same

thing over here.. This is Karl Hoppess talking

about the same problem,

PROFESSOR IDGAR: You l ie on page 2337

CHAIIMAN SOULES i I l m on 229 now..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: 233 is, again, the

same 749 probl em wi th which we have just deal t..

CHAIRMAN SOULES. So, we've done that.

PROFESSOR BOGAR: So, we'v. taken care

of that..
CHAIRMAN SOULES

stuf f is Jeremy Wicker l s --

And then the next
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: There might be one
.2 other thing here.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES I: I Øm sorry..

l PRO'ESSOR BDGARI Just let m. check.
5 Yes.. Rule 758 refers to Rules 114, 15 and 16.

6 Now, haveD' t we done something to those rules?

7 Haven i t we deleted ~~ I just want to make sureì

8 because if we' re Dot careful ~ we' re going to be

9 referring to some rules that are DO longer in

10 existence..
11 CHAIitM.AN SOULES i See if Jeremy --

12 PROFESSOR EDGAR ii Okay, we haven l t.

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: See if Jeremy Wicker
14 on page 235 identifies the problem you're thinking
15 about there, Hadley.. He says Rule 109 was amended

16 to delete the proviso that 758 refers to..
17 PROfESSOR DORSANKO i Oh, yeah," That'.

18 good,. That was that proviso about somebody being

19 outside of the United States but not being in the
.2 0 Army..

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES. I see.. What about

22 the Air Force, Marines, Navy? Is that what you
23 were thinking about, Hadley?
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR. I guess so..
.2 5 JUSTZCB WALLACBI State guard on duty
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1 in Nicaragua 8

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any objection to
3 deleting Rule 758, the reference to Rule 1091

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Rule 758 do..n l t iay

5 that, does it?
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'm trying to f iDd

7 it..
8 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I fm looking at Rule

9 758 on page 252.. I dOD' t iee any refereDce to the

10 prov iio on 109.. That.i already been don...
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Changed by the

12 amendment effective April 1, 1985..
13 PROFESSOR EDGARI We did that last
14 year..
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI It was just such

16 a good ide. last year we l Ll do it again this year.

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay, done last
18 year.
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR i I think tha t may be

20 what tho.e check marks mean..

21 CHAIR¡¡IAN SOULES i Okay.. Then here' i

22 some January 2, 1986 changes in the rules proposed
~3 by -~ tha t are proposed by him, by Wicker, where
24 he's using possession instead of restitution in
25 several places..
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PROFESSOR EOGAR l Now ø I notice that.

in some other material we've got here, the

committee on the Administration of Justice

disagreed with that. Somebody did.. This is the

material you sent me, Luke.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: And I'm looking back

here where somebody -- this says ti recommended by

COAJ 2/8/86 except las t clause."

CHAI RMAN SOULES l Righ t. I wen t to

the meeting. That's my writing. And his letter

starts on 238. And the only -- no, letts see.

Well. that's a part of it. Isn1t that all a part

of the same thing? Anyway -- oh, it is exae tly

the same thing. Okay. So, we've just looked at
242, page 24241

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Ye s.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Is th i s tha tone

where it was recommended to delete the "unless"

because somebody doesn l t like what Section 24.0061

of the Property Code says?

Well, Mr.. Chairman, I recommend that we

Change the word "restitution" to ~possession" if

tha t l s wha t the Property Code does on this

~unless" part. In the absence of somebody

.
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1 establishing to me that that is what the 'roperty

.2 Code requires, :¡ would think it wo'Uld be Okay for

3 us to leave it out. Even if the Property Cod.

4 requires it and we leave it out, we haven't done

S any 4amage to what the Property Code requires.
6 CMAIRMAN SOULES i Okay $ Are we, then,

1 in unanimous approval of Rule 748 deleting the

8 last clause as the COAJ recommended? No dissent

9 on that., so that's unanimously approved..

10 And then 755, I do remember the discussion on

11 that because evet't multi-family -- he used
12 milti-family apartments -- he used for residential
13 purposes and that's not really wbat this was
14 directed to.. So, something used as a principle
15 residence of a party is what everybody thought WaS

16 intended by this · for residential purposes onlY~
17 and that that did meet the statute.. Any problem
18 with amending Rule 755 as shown here?

19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: As recommended by
20 the COAJ.

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES It As the COAJ

22 recommended. Then we Ive got housekeeping rules of

Z3 Jeremy Wicker. And that's it 1 we l r. tbrough with
24 justice court rules, too.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I move tha t 81 1 of
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on agenda page.

246, 247 248 be adopted.

MR ó BRANSON: Second.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Second. That's

BranSon.

MR. BRANSON: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Do you do

much practice in justice court$ Branson?

MR. BRANSON: OccasionallY the juries

inform me that's where I ought to hei but I don't

start out there.

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay. Any diSsent

on that? That's unanimous then. Now, we've got a

controversial ODe coming up, unless somebOdy wants

to volunteer for something not controversial.

Well, let me -- Bill, will you, Dr somebody,

look at these problems that have been raised by

Frank Baker on how to try to get the court

reporters of the courts responsible for getting

the records up ø as opposed to part ies f i 1 ing

motions and all that. It's on page 249. I don't

know if you.ve ever had a chance to look at it.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I dido' t look at

that. That is a major modification from the way

we now do business. I assumed that that was the
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1 kind of item tha t would be pu t on the table ~

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i ¡ t would be to table

3 for next time?

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ¥eah. I don It
5 think we can make tho.e changes without giving

6 them a lot of careful thought before 8 larger
7 group.
8 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i Okay. We l re going

9 to table that, then, to the ne~t session.. But
10 Frank has been -- Frank is avery distinguished
11 member of the State Bar.. You-al 1 may know him.

12 He's a fine trial practitioner and fellow
13 prac titioner from San Antonio. Be's been
14 concerned about this for a long time. and not
15 without justification. So, if we can -- that will
16 go to the proper subcommi t tee for work in the
17 interim.
18 MR. BRANSONI Oidn't a case just COme

19 down --I haven i t seen it but live heard about it
20 -- hOlding the court reporters now to no lODger

21 requ i re the pos t ing of some advanc ed paymen t
22 before they start the record, or did I just dream
~3 that?
24 PROFESSOR OORSANEO; The rule has said

25 that for a while. They can't require advanced
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payinent, but y.ou bave to make _.. for them to start

preparing it, you have to make arrangements to pay

them before you can. get it $
MR ~ BRANSON = I don' t know abou t the

. ,-rest of you but -- and 11m not sure I know

we address it in the rules -- but I have

literally, on occasioD, been held hostage by court

reporters~ during trial and after the judgment,

trying to get documents out of them, particuiarly

when you want some transcript typed up during

trial or some testimony typed up during trial.

The court reporter's fees are not really

based on anything relative to any other method of

determining the price of court reporting duties.

If you get trial transcripts, yOu really pay _.. I

tried one a few years ago, and when I got through

'C

I had 20 grand or so in that type of testimony.

And it really was 8 long trial~ about a six-week

trial..
But there was no -- the court reporter was

very friendly with the trial judge and there was

no way to complain about it at the time. And

there ought to be sOme rel ief for the trial

practitioner who is asking for additional who
feels the need for the testimony..
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PROFESSOR OORSANEO: You're wanting

daily copy and they're just charging you what they

can get by with..

HR.. BRABSON: Nell, someti.e. -- in

that particular incidence I was wanting daily

copy.. And what I finally had to do was bring in

an outside court reporter.. But I there

where thetriel practitioner is really at the

mercy of the court reporter, both in terms of f..s

that are charged and in term. of everything e1 "

I tried on. one time where the court reporter

would stop the lawyer in the m1ddle 01: th.

quest.ioning of a witness" And,g-enerally
would wait uniiil you Were just about 1
boom on somebody and say, -Sow do you t?l-

CHAIJiU4AN SOULES i Okay" Well,

pu t tha t in the hopper wi th the study w.'
to make and see what can be doiuh Let's see. On

page 251, have we taken care of that. now? And. the

letter is on 258, a letter from Jud.geSohatt..n,

conflict between Rule 267 of Civil Procedure

613..

PROFESSOR OORSANEO i I don't think we

have taken care of that, have we? And the two do

conflict because the Rule of Evidence -- do you
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1 want to take a fast look at it?
2 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Yeah* We Ir. not
3 going to change the Rules of Bvidene., though,

4 Judge..

5 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i Rule 613 says,

6 ~At the request of a party" -- \'\e' 47e talking about
7 the rule 9 ~ the request of the party, the Court

a shall order witnesses excluded so that they cQuinot

9 hear the testimony of other witnesses","

10 The first sentence conflicts with Rule 261
11 because that Rule 267 is not mandatory. It says,
12 "At the request of either party, the witnesses on
13 both sides may be sworn and removed out of the

14 courtroom to SOme other place,," In other words,
15 what Rule 613 requires, RUle 267 leaves to the
16 Court l s discretion..
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Should we not --
18 PROFBSSOR DORSANEO. And tbere are
19 other things, too..
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay..
2 i PROFESSOR DORIANEO: The second par t

22 of Rule 613 of the Rules of Evidence speaks about

23 a class-3 person who is Dot authorized to be
24 excluded under the suhnumber 3 .."A person whose

25 presence is shown by a party to be essential to
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tbe presentation of his case, ~ 217 ian't that
strict. It, again, is more discretionary in

character.
If we-re -- to resolve the conflict and not

to change Rule 613 of the Rules of Evidence, if

that's the plan, then Rule 267 has to go.,

CHAIRMAN SOULES: You mean that be

completely repealed?
PROFESSOR PORSANEO= Well, DO, at

least the part up through ~witDes8es.fi

CHAIRMAN SOULIS. Does 613 speak to

corpora t ions '1

'ROFESSOR DORSANSOI Not -- well. flan

officer or an employee of a defendant which is not

. natural person..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i So. up through

represen t ..- let me see ø down to il if any party be

absent,. or is that covered, too?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i That i s covered,

tooi by 613. The part that says, "Witnesses, when

placed under the rule, shall be instructedi ~ the
information about how they are instructed is not

in 613,.

.
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24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So. we would repeal
25 down to the word "witnesses... Are we going to
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1 just let 613 control?
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I remember when
3 Judge Pope -- this question ha. arisen fore.

4 And Newell pointed this out to us one time in a

5 meeting, and we questioned whether or not we

6 should have this general subj ect matter both in

7 tbe Rules of Civil 'rocedure and in the Rules of

8 Ev idence.

9 And I remember somebody commenting -- and it .

10 might have been Judge .ope, but I thought it was a
11 member of the judiciary -- stated that the reason
12 that they left it in here is because it waS a rule
13 of evidence but it was also kind of a trial
14 practice rule.. And as a matter of policy. they
15 thought it best to have it in both places, which
16 it real ly doesn l t hurt anything, I don l t suppose '"

17 'ROFESSOR OORSANEO: But it ought not

18 to be inconsistent",
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: But certainly, in
20 keep ing with th. t, if we want to con t inue tha t
21 pol icy, I would move that we take the language
22 that is now contained in RUle 613 and substitute

23 it for the first five or six sentences in what is

24 DOW Rule 267 down to beginning with Mwitnesses

25 when placed under this rule", ß
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES; What if we just

2 said, dWitnes... when placed UDder Texa. Rule of,

3 Bvidence 613 shall be instructed by the Court. ·

4 instead of doing the whole rewri te there? And

5 tha t will take them there ~ And chang. the

6 caption --
7 PROFBSSOR EDGAR: Presuming they know

8 what Rule 613 is.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, pu t the

10 caption, ~Witnesse. Placed Under Texas Rule. of

11 Evidence 613,. in the caption of 267~
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That would be the

13 caption th.n~ OhG OKaY$ Yeah.

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And then strike all

15 the language down to the word ~witnesses,. and

16 then say. .Witnesses when placed under Texas Rule

17 of Evidence 613,. and then we would have at least

18 consistent language. Would tbat take care of it,
19 Bill?
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I think so. Bu t

2 ~ I don l t think that -- I think that everybody is

22 going to learn in law school what the rule is,
23 what it was in common law and will still use the
24 term ~placing witnesses under the rule- in just
25 convent ion.1 language. I would imagine that there
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1 are a lot of people that don' t know that the rule

2 is 267, for example.

3 So, I would suggest, perhaps, retainin~ the

4. title ~Witnesses Placed Under the Rule" and maybe

5 beginning that .witneS$es~ sentenee like this:

6 ~Witnesses who are placed under Rule 613 of the

7 Texas Rules of Evidence, H or, you know, something

8 1 ik e tha t ~
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; ~Wi tnesses when

11 placed under Rule 613 of the Texas Rules of
12 Bv idence. ~
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; NShall be
14 instructed. ~ Okay. How many feel -- and let j s
15 not vote on the caption right now -- but that the
16 substantive change that we've talked about should
17 be recommended to the Supreme Court for adoption?

18 Show by hands. Opposed? OkaYQ That's

19 unanimous. How many feel that the caption should

20 have a reference to Texas Rule of Evidence 613?

21 Show by hands.

22 MR~ BECK ~ The caption?
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right. Okay. There
24 are no hands up on that, so nobody is for that.
25 That takes care of thatil Now, we 'vegot a --
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1 let'. see. where is 16l(b)? I guess that got in

2 he re ~

3 PROFESSOR OORSANEO t That t s in here

4 too, isn't it?
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i It couldn i t be

6 finished with, not what 11m talking about, because

7 it just came out.. Supreme Court wants to us drop.,

8 the investigative privilege.. At least their
9 sentiment is that it should be abolished.

10 166 (b) '"
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: On that, we 'v. got

12 about three or four applications now pending
13 before us that the Court hadn8t come down any way

14

15

at all on..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bill, on page 133,

16 this is Turbodyne.. There's a couple of new

17 mandamus cases on it.

18 JUSTICE WALLACE ~ Str inger and

19 Turbodyne..

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Str inger and

21 Turbodyne, ireah.. 133, is that where it is?
22 PROFESSOR DORSAHEO i Stringer,

33 Turbodyne, and then there is another..
24 JUSTICE WALLACEI Harkness. Motion

25 for rehearing has been overruled in Barkness..
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1 Turbodyne and Stringer is still alive.
2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The hi s tory on

3 this is really interesting if anybody -- it's
4 helpful to understand the historYt too, as to

5 where these things came from~

6 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Why don e t you give

7 us a rundown on it?

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Ini tially, in
9 Rule 167, which was the firs t rule in the new

10 rules of 1941, copied from the Federal Rules of

11 Civil Procedure. Roy McDonald, at the request of
12 the Court, added a work product proviso that
13 didn't use the term*l!work productl$ for four or

14 five years before Hickman versus Taylor at this
15 time.. And that proviso is basically like the
16 proviso that was put in Rule 186 (a) in 1957 when
17 it was adopted, except in 1957. somewhat

18 perniciously, that information obtained in the
19 course of an investigation by a person employed to
20 make the investigation was added to the 186
21 proviso",
22 Then in -- so, we had two provisos in 1957 ~
23 One, the original proviso in 1671 the other, a
24 broadened proviso exempting investigative
25 information in addition to communications in
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1 186 (a). Ultimately in 1981 we eliminated the

2 proviso from 167 and cross-referred to 186 (~) .

3 Then in 1984 we took the proviso from 186 hd t t

4: was repealed and put it in as an exemption to

5 1" Cb) and eliminated the investigative

6 information business.

7 The only other thing that l s somewhat

8 interesting is that in either 1971 or 1973 the

9 words "work product~ were added to Rule 186 (~) for

10 the first time, and work product was never

11 defined, see. So, it boils down to this* This
12 proviso that we asked Roy McDonald to draft before

13 work product principles were well-developed has
14 carried through in our rules of procedure, even
15 after the time when a work product exemption, in

16 so many words, denominated as such. was added into

17 the procedural rules w
18 So. we have a general work produc t exemption

19 plus a specific tailored Texas-developed work

20 product proviso that antedates the development of
21 work-product law. And it is possible to read
22 t.hese exemptions as having different scopes,
2-3 leaving us \'lith somewhat of a weird situation
24 where it l s possible that the party communication
25 privilege would be broader than work product or
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1 vice versa. It's just kind of really messy.
2 Now l the reason why the prov iso was -- why

J the Supreme Court, as I understand it, in 1940

4 wanted a specific work product proviso is that

5 they didn't want a loose and unknown, unspecified

6 work produc t doc tr ine as a loose cannon on deck $

7 They wanted a spec if ic thing tha t could be

8 interpreted by trial judges word by word rather

9 than SOme pol icy-based exemp t ion the t would

10 require Supreme Court authority to flesh out.
11 ¡ think that's really the history of it. It
12 started out as a work prOduct proviso homemade in

13 Texas before work product la'., deveioped.. And
14 since that time. we kind of forgot that and added
15 work product in too. and now w. have both of
16 them..
17 JUSTICB WALLACEI Also, that liB'
18 amendment provided for an exemption for the

11 investigation of the incident out of which the
20 claim arose. Now, that was new in 1984, and yet,

21 surprisingly, the Court decisions have Dot
22 recognized it.
a3 PROFESSOR DORSANED i Well. that is a
24 separate problem.. ~ihen i attempted to reword. as
25 reporter, the provisions of 186 (a), I,
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inadvertently, did. ;not focus on the way it had
beeD interpreted in llen versus Humphries and

wrote it more broadly thaD the Supreme Court had

construed the prior proviso in 167, and that was

just iny lUistake"

We werep. t meaning to change anything, but

nobody noticed it.. I do remember now that Richard

Clarkson said, .What about Allen versus

Humphries?- But I didnlt hear him.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Jim Kronzer, who

regretfully has resigned from our committe. here

just in recent days, calls this one the Texas

kicker. It l sunique in Texas that these --

there l s this breadth of investigative privilege
material.. I mean, it cuts both ways. It doesn1t

help either side.. It does open up the

communications made in the connection with an

investigation which have been pretty much

protected in Texas, not as broadly as this, but

the Court as you can see, Justice Wallace.s

letter to me dated October the 16th.

PROFESSOR DORSANBOi What page is that

on?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: It D S on page 134..

This was just a couple weeks ago.. It says, -The
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Court l s problem is that a majority of the Court

seems to disapprove of the above oted portion of

the rule aDd prefer that it be en.D. a. soon as

possible,," That is the language which says ..-

it.a in 166b(3) Cd). With exception of

discoverable material from experts, any

communication may pass between agents or

representative., employees to the action or

communication between any party and its agents --

employees, where made subsequent to th. occurence

or transaction upon which the suit is based and

made in connection with the prosecution,

investigation or defense of the claim or the

investigation of the occurence or transaction out

of which the claim has arisen.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Mr" Chairman, the

probiem with that, that's so-called lack of

clarity in my draft. Some Courts of Appeals have

said that this language could be read very, very

broadlY.

broadly..

It wasn' t meant to be read very, very
It was meant to be read in view of an

anticipation of litigation concept. All right.
That post occurenCe communications inade in

anticipation of litigation ought to be within the

exemption..
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1 Now, th$re'$ a second. level of refinement to

2 that which these recent Supreme Court opinions

3 have pointed. out and which is eviQenced in Allen

.4 versus Humphries. Does the per.OD who maQ. the

S communication have to beanticipatiDg the lawsuit
6 in which the claim is subsequently asserted? That

7 is to say, Mrs. Allen-. lawsuit, as opposed. to

8 law8ui ts corning about as the resul t of cutting

9 pOlyvinyl chloride with a hot wire, you see.

10 Allen versUs Humphries said the particular
11 circumstances, all right, is what we're talking
12 about, the particular lawsuit, as I understand.
13 it. So, the exemption would only cover a

14 communication made in anticipation of a particular
15 lawsuit rather than just any old. lawsuit that
16 might subsequently be brought by soineone at SOme

17 point in the future against a product

18 manufacturer, for example.
19 PROFESSOR BDGARI May I give you aD
20 example? Let's aSSUme that the railroad decides

21 that it's going to make an investigation to

22 determine whether this particular croBBing i.
23 extra hazardous and should have further types of
24 guards.. And it does make an investigation and it

25 makes a report. Subsequently, an accident
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happens. Now, the questioD is, is that

investigation exempt from diseovery under this

proviso?

PROFESSOR DORSANBO: .e1 1 , it depends

on how you would def iDe "occurrence U in tha t

hypothetical.
PROFESSOR EDGAR; I understand that,

bu t tha tis part of the probl em.. it seems to me.

CHAI R!JIAN SOULES i I SD 't wha t the Cour t

wants to substitute for this language is "and in

anticipation of the pending litigation"' They're

not even talking about different litigation.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i That would be

what these recent opinions say.
CHAIRMAN SOULBS i Tha t · s wha t the

recent opinions start telling us. And I think

that's what we really need to nail down and give

the Court our feelings about. isn't it?

PROFESSOR EDGAR i I think tha t l S a

good rule because, for example, in my example, I

do not think that that investigation should be

imune from discovery.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Now--

MR. BECK: Let me raise kind of a lone

voice of dissent.

.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULBS) Ro, you. re not the

2 lone voice~

3 PROFBSSOR DORSANBO i I · m go ing do

4 dissent with you~

5 MR~ BECK. Looking at these two
6 opinions, if all weir. talking about is a matter
1 of proof, that~s one thingtt You. know, if the

B railroad failed to introduce sufficient proof to
9 show that there was good cau.se to believe that a

10 claim would be made. and in the other ca.., if
11 they simply failed to state in an affidavit
12 virtually the same thing, that's on. thing. That
13 can be handled~ The lawyer, you know, can make

14 sure the next time the requis ite proof is
15 submitted. But the way these two -- three
16 opinions -- there § 8 another opinion by the Cou.rt

17 -- are being interpreted, is that there l s no such
18 thing as anticipation of litigation immunity
19 investigation immunity at all.
20 So, what that means is that Frank Branson,
21 who does medical malpractice work, has somebody

22 walk into his office who believes they have a
23 medical malpractice Claim, a.nd Frank, the careful
24 la.wyer that he is~ is going to couduc t an
25 investigation to determine whether or Dot he § s
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l~ven got ~ cause of ~ction, I can get that.
2 Toa t § s wha t -- tha t' s the way I read these

3 opinions.. I can file a motion to produce and get

4 his file, and I donit think thatis right.
5 PRO'ESSOR DORSAN20: I think the three
6 opinions are having trouble figuring out what they

7 mean to say, and Allen versus Humphries had that

8 problem. And ¡ think that if you read the three

9 opinions carefully, they end up saying not -- not

10 more than this.. That if a communication is made

11 in anticipation of a particular lawsuit, then that
12 communication is within the exemption.. They could
13 be read if you read certain sentences in them as
14 narrow ins the exemp t ion more than tha t..
15 MR.. BECK: Yes.. For example, there's

16 a s ta temen t in each of these op in ions ~bou t how --
17 where is it the mere f~ct that --

18 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i That same
19 statement, yeah"
20 MR.. SECK: Nobody qu~rrels with that..
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The mere fac t

22 tha t an ace ident has happened does Dot close
2'3 all --
24 MR.. BECK i Correc t.. Nobody qu~rreis

25 with that.. But I think these opinioDs -- these
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1 three opinions .re being read much -- .s going

2 much further than tha t. And the resul t is that I
3 think that it's really almost em.sculating the

4 work product immunity.

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ Well, this is a

6 separate thing.. Work product, you see, we don't

7 know what work product is~ That's the -- as I see

8 it, the main historical problem we havef is that

9 work product was added into these rules, I

10 believe, for the first time in 1973. Those warde,

11 ~work produc t, ~ added in and made a

12 nondiscoverable item. Until then, this was work
13 product, what we're talking about, this pr.oviso..
14 Now, if we're going to have a work product
15 exemption and a eepara te p'rov iso here, we l re going
16 to have ~to think about both of them beCause even

17 if this doesn't cover it, if work product does.

18 then what's ~h. point, you see?
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: Work produc t is --

20 this is talking about communications between the

21 party and his agents or agents of parties It's
22 really Dot talking about talking to the lawyer..
~i PROFESSOR DORSAHBO; I t used to he.

24 though. It would include the lawyer.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULIS: It might include
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1 that. But it1s much broader. Work product of a

2 lawyer is --
3 HR. BBCK: I understand.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- not here.
5 HR. BECK: As broad as this is, it
6 will inclUde what the lawyer does.

7 MR. BRANSON= They are going to 'have

8 to ma.ke you haul my ass down to jail if so.me judge

9 makes those rul ings -- report f rom my nurse or

10 doctor or whatever.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: See t I dOn't know

12 why these investigative reports talk about these
13 cases, why they1re not work product -- why aren1t
14 there work product arguments made in these cases?

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well--
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I mean, these are

17 investigators. I mean, why -- I mean. in some of

18 these cases --
19 MR. BECK: Well, then, what youlre
20 going to -- All right. Let's assume you make a

21 distinction about -- between whether the attorney
22 does it or
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Or his paralegal

24 or an inves t iga tor employed by the attorney.
25 MR. BECK: That's right.
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i 'ROFESSOR DORSANIOi Or by tbe
2 insurance company.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, what it looks
4 to me -- like --
5 MR. BRANSON; That's different in the
6 federal rule!ó Every time I get over there I I
7 forgot what the federal rule is on this, but it is
8 broader than ours..

9 'ROFESSOR DOaSANEOI It l S on. concept

10 of anticipation of iitigation that replaces the

11 words nwork product~ and replaces all of this crap
12 and tries to codify Hickman versus Taylor. And it
13 would exempt, I think, all of these things that
14 our cases would not exempt these recent cases
15 wouldn't exempt. I think it would, but it
16 wouldn't be a blanket exemption..
17 MR.. BECKI Except when there's
18 exceptional need!ó

19 MR. TINDALL i Rule 26.

20 MR. BRANSONI I know you can get to a

21 lot things in the federal court you have not

22 historically been able to get to --
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You can get to any

24 work product in federal court by showing
25 exceptional need. No work product, not anything
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and :i don . t want to go there ..

but I don l t want to \I
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1 be filed witb the hospital. Now, tbatls Dot

2 really done in anticipation of litigation.
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i RiGht. Nor is it
4 done in investigation of the occurrence. It's

5 done in the ordinary course of business.

6 MR.. BRANSONI But it has historically

7 been nondiscoverable.

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Well, it was
9 meant to be discoverable under this redrafted

10 166 (b). And the way it was meant to be
11 discoverable is to say that that ordinary course
12 of business incident report is not an
13 investigative report. It's not an investigation
14 of the occurrence.. Investigation--
15 MR. BRANSONI For lawsuit purposes.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Yeah, right. But

17 the word ø investigation" was meant to be a word of
18 art that incorporated anticipation of litigation
19 concepts 1 ike in Federal Rule 26 (b) . The
20 difficulty is that that never seemed to be how the

21 Courts of Appeals read it.
22 MR. BRANSONI No, I --
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES. There's a recent
24 case where there was a worker' s comp case and then

25 there was another case that arose that related to
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1 it.. J: can't remember exactly..

2 JUSTICE WALLACE t Tha t was the
3 Harkness case", The hu.sband filed acomp ca$e

4 which the railroad detective had investigated, aDd

5 later on the wife filed a personal injury suit
6 alleging that the husband was driving the truck

7 and Dot her. The husband then di.appeared. She

8 remembered nothing from the accident, had a total

9 blank, and the husband ran of f and couldn $ t be

10 found ..
11 So, the only way she could prove that he was
12 the driver was his statement to this railroad
13 detective in connection with his comp claim that
14 he was driving the truck, and the question was
15 whether that waS discoverable.
16 MR.. BRANSON; And wa s the comp case

17 still open?
18 JUSTICE WALLACE; The comp case had

19 long been settled.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: So -- and tha twas

21 held to be discoverable --
22 MR. BRANSON: Now, let me ask you a
23 question..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i -- because tha twas

25 different.
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MR. BRANSON: Had the comp case still

beeii open

JUSTICE WALLACEJ Again, it would be

in what context, I suppose, that detective was

taking that statement from him. Strictly as far

as his comp case was concerned, then youlve got

one ques tion * If he was jus t inves tiga ting the

accident because he knew -- or maybe her case bad

already been filed and could have been both of

them..

.

PROfESSOR EDGAR: Wouldn' t that answer

depend upon whether or not it was disdoverabie at

that particular point in time in the comp case'

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Yes..

PROfESSOR EDGAR: I mean, if it was

discoverable in the comp case then it would be

subject to discovery by her\\ If for one reason or

another it was not discoverable in the camp case,

then it would retain its cloak of immunity..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i We hope..

PROFESSOR EOGAR: We 1 1, bu t I think

that l s the way that the cases have kind of
developed..

Bu t, B ill, coming back to the ques t ion you

raised, I think there are some federal cases that
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1 would hold that rrank' s incident report is .
2 business record and subj ect to discovery under the

3 federal rule..
4 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I think it i.~
5 That's what I think. I t.hink it.ls not in
6 ant.icipation of litigation. Now_ of course,
7 somebody is going to try to say that everything

8 that they do is in anticipation of litigation and
9 the eourts are just going to have to pierce that

10 when it's baloney..
11 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Tha t l s why we' ve go t

12 a problem..
13 JUSTICE WALLACEI Well, thatl s the

14 Stringer case. As I said, a railroad accident of
15 this magnitude. we know there's goiDg to be a

16 lawsuit.. So, everything we do is in anticipation
17 of litigation.. ADd on that Turbodyne case, this

18 is a subrogation claim and you've got another fact

19 situation..
20 MR. BRANSONI Judge--
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Let me try this
22 language out..
23 MR.. BRANSON: Would you t.ell me

24 specifically what prompted your letter to Luke and
25 what you feel the majority of the Court would like
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1 for us to address?

2 JUSTICB WALLACE i Well. tbi s
3 investigation of tbe c1ai~ or incident out of
4 which the suit arose, if you look at that 1 iteral
5 meaning, that means almost down to your incident

6 report in the hospital. And I think it's obvious
7 from the opinions the Courts 0 have been writing.

8 that's not the way they look at it. But, yes,
9 tbat's in our rule. And we1re faced with a

10 problem, we've got a rule that we.ve promulgated
11 which the Court doesnOt seem to want to follow.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let me try some
13 specific language here.. Instead of that that we
14 see as being narrowed down. saying that the test
15 is not that communications occur when the

16 investigation of occurrence or transaction out of
17 whicb the claim has arisen, but that those
18 communications occur in anticipation of the
19 prosecution or defense of the claims made a part
20 of the pending litigation. Is that too many words
21 to piek up? That1s broader than just
22 -investigating for the pending litigation.u
23 That's ~investigating the prosecution or defense
24 of the claims that are made a party.-
25 MR~ BRANSON: In other WOrds, an
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1 inc iden t report would not fit in there..
2 CHAIRMAN SOULESi No, it would not.
3 What I I. trying to do is write something that' s

4 broad enough to take care of . catastrophe where

5 there's a lot of lawsuits.. You can i t say I was

6 looking to Jane Doe's lawsuit. You were looking

7 at the possibility of 100 lawsuits..

8 PROFESSOR PORSANEO # You wan t the

9 exemption to cover that, right?

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, I guess I am.
11 Where you know you're prepared for litigation -~
12 this litigation. You know, not the subrogation

13 claim..
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I f you take thi s

15 back and say this is "work product," that this is
16 really what this is, that's work product problems

17 -- the pol icy behind work product as I See it

18 there are several pol icies behind it. One is that
19 we don't want people to start altering their
20 behavior because they anticipate litigation when
21 tbey1re working on a problem that really needs to
22 be solved. That's one policy. We donBt want the
23 tricking up their incident reports and engaging in
24 bad medical behavior because they're afraid that
25 the report is going to come back to bite them
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1 later",
2 JUSTICE WALLACE = And another problem

3 \'Ie .ve got in the federal h.ardship rule would

4 take care of it, although the fedssay they have

5 more problem with that than any other part of the

6 rule -- is take the Houston ship channel, for

7 ins tance.. An ace ideo t occurs in one of those

8 plants and the plaintiff is not going to get in
9 there and find anything & They won. t eveD 1 et him

10 in the plant. So, how are you going to find out

11 what happened unless you do get the investigation
12 report of the defendant?
13 MR. BRANSON: But, Your Honor, you're

14 really confronted with that every time you have an

15 incident on the operating table. The plaintiff is
16 unconsc ious and everybody a t the table has masks
17 on and they cut the wrong leg off or leave a
18 sponge in, and there i s no way, unless you can get
19 what they said at that time, if they lie to you,
20 to prove what happened$ and that occurs

21 f requen tly.
22 PROFESSOR OORSANEO; Wha t I would

23 recommend is to go back and redraf t, using the
24 federal model, a work product -- do what Roy
25 McDonald did in 1941 with the benefit of what has
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1 happened since then and what i s in the federal rule

2 book with the anticipation of litigatiOD concept

3 and the escape val ve on necess i ty ~ The reason whY

4 thatfs a hard problem is it is a bard problem~ not.

5 because it's a bad concept.

6 MR.. TINDALL: Luke, in the refinery

7 case, the Court in its discretion --
9 MR. BRANSONi I know that necessity
9 really cuts both ways and caD cut deep, but there

10 really are times on both sides of these cases
11 where there needs to be an exception to get to
12 documents that you know are there and you know

13 will tell you what actually occurred, and that's

14 the only way you can get to them, is to get to the
15 documents..

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Including -- I

17 would even go so far as to say inCluding wi tness
18 statements. Witness statements are the
19 communication in anticipation of litigation.
20 Hickman versus Taylor was about witness

21 statements. And I think our Texas work product
22 approach ought now to be abandoned and we ought to

23 take the approach tha t other courts are taking.
24 The anticipation of litigation, have that be
25 the basic thing and let the courts decide what's
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1 in anticipation of litigation and what isn't.
2 rather than crossing this out and sa.ying "wo

3 product- without even defining what ~work product-

4 is..
5 MR.. BRANSON i Luke, would you be
6 wi 1 1 ing to let Dor saneo and Ha.dl ey and ¡ work on

7 that problem and report back to you?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Sure.. No question

9 about it..
10 PROPESSOR DORSANEO: Now. if we l re

11 wanting to make a quick fix, I would suggest
12 striking this "or the investigatioD of the
13 occurrence or transaction out of which the claim
14 h.s arisen- and just put "Dr in anticipation of
15 litigatione~
16 MR.. TINDALL: Bill, that would have
17 the unintended effect, would it not, of broadening
18 D1 As I read D the "andØ on the last line there,
19 qualifies all those communications passing between

20 agents for the defendant or between the defendant
21 Dr the party and his agents. If they're made then
22 "and" should be I'if made,," That's not the way
23 that's --
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 11m sorry, the last
25 "and!' --
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i MRIi TINDALLI The last -and, B it says

2 "made in connection with prosecution

3 investigation,~ et cetera.. That is a qualifier on
4 the exemption for communications.

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i R igh t .

6 MR. TINDALL: If you delete the
7 qualifier~ then the exemption is broadened more.

8 Thatas not what you.re wanting.

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI No, I don. t think

10 it does broaden it. See, we have to look at the

11 whole thing~ See, there$s three requirements. It
12 has to be between the right people. all right? It
13 has to be post occurrence or transaction. whatever
14 you define that as being, And it has to be. as I
15 see it, in anticipation of litigation..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Of the pending
17 litigation.
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Of the litigation

19 in which the claim is asserted subsequently.
20 MRIi BRANSON; Yeah, that $ s what

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Tha t $ s what I wrote

22 here..
23 MR. BRANSON: That's what bothers me

24 on Bill's proposed amendment. Let's say you have

25 a problem out here that eauses aD injury. It is
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1 investigated as soon as filed. It is settled or
2 tried to conClusion. The problem continues aDd a

3 subsequent lawsuit arises.

4 Now, as I understood your proposed amendment,

5 since the investigation of the prior claim was

6 done in anticipation of litigation, it would be
7 arguably excludable. I don't think. that's the

8 intention of the Court or these rUlings. At that
9 point, I think it becomes free game. So, when

10 that lawsuit is concluded, all that investigation,
11 I have been assuming. is discoverable.

12 JUSTICE WALLACE: Or be 1ng held tha t

13 attorney/client privilege being discoverable in
14 that situation.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: See, if you Ive got a

16 work prOduct, you i re consul ting experts are
17 discoverable, too, and that's ~~ you know, that's
1.8 tender !I

19 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Now, I would
20 leave the experts alone.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, you reach that

22 by going to ~~ in federal courts you reach
23 consulting experts..
24 MR.. BRANSON: You sure do..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULESI If we say -- if we
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1 1 imit good cause to penetrate a privilege to

2 166 (h) (3) (d) investigations and we also narrow

3 substantially what investigations are privileged,

4 then I think we get to maybe wha t the Supreme

5 Court's concern is. First of all, we're saying
6 only narrow types of investigations are

7 privileged, and you can get those if you show good

8 cause_ But let's don't open up on. product in

9 that --
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, I firmly
11 now believe that we end up w. end up with --
12 and we didnl t see it until w. segmented the rule
13 in 1984. We didn't see that we have a series of
14 overlapping exemPtions with possibly different
15 reaches covering the same thing. A work produet
16 might not cover all the same things that are --
17 hut would cover some of them, okay, as this party
18 communication.. It's just a mess. really. It
19 needs to be worked on and unified.
20 There shouldn't be a greater -- why should
21 there be a blanket, if there ia, exemption for
22 diSCOvering witness statements from prior case and

23 not -- and not from party communications Or

24 whatever. It's all work prOduct.
25 CHAI RMAN SOULES; Look. t Band 0 on
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1 your exemptions. written statements of witnesses

2 and so forth, and then 0 is the iDvestigation~ I

3 can understand why you ought to be able to get

4, those for good cause. But when you talk about

5 work product of attorney, other than that. what

6 are you talking about, his briefing? That's the

7 whale wark product of aD attorney~

8 MR.. TINDALL: The federal rule makes

9 that pretty clear ~
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And two, the
11 consul ting experts, which is under C. I think A
12 and C should be absoluteiy private, and (b) should
13 be accessible for good cause. o should be

14 narrowed substantially. ADd what you have left of
15 it after your narrowing should be available on

16 goad cause. And then we've got a rule which
17 spells out what ø~ I think what the federal law
18 is --
19 MR. BRANSON: Let me give you an
20 exampl e li
21 CHAIRMAN SOOLES: -- except for
22 consulting experts, which I think ought to be
23 better protected.
24 MR. BRANSON: You've got an expert
25 witness that you're preparing for trial and you
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1 send him an outline of the deposition. Now is

2 that A?
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t. s diseoverable

4 under -- helped him prepare for deposition.

S MR. BRANSONI I understand. Let's
6 talk about strictly under work product.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULIS. ¥ou.ve outlined
8 depositions and highl ighted your depositions and

9 you want to talk to your witness about it.

10 MR.. BRANSON: I mean, that's all
11 you've giveDhim to prepare for the deposition,
12 You look at an outl iDe as opposed to the
13 deposition itself.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i It l S privileged aDd

15 you've waived it, so it's open.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Why?
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i If you haven't shown

18 it to him
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. How do you know

20 tha t?
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES. What?
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i How do you know

23 that?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Wel 1 --
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI What's privileged
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1 and what's open?

2 CHAI RMAN SOULES: A depos it ion tha t I

3 have highlighted is privileged because it's got my

4 work product. I've gODe through aDd identified

5 things that are important to me. I don't have to

6 show that to you in that form.. But if I.ve shown

1 it to my expert in that form, nOw Ilve got to show

8 it to you in tha t form because I. ve wa i ved the

9 privilege that is attached to it when I've put my

10 work product into it.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Maybe", See, the

12 point is, I don't know ,,"hat our work. product

13 doctrine is. I don't know what it coversi when it

14 begins, when it ends, how I waive it or anything
15 very much about it. We don't have any
16 interpretation of it at all. It only -- it e s only
1 7 ~ - i t l S not a n ad u 1 t yet, rig h t , in term s 0 f the
18 number of years itls been in existence? It's only
19 15 or 13.
20 And wha t I think we need to do is to -- we
21 never needed to deal with it, probably because of
22 the investigative information thing that we used
23 to have in there. that you Dever got to having any
24 of these arguments at all because of the
25 information obtained in the course of an
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1 investigation was not discoverable. That -- the

2 defendants won there right away. The game was

3 over before you got to play. But now itl s opened

-4 up.. Now, it l S opened up and ¡ think we need to

5 deal with it..
6 MR.. BRANSON: I · 1 1 tell you where we

7 encounter a real problem with directing in expert

8 depositions, is where one side or the other goes

9 in with an expert and shows him a bunch of

10 documents, pictures, drawings, reports, any number
11 of thing s, and then takes them out of the expert W s

12 file before the expert is deposed and explains to

13 the expert that these things really didn i t happen
14 because they were work produc t.. That l s not right
15 and it's happening on a regular basis and I don't
16 know if it Deeds to be addressed. I don't know
17 where you address it. I'm sure when it's
18 presented to the Court in the right manner, they
19 will address it.. But it is regularly being told
20 to these experts witnesses by my adversaries that

21 these documents really don1t exist.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You need to go to

23 the district attorney about that, if you ean prove
24 it, and fast, because that's perjury and

25 subordination of perjury and they ought to be
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i indicted..

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i See Luke, wha t

3 we' re going to get to, though, we' re going to have

4 to deal with what is wOrk product at some point or

5 another to

6 CHAIRMAN SOULESi There is a waiver..

7 MR.. BRANSON: Now, wai t a minu te..

a Until this doetrine is defined, you're not going

9 to get the t prosecution in the D.A. l s off ice.
10 CHAIRMAN SOULESii It is defined..

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO 3 And once we start

12 working on work product. where are we going to
13 look? Where is the most logical place to look?
14 It' s going to be -- it. s going to go Hickman
15 versus Taylor, but then right away we'll say,
16 "Well, what did they do with Hickman versus Taylor
17 after 19451" They.ll say, nOh, they put it in
18 Rule 26 (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil
19 Procedure.. ~ Once we start looking there, we' re
20 doing what Roy McDonald attemPted to do in 1940

21 allover again and it takes us right back to this
22 damned proviso.

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, but see, you
24 and Frank are talking about two completely
25 different things. And what Frank's talking about,
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1 we don 5 t need to weaken any rule abou t because

2 tbatls waiver. And we5re talking about a problem

3 over here being a problem that is really not a

4 problem with the rule. ¡tts a problem with

5 eDforcLng waiver.

6 ~R. BRANSON. W.lln when you don't
7 have a definition of ~work productn is what I tm

8 say ing *

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES 3 It doesn $ t make any

10 difference because you waive it, whatever it is.
11 You' ve wa i v e d i t i f you $ v e shown it.

12 MR. BRANSON: Well, I understand,
13 technically, yes. But IBm saying there's no real
14 -- tbere i s been a lot of problem, in our

15 perspec tive. in enforcing these opinions when the
16 truth on the mat ter is you eve asked the witness

17 the witness says, "Hey, it doesn't exist~H And
18 the reason he's saying it doesnUt exist is he's
19 been informed this is work product and therefore
20 it doesn't exist, it's not defined.
21 And I don't -- it's very difficult, kind of
22 like chasing the wind. It's kind of hard to
23 catch. but you know it l s there because you see it
24 happening.

25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Even if he said,
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1 hI did look at SOme things Counsel showed roeiand

2 Counsel ins true ted me not to talk abou tit because

3 it' s work proQuc t, ~ then you' re go 1ng to go down

4 to the courthouse and say they waived this expert

5 and the judge is going to say ø "Well, how do you

6 waive work product?" And say, "Well, you waive it

7 by showing it to your experts.u And I'm not so

8 sure that that' s that I know that that ~ s Texas

9 work product law~

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That'S Texas waiver

11 law co

12 MR. TINDALL: Even to aD expert you're!

13 not going to call?
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Tha t · a -- wel i, you

15 ma y --
16 MR. BRANSONI The defendant -- he
17 Dever defines that,"
lS CHAIRMAN SOULES: Preparation of
19 testimony, that.. what I'm talking about. Thatls
20 when you waive it when he looks at it to prepare
21 for testimony.
22 MR.. TINDALL: I think Bill is right.
23 i have a lot of cases where people shop for

24 experts and they go to one real estate appraiser
25 and they don. t i ike wha t they find," They go to
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expert two, three, four. five and fiDally bingo,

and you suspected tha t.. The federal rules would

say thatls an exeeptional case, but we ought to be

able to find out what those other experts told

them they didn' t want to hear _ But that ought to

be a discretionary matter with the judge aDd we

don§t deal with that in our rules..
CHAIRMAN SOULES: The Supreme Court

dealt with it in 1984.. They've done some changes

since then.. au t in 1984 this commi t tee

recommended to the Supreme Court tha t we be able

to discover the identity of consulting experts so

tha t we can take the i r te s t imony and find au t

whether they talked to the testifying experts so

that we could enforce what helped the testif ier
get ready ~ And the Supreme Court knocked tha t au t
when the rule was passed and made -- you can l t

even discover the identity of the nontestifying

expert _ They may have changed their minds by now,

bu t they protec ted those peopl e more than we

wanted them protected at that time ~

MR. BRANSON: The Court was right.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: They were right.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I w ill say two

more things and then be quiet.

.
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CHAIRMAN SOULES; Let l s try to get

really down to what we need to do and that is --

this is our last meeting. We're five bouzsfrom

recess, and we will not meet again before these

rules are promulgated.. If we ean speak to the

last claus. of 116 (b) (3) (d). specifically on what

we would suggest the Court 40 right now on the

very probiem that it has in focus, then we can

look at this some more before we recommend Changes

asa in two years f rom now..

MR~ BRANSON: Give me the wording you

rec ommend ..

this as it
CHAI RMAN SOULES: Al 1 r igh t .. Now,

it would start -Made in connection

with" -- wait a minute. uWere made subsequent to

the occurrence or transaction upon ~hich the suit

is based," aDd then I would add "aDd in

anticipation of the prosecution or defense of the

claims made a part of the pending litigation."

Let l s get that written down and then shoot at it.
:i would al so sugges t tha t the Court adOPt the

federal approach to permit the discovery of 3a (D)

and 3a(d) as limited on showing of good cause, but

that not reach -- I'm sorry, 3 (b) and 3 (d), but

not reach 3 (a) and 3 (c).. But you could reach for
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1 good cause 3Cb) and 3(d) but not 3(8) aDd 3ec).

2 If we do that DOW, that's going to, I think.

3 speak to the spec if ic probl em the Cour tis got now,

4 whether lIve said it right or not. That's what
5 the Court1s trying to deal with right now, r

6 think. Is tha.t right, Judge, as you see it?

7 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, ! see tha t

8 la.t sentence that youlre talking about there as a

9 big obstacle for the Court -- what some people are

10 probably going to call interpreting liberal
11 interpretation of maybe other parts of the rules.
12 But that last sentence down there just seems to
13 the tired hands who typed it, you don' t get
14 anything under the circumstances. And I think
15 this escape valve -.. this hardship rule in the
16 federal rules is certainly going to have to --
17 we l re gOing to have to have some form of tha t
18 sooner or later.
19 There are going to be situations where one
20 party just follows up everything, and you might as

21 well forget about it no matter how mangled the
22 person is and how just a cause he has, you're not
23 going to get any evidence..
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO= The Bos ton Court

25 of AppealS interpreted the Suprel'ì'e Court' s prior
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1 opinion in ex parte Sheppard (phonetic) as

2 developing by case l.aw . --an escape valve for

3 good cause exception *

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Now, see, wbat tbis
5 does is, whatever is evidence and now welre

6 talking about witness statements and that sort of

1 tbing. We' re talking about wbat' s been produced

8 in the investigation. Tbat all may be evidence.

9 You get all that. What you donlt get is work

10 product of consulting experts.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO t Righ t.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That's not
13 evidence. That's sometbing else. So, 3 (b) and
14 (d) do protect evidence. 3(a) and (c) really
15 protect work product*
16 MR* BRANSON: I understand tbat, but

17 w. get right back to where Bill was, until we know
18 what work prOduct is we don't know what's

19 protected.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, it won't be
21 3 (b) and (d) --
22 MR. BRANSON: I understand that..
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES, -- because we know
24 that that's now out in the opeD for good cause.

25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, I don't --
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1 see, that's where I run into real difficulty.
2 Because I think if this investigation is done by

3 -- you know, by a law firm, all ,right, or by

. something amounting to that, that, by God. by

5 definition it is in anticipation of litigation.
6 JUSTICE WALLACE: In other words,
7 if --
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: But you can get it

9 for good cause under what I lm proposing, even so..

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: As work product?
11 See, that will --
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: You can't .get work

13 produc t of an attorney, bu t you can ge t the
14 communications of --

15 JUSTICE WALLACE: What if _.. let' s say

16 Stringer, for instance. That's one of them~ If,
17 whoever the law firm is representing ..- I think it
18 was Southern Pacific, I'm not sure -- said,
19 "Okay. We' 11 transfer our ra il road de tee tives
20 over to your payroll," and, therefore, you've got
21 attorney/client privilege on everything that guy
22 does..
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI That's the other
24 thingi The attorney/client privilege is going to

25 get into this, too. Three layers.. You have this
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1 party communication, one line of defense, the next

2 line o£ defense is work product, and the other

3 line of defense is attorney/client privilege..
4 JUSTICE WALLACE: And we had one case
5 -- I don It remembcar the style offhand -- but the

6 company sa id, flOkay. We i re going to make our

7 lawyer our safety engineer, II this company did..

8 So, everythLng that I. done af ter investigation as

9 far as safety matters are concerned, it's under

10 the superviSion of our lawyer.. Therefore, it1s
11 work product.. Now, that actually came to court..
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Now, nonca of
13 these doctrines are meant to protect the
14 information anymore, just the product, the

15 communication, all right.. The product
16 JUSTICE WALLACE: The only thing
17 there, though, is that report that has been made,
18 that's a communication.. And it1s mighty

19 conveniently -- as far as memor ies when you i re

20 asking what is in it.
21 MR. BRANSON: What the Court did then

22 to me in the Nowell versus Wadley Hotwell

23 (phonetic) case on admittance of hospital records,
24 they said, yes, that the section of publ ic heal th
25 code, the actual minuteS are privileged, but what
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1 we said in the meeting is not. Well, I go back to

2 depose everyone l s meetings and a lot of them had

3 no memory and some of them had memory tna t I knew

4 was different than what occurred. So~ you really

5 you've got to get at the heart of the coconut

6 as well as the shell.
7 JUSTICE WALLACE: Let ty has been
8 try ing to say some thing f or along time",

9 MR. MORRIS: I would like to ask you a

10 question, Judge. Is it the Courtl. desire for us
11 to just delete the wording after -- beg~nn1ng with

12 Øand made in connection"?

13 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, that is a big
14 obstacle. What the Court would like to have is
15 some -- is some input from the committee on this
16 whole rule, this whole area.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The anticipation

18 of litigation concept, I think, if we want -- is a
19 good one, if we wan t any kind of work produc t
20 protection.. If it makes sense to say that \'le

21 don't want people to be worrying about whether

22th i s is go in9 to come back to bite them when

23 they're trying to solve this problem, then they
24 also get into litigation, you know, in the
25 ordinary course of business.
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PROFESSOR EDGAR: Let me ask a

question..
PROFESSOR DORSAWEO J Then we wan t to

have an exemption. ~

PROFBSSOR EDGAR i You represent -- you

have a car-truck collision and you represent the

passenger and the driver. You send the

investigator out to investigate. You then settle

the driver l a claim and now you f re representing
just the passenger. The trucking company wanta

the investigative file as it pertains to the

settled driver's claim.. Now, should he be

entitled to it?
MR. BRANSON; No, I did the

investiga t ion of wha twas lef t $
PROFESSOR EDGAR: But that's part of

the problem.. I meaD, this --the point I fro trying
to make is this really cuts both ways.

MR.. BRANSONi I understand that. And

probably in our office it cuts probably deeper

than it does in a lot of plaintiff f s offices,
investigative staff.. And we get around a lot of

problems that a lot of lawyers are able to that

way, but I don f t have to deal with it and I know

the courts are confronted, obviously, because of
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those requests with some major areas. The reason

I suggested that maybe we spend some more time and

ge t back.

tha t.

but the time constraints may not allow

JUSTICE WALLACE; IWe would lilte input

as soon as we can get it.

MR. BRANSON: Since we l re not going to

have a regularly scheduled committee meeting,

would it be possible to appoint a subcommittee and

let the subcommittee make some reeommendations for

the Court?

JUSTICE WALLACE i Well. I know we

would appreciate it. The posture we're in, weive

got these two cases on motion for rehearing and --

MR. BRANSON* i know therets some time

constraints.
JUSTICE WALLACE i -- and the Court

feels the need that things need to be jelled on

this and we need to COme to a decision of what are

we gOing to allow and not going to allOW. And you

sit up there around that table so long a time. you

get out of touch with a whole lot that.s going on

in the courtroom.. And we need to hear from you on

it.
MR. BRANSOB: I would be more than
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1 happy to take the time, and I know some other

2 members of the committee would, to sit down and

:3 wrestle with the problem rather than trying to

4 give the Court a just off-the-cuff røsponse.. So

5 many of our members, really, are not here today..

6 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Of Course, if the

7 Court is sitting on two motions for rehearing,

S though, I lm sure tbey l re anxious to dispose of
9 them. too, as the litigants in those cases.. And I

10 don l t know whether they really have the luxury of

11 additional time, Frank, from what i fro sensing
12 Judge Wallace is saying..
13 PROFESSOR DORBANEO i There l s hardly

14 anybody here, though.. In terms of the language of
15 the rul e as it currently is draf ted, what the
16 committee people had in mind, at least some of
17 them, was that the word "investigation~ would be a
18 really significant word, that that wouldn't be
19 just any kind of a review by anyone, that it would

20 be an anticipation of litigation idea, tbat tbat
21 would be a word of art that would mean
22 investigating the occurrence Dr transaction in
23 ant ic ipation of lit iga tiOD..
24 Now, whe ther the Court would wan t to read in
25 as a gloss not only that idea, but investigation
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1 of the particular occurrence or particular

2 transaction, and that l s supportable by some of the

3 language in Allen versus Humphries, that would be,

l in terms of the wording of the current rule. a way

5 to read it narrowly. But it is, i agree, worded
6 in a way tha tit could be in terpre ted much more

7 broadly than anybody expec ted.

8 MR. MORRISi You know. I think an
9 example is where you have some kind of a

10 negligence lawsuit. let's say, and for one reason
11 or another the insurance company decides they t re

12 not going to defend it and they have a reservation
13 of rights. You end up, then, with a subsequent

14 lawsuit against the insurance carrier1 bad faith.
15 It seems to me like, clearly, that anything

16 regarding their investigation of the wreck would
17 be discoverable in the bad faith lawsuit. But I'm
18 not sure, under this reading, as I read this, that
19 you would be able to get to it. 00 you know what
20 Ilm saying? It seems to me like what you. re

21 saying -- the specific claim that youlre dealing
22 with, those communications are not discoverable.

23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The problem that
24 I'm having difficulty expressing is that my idea,
25 policywise, is this: When somebody makes this
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1 communication, we donSt want them to make it

2 differently than they would otherwise make it for

3 fear of this litigation. We don-t want the

4 from looking at it from the standpoint of a

5 regular employe., we don't want them falsifying a

I report because they l re afraid of it. s going to be

7 discoverable later ~

8 MR.. BRANSON i We rUD into it in

9 hospital environments.

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Or they know it. s

11 go ing to be discoverabl e so they del iberately
12 falsify it.
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi And we don i t want

14 lawyers Dr their legal assistants, who go out to
15 investigate particular occurrences, to do a poor
16 job or to not wr i te thing s down or to somehow 1 ie

17 or whatever words you want to use --
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Be less than
19 truthful.
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI -- be 18SS than

21 truthful, because that is not something that is
22 going to be exempt under work product principles,
23 et cetera. So, the focus ought to be on

24 encouraging p.ople to do tbe right thing at the
25 time they make these communications, rather than
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1 to do something else because of discoverability

2 probiems.

3 The only reason they have the exemption is to

4 encourage behav ior tha t we like bet ter than

5 discovery..

6 JUSTICE WALLACE i We don i t wan t the

7 insurance companies handl iDg two investigators

8 like they have two se ts of books..

9 MR.. BRANSON: But then, Bill, you
10 you .ve left right where Judge Wallace says they
11 are, and, that is, you i re going to have to have

12 some good cause or unusual exception to the
13 general rule because there are going to be
14 instances where you work a hardship if you don It
15 allow it to be discovered..
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEOJ Oh, I think
17 tha tIs right ø I think we do need an except ion and

19 I've been saying for years that the Supreme Court
19 created OD~. an ex parte Sheppard (phonetic). and
20 it really is there, even though some professors

21 say otherwise, not Professor Edgar"
22 MR.. TINDALL: The federal rule sure

23 does seem to br idge thi s problem somewha t
24 effectively by saying that a party may obtain
25 discovery of documents.. Let's say it.s a
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1 communication between the railroad detective and

2 the --
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Or a witness
4 s ta temen t .
5 MR. TINDALL: -- or witness
6 statement. Well, witness statements are treated

7 separately.. Okay. A witneas statement. prepared

8 in anticipation of litigation of the trial by or
9 for another party, or by or for tha t other party's

10 representative, inCluding his attorney,
11 consul tan t, surety. indemni tor, insuror agent only
12 -- but, see, they put a kicker -- only upon
13 showing that the party seeking the discovery has
14 substantial need in the materials in preparation
15 of his case. So, we canSt get it anywhere else.

16 And that he is unable. without undue hardship, to
17 obtain the substantial equivalent of materials by
18 other means.

19 So. that sort of give. the judge a balaneing
20 to do it ø bu t then they back ou t. At the end they
21 say in ordering the discovery of such materials
22 when the required showing has been made, the Court

23 shall protect against disclosure, mental
24 impressions, conciusions, opinions or legal
25 theories of an attorney or other representative of
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1 a party concerning the litigation.
2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i So, the other

3 kind of work product that involves your thoughts

4 is safer than. the information you took down..

5 MR. TINDALL i That l s right.
S PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Or the picture
7 you took, I guess, which was even a

8 communication. It' s a nice question as to whether

9 it's work produet..

10 JUSTICE WALLACEI We know it's not
11 communica t ion.

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I think the

13 federal rule has been interpreted different ways,
14 and it's arguably more eonservative than this

15 Court wants to be. But--
16 MR. TINDALL. Well, work product, the

17 way the rule is written now, can be anything,
18 right? It's. freight train that emascuiates the

19 r u 1 e , i t seems tome .'1 We l r e back to 37 2 ~ .a r e we

20 not?
21 MR. MCMAINS. Until recently we had
22 problems wi th photographs.

23 M.R. TINDALL: Yeah, work product.
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i See, the words

25 ~work product~ were not -- there were massive
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1 changes in 1971 and 1973 * And .work productØ was

2 added in then as an additional barrier. It didnlt
J appear in the Rules of Procedure as an exemptioD

4 befo%e that. But because of the investigative

5 information thing. I don i t think it ever
6 particularly received interpretation .s a separate

7 concept. separate f rom these provisos we i re

a talking about.

9 MR.. BRANSON: What if you just put

10 "except for good Cause showDØ? Would that get

11 give the Court --
12 MR. TINDALL g Where?
13 MR~ BRAMSONi 4 (d) .
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: If you l re going to

15 do it, though. it seems to me that the federal

16 concept of substantial need and manifest hardship
17 still leaves you a safety valve whether tbexets a

18 more stringent requirement than for good cause.. I
19 mean, to me, those are more identified -- you have
20 a greater burden of showing, it seems to me, that
21 you1re going to be able to discover it if you have
22 to show substantial need and hardship than just

23 good cause..
24 MRIi BRANSON: What's wrong with doing

25 it for just good cause?
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Well, it kind of

2 comes back to what Bill wa$ saying earlier. I

3 gue$s I jU$t have a feeling that discovery should

4 be just. little more re$trictive.

5 PROFESSOR DOR8ANEO i You shouldn' t be

6 able to get it just because you want it. You

7 should have to get it because YOU need it. because

8 you can' t get the substantial equivalent

9 els.where~ like the case you're describing.

10 MR. BRANSON: But for good cause,
11 though, really is more than I wanted. I mean,
12 good cause, generally, is required more than just
13 coming in and say ing I wan tit and, say, ignore
14 the existence of it.
15 MR. TINDALL: Well, good cause may be

16 ~It will help settle the case, Judge, if we got
17 this," and I think you want more than that.

18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Thatls good cause
19 all right.
20 MR. TINOALLi So, I'm saying that
21 wouldnlt apply.
22 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, the Stringer
23 case, for Lnstance, the question of whether the
24 plaintiff is going to go to Sweetwater and depose

25 92 witnesses or get -- and thatls sort of middle
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of the road, you caD call that either way. Take

the ship channel case, foriDstaDce, and I don't

think there is any question, because it l s the only
way you' r. going to get it is under the --

PROFESSOR EDGAR I: Tha t would fit the

criteria certainly. But substantial need and

undue hardship, to me, still retains a policy

behind nondiscoverability and at the same time

gives the litigant an opportunity, if he caD show

those things, to obtain it.
MR. BRANSON: Well, would you let that

apply for A through E, Hadley, or \'iouldyou say
the fol lowing mat ters are not -- wi th except for

manifest hardship? Or would you limit -- would

you take out A and take out C?

PROFESSOI EDGARi Well, the only thing

the Court is apparently concerned with now is D.

JUSTICE WALLACE i Tha t l s the big

concern. Now, what the Court would like to do is

to try to settle this question of what is going to

be discoverable and what is not going to be

discoverable and entitle it to the rest, so that

lawyers and judges out there will know what to

do.

.

PROFESSOR EDGARi Corral this wild
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1 horse.
2 MR. BRANSON: And certainly adding an

3 exception to it is Qot going to do that.
4 JUSTICE WALLACE t No ø
5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Lukel s suggested

6 language comes pretty close to the most reasonable

7 reading of these three recent opinions, Defining

B ~reasoDable readingn as the reading that I'm
9 placing on them..

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tba t' s where I was

11 coming from.

12 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: But it doesn1t
13 solve the bigger problem. And the next problem
14 you 

Ire gOing to have is, "How about work product,

15 if that didn't work?~

16 JUSTICE WALLACE: We really need a
17 description or definition of work product. Are we
18 talking about attorney/client privilege? Tbat's a
19 very narrow description of work product, and just
2D bow much of an investigator 's work or how much of

21 an investigator l a product is included in work
22 product.
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think we need a

24 definition Of "witness statement.. too, quite
25 frankly. You'd be in the -- everybOdy thinks tbey
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1 know what a witness statement is until they start.

2 t.hinking about it.. What about. a witness stat.enient
3 from a long time ago? There could have been some

4 other case before this occurrenCe even if it ever

5 occurred, and say, well, what could that witness

6 statement be about? It might be about somet.hing.

7 It had something to do with this ca.e" You caD

8 tell it's a witness statement because it says it

9 is statement of witness.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wel l, there's
11 another -- you know, we've got E here, too, which
12 is not discoverable, some by statute, of

13 attorney/client. privilege. That's where that
14 comes in"

15 MR. BRANSONI Judge, would Luke l s,

16 recommended verbage assist the Court?

17 JUSTICE WALLACE: I t would"
18 MR. BRANSON: Read it one more time.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, it would say
20 -- reading 3 (d) after the language. "subsequent to

21 the occurrence or transac tion upon which the suit.
22 is based," and then insert this, which would be

23 all the remaining language: "And in anticipation

24 of the prosecution or defense of the claims made a

25 part of the pending litigation."
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1 l?ROFESSORDORSANEO : Let me see..

2 JUSTICE WALLACE; And have the federal

J provision 3 (b) and (d) on it..

4, CHAIRMAN SOULES: And not to 3 (a) l (c)

5 or (e)..
6 MR.. BRANSON: Then you would add in

7 the exception that we talked about..

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i That for good cause

9 -- you can get --

10 MR.. BRANSON: Not for good cause.
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Its eems to me tha t

12 the concept of substantial need and hardship
13 the language out of the federal rule is more
14 restrictive, I think, than gOod cause..

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And it should be
16 that way, should be hardship..
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR; And, to me
18 because as Harry mentioned a minute ago, good

19 cause could be that this would help me settle this
20 lawsuit, Judge..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Substantial need and

22 hardship should be the test, and I really meant
23 the federal test.. I'm sorry, I wasn't giving that
24 feel ing..
25 MR. BRANSON: I will move that we
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1 adopttbat language, and also, if it will .ssist
2 the Court, ask the Chair to appoint. committe. to

3 further investigate this prior to the next
4 meeting"
5 PROFESSOR DORSAREOi ~her. i. other
6 way. you can say it"

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And this will be
8 referred to -- Tony Sadberry has agreed to chair

9 the interim standing subcommittee on discovery

10 rules" And I would like to, of course, have you,

11 Frank, and anybody, Bill, Hadley, partiCipate in
12 it"
13 PROFESSOR DORSAREO: 1\0\'!, Luke, let me

14 ask you this: Luke, I think it's clear from your
15 language, but your language would not mean, would

16 it, that there would have to be a claim made

17 before the communication -- it's still a post
18 occurrence communication rather than a post claim
19 communication, right?

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It does not mean
21 that there is a claim already made.. But it's in
22 anticipation that a claim will be made.. It says,
23 "in antic ipa tion of the prosecution or defense of

24 the claims"u
25 PROFESSOR DORSAREO i So~ in other
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1 words, in anticipation of litigation in whicb the
2 pr iv ilege is asserted *
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's right.
4 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i An tic ipa t ion of a

5 litigation
6 CHAIRMAN SOOLES: That's right.
7 Anticipation that these very claims are going to

B be made.
9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Each one is a

10 Slightly different thing.
11 MR. MCMAINS: Reread your first
12 your predicate entry, the first preparatory words.
13 CHAIRMAN SOOLES i Okay.. Have you got

14 3 (d) in front of you?
15 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. It's all the
17 language in the rule down to ~made subsequent to

18 the appearance or transaction upon which suit is
19 based." Do you want to read that for a minute?
20 MR. MCMAINS; Yeah.
21 CHAI RMAN SOULES i uWhe re made

22 subsequent to the oecurrence or transaetion upon
23 which the suit is based, U and this would be all
24 the remaining language. "And in antiCipation of
25 the prosecution or defense of the claims made a
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1 part of the pending litigatioD~.
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: -Made a part of the
3 pending litigation-?

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Right i So, if the

5 pending litigation is broader in scope, i.f these
6 claims -- that they$re a part of it, the
7 anticipation of those claims, you don't waive it

8 just because they' re not all there is in the
9 pending litigation.. I believe this language goes

10 as far as the current cases go.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: See, the current
12 cases don't get down to the question, though; they
13 start trying to draw distinctions.. Obviously,
14 you're going to be talking -- you want to limit it
15 and say, Dot any possible thing that could occur,
16 but it' s almost 1 ike negl igent misrepresentation.
17 We want to limit it to a limited group of claims
18 tha t are going to occur in the fu ture, almos t the
19 claims or claims like these claims ~ I don' t think
20 we want -- do you want to require the party
21 involved to anticipate who the exact litigants are
22 going to be?
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No..
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Tha t · s too far.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's too far, but
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1 this is -- wall, I don't know how to say it any

2 better. It doesn't say "ciaims made by the

3 parties in this lawsuit." It dO.SD' t say .similar

4 claims," either. I tbink the courts are going to

5 have to massage where it draWB the 1 iDe of when

6 claims are made in anticipation of the pending

7 litigation.
8 MR. TINDALL: But, you seei that gets

9 back to the federal rule Bill waS advocating. The

10 determined defendant can alway. meet the exception

11 in discovery, unless you give the trial courts
12 discretion and make him cough it up in the worst
13 case possible, which is getting back to hardship
14 and substantial need.
15 CHAI RMAN SOULES i And tha t l s where the

16 trial court really gets -- escapes potential

17 mandamus. He's got two safety valves. One, he

18 can say that he doesn't think that this material
19 meets the priviiege test, but even if it does, he
20 thinKS that hardships have been shown and he's

21 going to open it up.. So, in those close issue.,
22 in the gray area, he l s got SOme rOOm to maKe

23 MR. TINDALL~ The way I read the last
24 way you l ve proposed Change in 0 here i you can
25 still always claim that you fit within that
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1 exception.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Right. You could
3 claim ~~
4 MR.TINDALLi You could draw your
5 circle tight enough that you're going to get all

6 your protective material --

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You didn't even have

8 to be expecting claims or litigation under the

9 rules -- the rule the way it's written now. All
10 you have to have been doing was investigating the
11 transaction or the occurrence, period. later, not
12 anticipated, Dot if we think --
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Bu t tha t 's no t

14 how it was meant to be read, you see* At least in
15 my mind. -investigation" meant you wexen' t just
16 out there looking around.
17 MR~ TINDALL: Any defendant -- well,
18 the lawyers are gOing to say, of course~ they were
19 anticipating possible litigation. So, you haven't
20 cured anything unless you give the judge,
21 ultimately, the right to make them give you the
22 material.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Harry, remarkably,
24 the recent cases don't bear you out. There are
25 cases -- the cases -- for example, the worker i s
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1 comp and then subsequently suit by the wife. The

2 investigation of the insurance carrier of the

3 worker' s comp claim clearly was not in

. anticipation that the wife was going to file a

5 lawsuit for personal injuries against her

6 husband. They admitted it, and that opened up

7 that investigation. The worker's comp

8 investigation got opened up, because it was not in

9 anticipation of the claims that were made in the

10 wife's pending litigation.. It does, in fact, open
11 investigation.
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The thing I have

13 trouble with is, why if it.s -- if what weare
14 concerned about is somebody writing down the

15 information in some sort of an inappropriate,
16 inaccura te manner, then why should they have to
17 I guess, if they're anticipating this type of
18 lawsuit, then they would do . different type of
19 changing the information than if they are
20 anticipating that kind of lawsuit.
21 But the problem I have is that I don't want
22 them to be worry ing when they' re doing the ir job
23 about the fact that this information is going to
24 come back to haunt me later. So, why should they
25 have to anticipate it that much? That bothers
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1 me. I think --
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Luke. is the one --
3 the case invol v ins the ra il road invest iga tor, was
4 tha t S tr inger?
5 JUSTICE WALLACE: Str inger and
6 Harkness were both railroads"

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I 1m talking about

8 the one where the wreck occurred and the

9 investigator went out and ~nvestigated but no

10 lawsuit had. at that point in time, been filed.
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: Righ t.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: All right. Now,
13 under your wording, that would not be subject to
14 discovery, would it?
15 CHAIIMAN SOULES: It would be" It
16 would be subj ect to discovery because the courts
17 are holding that this anticipation of litigation,
18 that that meaDS -- I want to exaggerate just a
19 little bit when I say this, but itls not a lot
20 but that means solely in anticipation of
21 litigation. In other words, if you prove that

22 railroads typically investigate their accidents
23 the way this one was investigated, you get that
24 report because it i S not purely for .- in
25 anticipation of this litigation.
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1 There is some ease law that -- so, if you

2 prove that whenever there is this kind of wing

:3 failure on an airplane, they always do this big

4 series of tests because they want to find out what

5 happened, you know, metal fatigue, you know, just

6 scientific investigation made .of the problem. You

7 get that even though somebody got killed in that

a plane crash.

9 MR.. BRANSON ~ It's not in the ordinary

10 course of business in addition to being for --
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES; You don l t have to

12 prove ordinary course of business. What you.ve
13 got to prove to get your privilege established is
14 sOlely in anticipation of the claims that B..re made
15 part of the litigation. That's a lot of words,
16 but you .ve got to -- if you .ve done it for any
17 other purpose -- for exampl e, "I went to the
18 doctor because I wanted to consul t wi th him and I
19 also got some treatment," and there's. case on
20 that, you see. And they say this patient went and

21 got treated as well as had a consultation. If
22 there is anytbing else besides anticipation oj
23 litigation or consultation in terms of an expert
24 -- if there is anytbing pertaining in any way,

25 it's discoverable.
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1 'ROFESSOR DORSANEO: I bope that l s not

2 tbe law..
3 CHAI RMAH SOULES: Tba t 's the way it

4 reads to me.. At least the Court of Appeal s aDd

5 now tbe Supreme Court is writing about it.. So,

6 the anticipation of litigation is eKclusive as
7 well as --
a MR. BRANSON: How ahout just putting

9 in the rules, -solely for anticipation of
10 litigationn?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULESI: Well, I said I lied

12 a little bit.. I can't tell you just how much, but

13 it's not much. There is a gray area, I guess, of

14 when some thing was ta in ted or when it l S a lmos t

15 tainted..
16 MR" BRA.NSON: Would that help or

17 hinder tbe court if we added Luke l s
lS recommendatioD, ~solely for the anticipation of

19 litigatiooU?
20 JUSTICE WALLACE i Wel l, it l S hard to

21 say because I l 11 tell you aga in wha t we wan t
22 ou t of you. I think probably every member of the

23 Court has some inkl ing, well, bere i s my idea on
24 how it should be treated. ADd as I said before,
25 we sat around that table up there for two, three,
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1 four, eight, ten years. and you lo.. touch. And

2 thatt. why this comiiitteels reconuendations are so

3 eritically important to us on these rules in the

4 opinions we write interpreting the rule after we

5 promulgate them. So, I can't give you really

6 HR. MCHAINS: The problem in the
7 railroad accidents youlre talking about, hell,
8 they're required to investigate the railroad by

9 federal statute. They're also, you know -- I

10 mean, so you could never make a .soieiy. arguiient
11 anyway.. The same thing is true with regards to
12 air crashes. The same thing is probably true

13 under the Magnison law (phonetic) with regard to
14 warning on problems.

lS MR. BRANSON: The same thing would
16 also be true for the hospital
17 MR. MCMAINS: Various reports in
18 regards to any kind of conSumer produc t.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i There l s al ready a

20 Texas case on that that give. you a right to those
21 reports. YouJre getting -- I just donlt know
22 whether -- I don l t know whether the ease law has

23 drawn the line as .solely" yet. And 11m more

24 incl iDed to listen to the cases tha t come up a
25 little bit and be sure that welre -- you know,
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1 that we're seeing a line of 0-1 -- Frank. that.s
2 my only resistance to that~

3 MR. BRANSON: Well, if Justice Wallace
4 indicates ~bat it would help them to have the

5 language, and it's my understanding of the Court,

6 then I move we adopt the language of Luke. s

7 proposal and adopt the wording of the federal

8 exception.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: As to 3 (cl and --

10 MR.. BRANSONI As to 3 (b) and (d).

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES; (b) and (d) .

12 Second?
13 MR. MORRISI In your motion, iø the
14 word "solely. in there, Frank?
15 MR" BRANSON: No. It l S broader than

16 w ha t you i ve got now. but i f yau look a tit - -
17 MR.. MORRIS: The thing I like about
18 the word "solely" is that the direetion where
19 welre going, it makes it real plain what the line
20 is"
21 MR. BRANSON: As I perceive Justice
22 Wallace, though. there seemS to be a difference
23 pending on the Court as to whether that --
24 MR. MORRISI Well, theylre asking us
25 for our ideas" They i re not asking us to try to
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1 figure out what the hell tbey waDt.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why don l t we vote on

3 it this way t and tben vote on whether or not to

4 put flsolely. in? ¡ 'm Dot -- this vote does not

5 exclude the inclusion of Hsoieiy.-

6 MR. MCMAINS: One last question about
7 the (b), what are you talking about putting

S putting in (b)?
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That (b) and (d)

10 would be subject to discovery if the Court, as in
11 the federal systemJ finds hardship and substantial
12 need~ But you would not be able to get (a), (c)
13 on that..
14 MR.. MCMAINS: I have a visceral
15 reaction to the concept of being able to pull a
16 party§s statement from the attorney's file.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wel 1 ø bu t tha t l s

18 evidence. Okay. How many want to --

19 MR. MCMAINS: Well, I mean, has there

20 been any diSCussion, I mean, that you ought to be
21 able to do that? You take notes on what your

22 client tells you, that ought to be --
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; That l s
24 different. Thatls not the ~itness statement.

25 MR.. MC~iAINSi: Well, the witness, as a
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1 matter of courseØ and they do it in . lot of
2 offices, writes down his de cription of the

3 attorney..
4 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i That would he.
S witness statement..
6 HR.. BRANSON: That would be
7 attorney/client privilege..
13 MR.. MCHAINS: ItOs done in connection

9 with your taking the lawsuit. You're going to

10 tell me that everything I've got in my file that

11 is a communication from him. that could be

12 classified as a statement of what happened?

13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO # I think we need a

14 definition of I.witness statement, ii as, again, it i s
15 a problem.. Hickman versus Taylor is about
16 attorney's notes and about witness statements..
17 HR.. BRANSON i Why doesn ° t the

18 attorney/client privilege protect us? If he gives
19 . statement to you or your agent

20 MR.. MORRIS: Because we changed the

21 wording in (b).. If we Change (b) and we put it
22 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Al 1 we a re doing is

23 saying that
24 MR.. BRANSON: You J re leaving ea)..

25 CHAr RMAN SOULES i All we're say ing is
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1 that (b) cases -- (b) and Cd), that on a showing

2 of hardship and substantial need, as under the

3 federal rules, those areas of prot~cted $aterial

4 could be penetrated. But otherwise, attorney work

5 product., attorney/client privilege.. and consulting
6 experts eould not be reached, even for hardship

7 and substantial need. We talke. about that quite

S a bit heret Rusty. Okay. Letts vote.
9 MR.. BRANSON. You c.ould handle

10 Rusty's problem by putting in there a provision
11 that this does not affect the statements made by

12 client to an attorney..
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: You can just say
14 "the written statements of potential witnesses and
15 parties, other than those given to their
16 attorneys," comma, "except," so on and so forth..
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi If you put
18 "attorneys," you better put ~agents of attorneys,"
19 too '"
20 MR.. BRANSON: ØTo their attorneys and

21 attorneys' agents.."
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, let's let the
23 lawyers argue that thatls attorney/client
24 privileged as protected under (e) and you can't
25 get that under (a)..
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1 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: It. s pro tee ted

2 under (a). It' s work product.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ And (a).
4 PROFESSOR DORSANBO: You ie t back to

5 go again.

6 MR. BRANSON: So, let me ask you a
7 question. Every time under the standard area

8 of admissions policy, an insured is required to to

J report to the company what it occurs, where do you

10 see tha t fits?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, you can -- it

12 depends on whether that it just depends on
13 where the i ine is drawn on how much that's in
14 anticipation of things. how it fits in
15 anticipation of the claims and how to approach the
16 -- fits the litigation rules. That$s where I draw

17 that line.
18 MR. BRANSON: So, when the insured

19 reports to its carrier what occurred under this,
20 conceivably, that's discovery"
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES. It's either
22 absolutely discoverable or it' s discoverable on
23 showing of extreme hardship and substantial need..
24 PROFESSOR OORSANBOI Now, what. s that

25 going to cause? Is that the kind of thing we want
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1 to promote? When that' s reported, tha t now the --

2 there's either uncertainty or clear
3 discoverability for people going out and

4 investigating or taking -- engaging in behavior.

S CHAIRMAN SOULES: They'v. got that..

6 Tha t l s the worker l s comp case. Tha tis al ready the

7 Texas law.

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don l t care wna t

9 the dec ided cases are.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI I mean, I care
12 what they are, but just for the sake of discussing
13 this, is that -- what kind of behavior is that

14 going to promote? Is that going to be good
15 behavior or bad behavior?

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I think -- well, you

17 mean, they're going to fudge on their statements?
18 PROFE.SSOR DORSANEOi Are they going to

19 fudge? Are they not even going to take
20 statements? Are they going to not tell you they
21 took S ta temen t s when they took s ta temen t s?
22 MR. BRANSONI Well, the other side of
23 that. live seen caSes, in fact, I've had them,
24 where for some reason the defendant, the insurance
25 carrier, mailed me that very statement by accident
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1 and then all discovery they mailed me was the

2 original statements from the doctor of what

3 happened. And it happened to be d iametr ically
4 different from what he testified at trial. Now,
5 that '. what's oecurring now in many instances.

6 They. re say inQ to the i r Carr ie:r one thing and then

7 they're saying it at the courthouse differently.
8 So, it might promote the truth at the courthouse,

9 is what it might do.
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Or would it do
11 in the language of Hickman versus Taylor, incur

12 sharp practices and poor investigation and bad
13 case preparation?
14 MR. BRANSON: I would urge, perhaps,
15 making it discoverable is encouraging sharp
16 practice -- I mean, making it not discoverable.

17 It may be that the counter balance --

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It f S contrary to

19 IDe that something is reported to an entity that
20 exists for the purpose of defending claims, then

21 it would seem that the communications that they

22 generate, the reports they make are, by
23 def ini tion, in ant ic ipa tion of 1 i tiga tion. And
24 then you start playing games and you say "A.h, but
25 did they anticipate this exact lawsuit that
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1 ultimately developedh?

2 And I think at that point you start to get
3 outside of what this privilege ..- this exemption

4 was meant to be about a t the threshold, and a11

5 youlre saying is it's not fair that the plaintiff
6 can. t get this because it contains good stuff..
7 And --
8 MR.. ßRANSON: I think if you limited

9 to --
10 PROFESSOR DORIANBO. -- that goes too

11 far",
12 MR. ßRANSON; If you put the exception

13 Rusty suggested in and, that is, still make
14 privileged statements to the attorney or the
15 attorney l s assistants, you are okay, but if you
16 protect it as much as you can --
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well ø maybe the

18 federal approach isn l t the best approach, but
19 cases have nothing to do -- these ones we have '"
20 Is the problem that we don l t have an escape

21 valve? Is that really the problem, or is the
22 problem that -- I mean, do we have to read the
23 exemption really thoroughly because of the fact
24 that it is very -- all right -- when the
25 information is not otherwise attainable",
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1 JUSTICE WALLACEi I think the problem

2 is not that -- so much not having an escape

3 valve.. The probl.m ia that Dobody is really

4 certain the correct approach to take oii tiuUH~

5 things" That's the real problem.. And we've got

6 the problem same as the members of the cominittee

7 have discussed around here" You can l t get .

8 consensus on the best approach.

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Probably the
10 thing is from industry to industry some people are

11 different -- you know, probably, maybe for

12 hospitals, they do one thing. They may be
13 accurate anyway because of their training" And
14 another kind of business might go about it
15 differently" I don' t guess bus drivers may be

16 particularly smart enough to falsify their reports
17 in anticipation of litigation if it happens later,
11 unless they have their lawyers with them at the
19 time"
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Incident reports
21 wouldn l t be protec ted at al 1 "
22 MR. BRANSON: Well, but incident
23 reports -- there l s an awfully good argument that

24 incident reports shouldn l t have been protected.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That'. right. The
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1 motion is on the floor that we -. let's just take
2 it a step at a time.
3 MR. BRANSON: I would aecept an
4 amendment to the motion that would add into (b)

5 and (d) -- or into (b) "except for statements made

6 to the attorney or its agent" -- to the party.s
7 attorney or its agent. ~
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Who is the
9 attorney's agent? Bow far does that go? Does

10 tha t go to the inve s t iga tor tha t the attorney
11 sends out, gets a statement from the eyewitness?
12 MR. MCMAINS: Itls not the eyewitness

13 he's talking about.
14 MR~ BRANSONI I'm talking about the
15 party..
16 MR.. MCMAINS i HeSs talking about the

17 statement of the party to the lawyer.
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR. The party comes up
19 and gives a statement to the attorney at the time
20 the employment is initiated.
21 MR. BRANSONI It certainly would not
22 include the supervisor at the hospital that took
23 the incident report.. That8,s not --
24 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Who is the
25 employer? Who is the cl ient, the hospital? Who
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1 is the hospital? Is nobody in tbe corporation the

2 party, or is everybody the party?

3 MR. BRANSON: Well, it's only
4 statements made to his lawyer or his agent, and

5 innerhospital memorandums certainly don't fit in

6 tha t ca tegory.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULIS: DOesn't (e), which
8 is attorney/client privilege, aDd (a), which is

9 attorney work product -- don't those give us all

10 the room we need to argue tha t those
11 communications are otherwise privileged and not
12 discoverable because of the other privileges that
13 drown down?

14 MR * BRANSONl Wel i, my under standing

15 is what Justice Wallace is attempting to do is get

16 some additional delineation from the ruies$ If
17 you leave it any other priviiege without making
18 that communication, you haven$t helped..

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wel l, you have to --

20 you leave (e) there, you mean?
21 MR. BRANSON: Leave (e) and try to
22 protect the attorney/client privilege. as Rusty is
23 suggesting, I'm not sure you're given much
24 direc tion.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES t Then we've got to
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1 get into the writing of the whole body of law

2 about who is the client when the attorDey.s

3 representing the corporation. I mean, that's

4 that i s a law review article.
5 MR. aRANSONI It probably De.ds to be
6 written.
7 CHAI aMAN SOULES i ¡ f tha t · s wha t the

8 committee wants to do. that's fine. i don't know

9 what _..

10 MR. ~¡NDALL: Luke, could we _.. I'm

11 very reluctant to vote on this" I know the Court
12 wants our help, and I think we ought to give it.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ We l re going to make

14 a consensus. If you please to vote with them -..
15 I've been asked by Justice Wallace
16 MR. ~INDALLI Could we have it written

17 up and Xeroxed so we could see it? Because it's a
18 serious issue --
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Yes" This book is

20 going to be sent to every member. as soon as i can
21 get it out, based on everything we do.. And this

22 is -- we're going to go over this tomorrow and

23 revise it and everything we do here.. But tell me

24 something to write. Let's get a consenSuS on bow

25 it's to be written and I'll write it. And if we
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1 want to put it in there, Frank -~ I'm not trying
2 to be argumentative.. I don't really care, as long

3 as we know wba t we' re doing 0

4 MR.. MCMAINS: LukeI' my only concern

5 concern is the way we truncated the exeeptions. I

6 mean, we have basicaiiy said everything is

7 discoverable except -- and then we've got At (b),

8 C, D. When you have a specific rule dealing with

9 written statements by the parties, and then you've

10 got a general rule on attorney/client and work
11 product, I can easily see an argument to be made..
12 Well, obviously to the extent you're talking being
13 anything written statements and parties ain i t in
14 these other two because it ø s right there.
15 Now, you can say that's a stupid argument. I
16 g u a ran tee i t wi 1 1 b . mad e .

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES:; I know.. I see
1a that. I dOD i t think it l. a stupid argument.

19 MR.. MCMAINS; Much dumber arguments

20 than that are made every day at the courthouse.
21 And all I'm trying to do is say that when you say
22 statements -~ you know, written statements by a
23 party are going to be discoverable under this,
24 without apparent limitation, you've treated these
25 as being independent entities and with no
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reference to the other -- to either A or E. 11m

just concerned~ somebody is going to say itls

either E or itls nowhere. You donlt have an

exclusion. Maybe everybody thinks, you know.

statements by parties ought to be just outrigh

discoverable but --

PROFESSOR EOGARi I t seems to me that

if this is a sufficient concern. if .e just stated

3 (b) to say "Excluding statements made to their
attorneys. ~ comma. "the written statements of

potential witnesses and partie8 except, h so and

so..

Now. we can talk about agents and we caD talk

abou t bow many peopl e dance on the head of a pin.

but the Court can then determine whether or not

the statement made by -- to an agent of aD

attorney is a statement to an attorney. We canlt

solve every problem that Can conceivably arise..
I will accept thatMR.. BRANSON

amendmen t to the motion..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Wei 1, if we i re

going to do this, and if we had more time and

wanted to be faithful to Allen versus Humphries,

which is what the Supreme Court said wasn't

changed by this. what we would do is take (b) and
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1 0 and recomb ine them such tha t we def ine wha t a

2 witness statement is, in the same way we define

3 what kind of party communication is not subject to

4 discovery. That is to say, a statement made after

5 the occurrence or transaction

6 MR. BRANSONi Isnl t that the type of

7 thing we could do in the committee appointed to

8 work on it. due to time constraints of our meeting

9 today?
10 CHAI RMAN SOULES & Okay. Le t l S say if

11 we put in "except for written statements made to
12 their attorney's, n comma, we put that in as a
13 preface to be ~-
14 PROFESSOR EDGARI I say uexcluding-
15 because you've already said ~exceptø in the next
16

17 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Okay. n Exc 1 ud ing

18 wri t ten s ta tements." okay ~ And then, otherwise
19 the motion would be as stated. Is there a
20 second?
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I second it.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Made aDd seconded.

23 Those in favor show by hands. Four. Those

24 opposed? One.

25 PROFESSQR DORSANEO i I i m going to vote
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1 against that.. And I really wanted to vote

2 almost ,.-
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Four to two.
4 PROFESSOR DORSANBOI -- against
5 anything other than sitting down and redrafting

6 this.. I mean, you know .-

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, 11m trying to
8 get us off the pot right now. And then I think it
9 does need to be redraf ted.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES & Our schedul ing is

11 this: We l re going to meet tomorrow, and then

12 we' re going to send -- I'll get all these rules
13 draf ted and back to you on a short fuse. There
14 won't be a lot of time for you to give me your
15 comments.. You can call Tina or me.. It will be at
16 least two weeks. Maybe I'll have 30 days,
17 depending on wha t the Court wan ts to do, and then
18 we're done. Thi s goes to the Court.
19 I fro going to write the Court a letter and
20 sugges t tha t -- well, I think probably there are
21 so many things in here that we've done that the
22 Court is gOing to want to go ahead and pass on
23 that they'll probably go to work on them. As soon

24 as they're done, they will probably promulgate
25 these rules, unless in the interim the legislature
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has really messed something up and they want us to

get one set of rules in and do everything at one

time, after which point we would have a Mayor

June mee t ing i!

Before we leave here I want to schedule a

meeting for late Mayor early June so tha t we l ve
got a date fixed -- a date set to fix anything the

legislature messes up" We may not need to have

that meeting, but at least weill have a date..

MR. BRANSON: They're not going to be

through until August, are they?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: They've got 140 days

f rom January..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: There i s something

else, back about two meetings ago

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bu t af ter tha t, we

won' t -- the Court is not going to be incl ined to

promulgate any more rules until rules that would

have an effective date of something 1 ike January 1

of 1989.

JUSTICE WALLACE:

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

1990..

1990.. That's right
1990.. So, that's why we've got to press and got

to have time ~ But let's read the cases in the

interim aDd work on the.. rules aDd weIll look at
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1 them..

2 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i I i II tell you why

3 I feel a little bit -- I think this exemption rule

4 -- and I played a large part in organizing it

5 along with severa.l Qt r o.tle.. i think it is
6 very badly draf ted from top to bottom and was not

7 well thought out. I feel partly responsible for
8 that, not being smart enough at the time to see

9 wha t I See now..

10 So, ¡ 1m ltind of involved with this on a
11 di f ferent bas is.. And I real ly think we could
12 if we need to do it now, we could do it now.. We

13 can just sit down and just fix it and not just fix
14 two 1 ines of it or perpetuate the problem by more
15 tinkering..
16 CHAIRMAN SOOLES i This is only the

17 problem the Court is going to struggle with. You
18 know, we've got Peeples, but that talks about
19 things that are not -- I mean, this rule has
20 worked except for the Texas kicker.. I tis been
21 working now for three years..
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, as I see
23 it, though, we're just starting to get into what

24 the arguments are going to be.. This is the first
25 round..
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Now, if you wanted to just fix the Texas

kicker, just fix it the way you fixed it. But

don l t go messing around with the -- if we $ re going

to do more than make a minor f ix, where do you

draw the line? I agree with that~

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let i s go to page 145

and try to finish the discovery rules today.

PROFESSOR BOGAR i I wan t to make sure

wha t we' ve done ø though.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.

PROFESSOR BOGAl:: A couple of meetings

ago -- and if you will look at this page right

here, on Rule 166 (b) .

CHAI RMAN SOULES:

PROFESSOR EDGAR.

I've got that..
We've added

something in the last paragraph, and I want to

make sure that' s there because I was the one that

sugges ted it..
PROFESSOR DORSENEO:: It's in there,

Hadl ey ..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I want to make sure,

though, tha t the change we have made today is a

change made in 1 ight of the changes that are in

here.. That's the only point rim making~

CHAIRMAN SOULES: These would stand..
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PROFESSOR EDGAR: All right. I just

wan ted to make sure.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. Ohi yes.

PROFESSOR EDGAlh Now, how are you

going to add, though, the federal eXG

and Cd)?

ion toCb)

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Probably by an (f)

that refers back up there.. You Know, I'll get the

drafting done and you-all Can shoot at it all you

wan t..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: May I just make a

suggestion?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Make a suggestion.

I l d love it.
PROFESSOR EDGAR: You might try and

incorporate CD) and (e) into one subheading and

then have that proviso apply only to it in that

same paragraph rather than have a subparagraph

(f) "

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Put Cb) and (d)

together?
PROFESSOR EDGARI No -- yes, yes..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Cb) and Cd)

together ..

PROFESSOR EDGAR. Put (b) and (d)
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1 together, at least in order, and then have a

2 paragraph

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ And add the

4 federal --
5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just -- as it

6 pertains to that particular thing. That's just a
7 suggestion, Luke $

8 CHAIIMAN SOULES. That l s great..
"

9 Tha t · s a good one.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes. And that's

11 what Allen versus Humphries does,

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And I' II do it tha t

13 way. I probably wonlt do it well, but
14 Okay. Now, we're going to gO to page 145 or

15 we can quit. What's the pleasure? It's 5:30.
16 MR. BRANSON: It's lock-up time, isn't

17 it?
lS CHAIRMAN SOULES: At & iDO they lock us

19 up.. See if there is anything we can do here for
20 15 minutes before we take off. I think when wê
21 serve requests --
22 PROFBSSOR DORSANEOi What page now?

23 CHAI RMAN SOULES; We need to look at,

24 probably, when any of the discovery can be
25 commenced.. That really wasn't the focus of the
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1 *84 changes.

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR; What page are you
3 on?
4 CHAI aMAN SOULES: I l m on page 145.

5 Windle Turley wants to start service of 167 and

6 168 as soon as the commencement of the aetion has

7 taken place. And I don' t have any p~oblem with

8 tha t. I think it i 8 the way it ought to be if you

9 want to. without leave of Court. But we say with

10 1 eave of the Court you can do it tha t way now.
11 But let i s table this until our next meeting.
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: In fact, we have

13 it going in the opposite direction on that for the

14 written depositions, you know, in this book.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I think -- I would
16 love to be able to serve requests to admit with a
17 petition on dead beat debtors.. Then I wouiaD l t

18 have any proof problems. I prove it when I serve
19 them.
20 MR. TINDALL: Yeah. but the old rule

21 was when you got served you got 95 interrogatories
22 served with a petition, Do you want to go back to
23 that practice?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, there' s a

25 limitation on that. It can only be 30.
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1 MR. TINDALL: I understand that. But
2 that was the reason they put that in. When you

3 got served a petition, etapled to it waS --
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Anyway. let' stable

5 tha t.
6 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i It 18 like a bill

7 in equ i ty .
8 MR. TINDALL. Exactly.
9 MR. MOIR! S: Luke, are we going to go

10 bac.k to that discussion onllsolely..? I thought
11 you sa id tha t we would.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. How many feel
13 that the word "solely" should be put into that
14 language Min anticipation of litigation"?
15 MR. MORRIS: ¡ do.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Two. How many feel

17 that it should not be there? Raise your hands.

18 Okay. That8s three to two. "Solely" is rejected
19 three to two.
20 MR.. MCMAINS i What about a middle

21 course?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We've got to go on.

23 You-all can shoot at what I write, but let's go
2 4 on . T i roo thy S u 1 a k , 16 9 . T his i s on p ag e 14 8 .

25 The problem here is that Sulak thinks that in
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1 order to withdraw admissions, a party should have

2 to carry these buróens. Of course ø wi thdraw ing

3 admissions is a little different. Tbat com..
4 you have to show wby you're late in modifying

5 interrogatories, but you donlt have to show that

6 outside of 30 days. 169, like interrogatories,

7 bas to be amendeó outside of 30 days, if at all.

B Does anybody have any strong feelings about
9 Sul ak. s suggest ion? Seems to me like

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, the only
11 problem I have with it is tbat you're imposing the
12 burden on someone to show -- to prove a negative..
13 MR. MORRIS i Yeah, bu t they' re the
14 ones that's fixing to falsify it.
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ No, no, ISm just
16 talking about conceptually that the -- it i s
17 extremely difficult for someone to show a
18 negative, That is, it's a whole lot easier for
19 the party who is seeking to amend the admission
20 the party that's seeking to rely upon the
21 admission to show that he is going to be
22 prejudiceó than it is the other party to show that
23 he's not not being prejudiced.
24 MR. RAGLAND i I óon't agree with

25 that..
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1 MR. MCMAINS i Of course, the problem

2 is you lye always been prejudiced because yoU'Vé

3 got to prove something that you shouldn l t have to

4 prove..

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, that's not the

6 kind of prejudice I'm talking about.

7 CHAIRMANSOULESi Right now a party
8 who wants to amend or withdraw a 169 admission has

9 a heavier burden than a party who wants to

10 supplement an interrogatory.. Because the party
11 who wants to supplement an interrogatory, if he i s
12 earlier than 30 days prior to trial and within a

13 reasonable period that ca.n be more than 30 days
14 -- all he does is zing it.. He does it.. It's
15 over..
16 Bu t in order to amend or withdraw a 169
17 admission, a party, even a reasonable time before
18 trial and more than 30 days before trial, haS to

19 show the Court that the presentation of the merits
20 of the action will be subserved thereby.. He's got
21 to do tha t.. Tha t l s the heav ies t burden on any

22 such admission of discovery already..
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; What's the
24 p rac tic e, though? I don't know wha t the prac t ice
25 is in your neck of the woods.. But if somebody
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1 goes in th~re and says, on, you know, sore toe

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i In Neonaz i Kendall

3 County (phonetic) you don't get any help.

4 MR", TINDALL ~ I don' t think we ought

5 to amend tha t .

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. How many are

7 in agreement? Those in agreement to leave this

S alone please show by hands. Those wbo think it
9 should be amended show",

10 MR. RAGLAND: I think it ought to be
11 amended.

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES g Amended Sulak' s

13 way?
14 MR.. RAGLAND; Yeah. Well, he didn' t

15 propose any language here, but I just think it l s
16 unfair to place the burden on someone who has

17 relied on the admission different from
18 in terrogB tory. The in terroga tory is not binding
19 on anyone except the person that makes it anyway.

20 It can't be u.sed against that person.. But

21 admission may affect a lot of other parties and
22 may be relying on that..
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Let me see the hands

24 again. Those who feel this proposal should be

25 rejected show your hands. Four.
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1 MR$ BRANSONI Let me ask you this.
2 Could there be a way to require that if an

3 admission i.s going toòe withdrawn~ it will be

4 withdrawn far enough in advance of trial --

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It's already there.

6 166(b)(5)ø

7 MR... BRANSON; What i$ that?
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I t says you have to

9 supplement discovery reasonable time not less than

10 30 days prior to trial_ Judge Onion in San
11 Antonio has already held that expert witnesses
12 designated earlier than 30 days prior to trial
13 cannot testify.
14 MR. BRANSON: What Lefty is saying,

15 though, in the incidents where Sulak got combined,
16 the admission wasnlt withdrawn until the
17 courthouse.

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, you miSsed the

19 rule because he had the benefit of yelling out if

20 he had a rg ued it..
21 MR. MORRIS: Well, he did. He -- Ifm
22 staying out of this because Tim is my partner, but
23 he really felt like he got a rook. You know, he
24 wrote this in good faith..
25 MR. BRANSONI Luke, you really
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1 shouldn't be able ~- and I've seen trial judge. in

2 Dal las -- it happens in camp eases more than

3 anything else, because plaintiff goes in and

4 proves up a lot of unnecessary crap witb requests

5 for admissions in a camp ease ~

6 MR $ MCMAINS = This does not Say that

7 it is subject to 166 (b) tantalant (phonetic).

B 169(2) says fiSubject to the provisions of Rule 166
9 governing amendment of . pretrial, the Court may

lOpe rmi t wi thdra.ai or amendmen t when the
11 presentation of the merits of the action will be
12 sub served thereby and the par ty who ob ta ined the
13 admission fails to satisfy the Court that
14 withdrawal or amendment will prejudice bim in
15 maintaining his action.fi It depends on the
16 practice.. No time limit reference in that rule,
17 on the amendment of 169.

18 MR. BRANSON: I think if they' re going
19 to withdraw admissions under any set of

20 circumstances, it needs to be done at least
21 subject to 166 time lini1t.. Because you get down
22 there and you've busted your behind getting the
23 lawsuit ready and you've relied on the admissions,
24 and all of a sudden the trial court, who feels

25 sorry for the defense lawyer, who didD' t read h~s
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1 file when he made the requests for admissions,

2 let' s him out of the bo~ and the plaintiff doesn't
3 have a way to get there or v ice versa ~

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 166(b)(5) covers
5 requests to admit, duty to supplement. That '. in

6 the history of that rule from the beginning --
7 from · 84 forward $

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It wouldn't hurt

9 to say tha t .
10 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Wha t?
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It wouldn' t hurt

12 to say it..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wha t are you going

14 to say ninterrogatory"? It says a party who has
15 responded to a request for discovery, and request
16 for discovery was held to be any kind of request
17 for discovery; documents, depositions,
18 interrogatories, requests to admit, requests for
19 examination. It was every request, and that's why
20 is we didn't go into listing them all.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think that.s
22 right..
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's absolutely
24 right..
25 MR.. BRANSON: Welve obviously got one
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1 trial lawyer who was aware of the Ca.es, eited

2 them to the judge and the jUdge ignored them.. Why

3 not put it in this rule? Why not put subject to

4 166 time 1 im it?

5 PROFISSOR DORSARIO i I III tell you why

6 that probably is unneceasary to put that. I agree

7 with Luke because of 166 (b) (1) and (5). Requests

8 for admission are identif ied as a form of

9 discovery iD paragraph ODe. the duty to supplement

10 to paragraph five.
11 MR.. MCMAINS: This talks about
12 wi thdrawal, GoddamD it.. And I'm tel 1 ins you the
13 courts dOD' t treat withdrawal and aupplementation
14 as the same thing. I don i t disagree with you that
15 it probably should be..

16 PROFESSOR DORSANBOi But I was going

17 to say I wouldn1t see why we couldn't substitute

18 the reference to the pretrial rule with a
19 reference to one that's in there now, eopied from
20 the federal rules, with reference to 166 (b) for
21 the sake of clarity..
22 And I don't see any big problem of chang ins
23 the language of 169, which wa. copied verbatim in
24 1984 from the federal rule. to say .Subject to
25 provisions of paragraph 5 of Rule 166 (b), ~ rather
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1 than "subj~ct to provisions of Rule 166 governing

.2 any amendment of the pretrial order," whieh is

:3 just kind of interesting language but probably of

4 no real importance in Texas praatice~ at least in

5 my coun ty .

6 MR. MCMAINS: Well, it is in Corpus.

7 We have discovery deadl ines that are imposed.

8 NR. BRANSON: We don it have a bunch of

9 young Republ leaD judges.

10 MR. MCMAINSi We've got a buneh of
11 dumb Democrats. We will have if any of them

12 resign..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Subj ec t to

14 provisions of Rule 166 (b) ..
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It's not apparent.
16 It's just 166(b), period~ five period..

17 MR. TINDALLI I wouldn't eliminate the
18 pretrial. It may be the Judge --

19 CHAIIMAN SOULES; Oh, no, we l re not

20 going to..
21 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: No, do both..

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Subj act to
23 provisions of Rule 166 and governing amendment of

24 pretrial order and Rule 166 (b) (5) governing

.2 5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Why don l tyou say in
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1 the time limits provided in l'6b (5)?
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Well, but the time

3 limits are
4 MR. MCMAINS i Tha t l S not all that' s

5 dealt with.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i -- seasonably
7 governing duty to supplement discovery responses_

8 MR. BRANSON: Th.t~s not likely to be

9 interpreted, I take it, by the trial courts that
10 you can ignore requests for admissions if you do
11 it 30 days before trial ~

12 MR. MORRIS: Thatls what I'm afraid of

13 with this reference that a court may say, well, at
14 any time up to 30 days before trial you can change
15 your response to the requests for admissionS.. As
16 you know, we've been relying on that, and this
17 cuts on both s ides of the docket. I mean, this is
18 just a real problem. But if you're relying on
19 SOmeone l s admission, then you don' t go out and
20 start trying to prove up all that line. If you
21 get down to 30 days before trial and they feel
22 like it waS matter of right, they caD change their

23 response for request.. For admiSSion, or if the
24 Court interprets it that way, then we .ve done as
25 much damage as what we've cleared up.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i ell, the duty to
2 season.ably supplement is not governed by the

3 3D-day rule. ThatJs just the last day that you

4. can seasonab2y suppl ement..

5 MR. MCMAINS$ That's right. I mean,
6 you caD say, theoretically. provisions of 16¡b(5),

7 in general, apply. You can take the position,

8 well, he knew this 10 weeks ago and hadn. t done a

9 damned thing..

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Don't let him
11 withdraw. His supplement should not be

12 permitted. Judge' Onion, district judge in San
13 Antonio, appointed defense --
14 MR. MORRIS: Well, he got in the
15 situation where they changed attorneys real late
16 in the game.
17 MR. MCMAINS i The fact o£ the matter

18 is the only time I.ve ever been faced with

19 withdrawal of requests for admissions have been
20 parties who didn l t real ice they hadn l t answered
21 admissions, and they had them the week before

22 trial.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Well, let i s

24 do -- well these Wicker -- is the rest of it
25 housekeep ing?
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1 MR.. RAGLAND~ Did we finish with that

2 rul e?
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Yes. Let l s go get

4 our cars and see you in the morning.. What time,

5 8:30?
6 MR ~ BRANSON) What happened to that

7 rule? Did we do anything to it?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES) Notbing.. The vote

9 was to do nothing ~ Do we want to do anything?

10 Oh, no, to -- 1'm sorry. I lro tired, I l Ll admit
11 it.
12 Do you want to put in that -- into 169 the
13 language suggeated by Hadley where we say ~subj ect

14 to~ -- in paragraph two, number two, second

15 sentence, ~Subject to the provisions of Rule
16 166 Cb) governLng the amendment of pretrial order, ~
17 and then insert "166(b) (5) governing .duty to
18 supplement discovery responses, ~ comma, "the Court

19 may permit.- How many are in favor of that?
20 MR. RAGLAND; I don't have any problem
21 with that, but I've got some problems with the
22 burden of proof part here.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How many are
24 opposed?

25 MR. RAGLAND = We can talk abou tit
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CRAIIHAN SOULES ~ Vee. I guess eo..

(Recess until 8:30
(in the morning '"
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